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Death senferices of
two Jews commuted

MOSCOW (AP) - The Su- ests in . Western Europe, Israel
preme Court of the Russian Re- and the United States, and a
public today commuted the number of foreign governments
death sentences of the two Jews and leaders appealed to the Soconvicted of treason on Christ- viet government for clemency/
mas Eve in the Leningrad hi- The appeal court reversed the
death sentences less than 24
jack case.
The court reduced the sen- hours alter Generalissimo Franfences of Edward Kuznetsov, cisco Franco, the Spanish chief
and Mark Dymshits, 43, to 15- of state, commuted the death
sentences of six Basque nationyeartermsin a labor camp.
alists, and Russians sympathetIt also reduced the labor ic to the Leningrad defendants
camp terms given in Leningrad said the Russian court undoubtto three other defendants but edly was influenced by Franco's
upheld the other six sentences. action.
The trial and sentencing of The 11 defendants—nine Jews
the Jews set off a storm of pro- and two Gentiles—were arrest-

In Kentucky mine explosion

20 dead 19 missing

ed in June as they prepared to
board a small Soviet airliner in
Leningrad for Finland. At .the
trial/ which began Dee. 15 and
ended Christmas Eve, the Jews
admitted planning to hijack the
plane because the Soviet government refused to let them emigrate tov Israel. They were
charged with treason.

HYDEN, Ky. (AP) - Rescue By early morning, 20 bodies /this year, the mine was cited for nal. There" was no indication
workers groped through the had been carried out and mine a variety of mine safety law vio- that the earlier violations were
blackened interior of a moun- officials held but little hope for
related, to Wednesday 's blast,
tain early today, seeking the the -19 missing men. Poisonous lations, the Louisville Courier- the newspaper said.
Journal reported.
last of 39 men presumed killed gas delayed operations.
by a shattering explosion in a "Their chances are zero," The newspaper said records Clifford Finley, a relative--©!
coal mine cited by federal in- said Everett Bartlett, supervi- show that in June a federal in^ thd mine owner, was in tha
spectors for safety violations sor of the Hazard district of the spector found an "imminent mine shop about 50 feet from
eWlier this year.
Kentucky Department of Mines danger" because of loosed coal the main entrance when the exThere
one known survi- and Minerals.
and coal dust accumulations plosion occurred.
"In considering their apBLAST SITE . . . Symbol vor fromwas
to two
and ordered mining stopped. It Finley immediately ran
the
day
'He
underground
said
the
disaster
was
peals," the Soviet news agency locates Hyden, Ky., where
*
whether
mine
openings
to
see
shift
after
the
blast
resumed
operations
three
days
went off in- caused by one of two things:
Tass reported, "the Supreme an explosion in a coal mine
side the Finley Coal Co. mine "Either- they were shooting later after ¦. deficiencies were the fans were still operating. VI
Court proceeded from the fact
¦'
knew they had to have ventilathat the hijack attempt was trapped 39 men under- Wednesday, filling the honey-' (dynamiting) the coal in there corrected.
' ,. irregularities were tion if they were going to surground
Wednesday
aftercombed
shafts
with
rock
dust.
More
;
or
it
was
a
blown
(electrical)
averted in time and that under
Debris and dirt sprayed hun- cable."
found in October and on Nov. 23, vive," he said.
the Soviet law the death penalty noon . <AP Photofax)
dreds
of
feet
outside.
according to the Courier-Jour- Both fans were working, but
In
federal
inspections
earlier
is an exceptional ¦ measure of
as it turned out the men in the
¦
:
' '
punishment."
mine : apparently were beyond
The court acted after a hearthe need of an air supply.
ing that lasted a day and a half.
Finley, who went in with an
No paper J
Barred from the courtroom, I
early rescue1 party, said the vicsupporters of the defendants
tims he saw were badly burned
and appeared to have died instood outside the building in the
stantly.
rain and snow as the arguments
K
As7 has been its cus-- .§
One worker, A. T. Collins, was
went on inside.
about 10 feet inside the mind
Kuznetsov, who had a pistol |
torn for many years, J
when the detonation came about
when he was arrested, was orthe Winona Daily News H
12:20 p.m. He was hurled 30 feet
dered confined under "especial- I
will not be published |
but escaped with minor injuries.
ly strict regime," meaning he |
Gov. Louie B. Nunn, who
¦
w
hen
Friday,
busi1
will be allowed only one visitor I
came* here from Frankfort, set
a
year,
a
subsistence
diet
of
ness
places
will
be
I
WASHINGTON (AP) .said much of the admini- about one third the number of |
up temporary headquarters in a
Three U.S. Jewish leaders
stration's action to help the calories required to sustain « closed for the New J
metal hut a few yards from tha
say the Nixon aiirninistradefendants "was confidenmain
entrance to the mine.
Regular
Year's
holiday.
|
tion did "everything postial and we would just as good health, and no food parcels I
publication
will
be
refrom
outside.
He
telephoned ihe WHte
|
|
soon leave it that way."
sible through diplomatic
'
House
,
which offered federal
who
was
to
have
Dymshits,
sumed
Sunday.
channels" to help the 11
But he said Nixon "mani|
|
aid, but Nunn said he replied
Leningrad hijack defendfested a large range of flown the plane, was sentenced |
Remember to drive |
that "nothing more could be
ants.
"knowledge of the situa- to "strict regime" confinement, g carefully.
done at the moment."
|
In Moscow today, two Rustion" and the leaders left meaning reduced visiting and
As word of the tragedy
their meeting 7 "heartened mail privileges and fewer food
sian Jews sentenced to
reached Hyden, the seat of the
death in the alleged plane
by the President's know- parcels than ordinary inmates.
second poorest county in the naFriends of the defendants said
hijacking conspiracy had
ledge, concern and under""flocking to
tionJ-relfttiVei'hBgan
their .„, sentences commuted
standing." .
Kuznetsov's confinement /would
the- 'site, Tabout one mile up a
to 15 years in prison.
The others who met with be "like a slow death" because
dirt road.
The Jewish leaders met
Nixon and Rogers were Wil- of the poor diet and prolonged
Family members, sensing
with'. President Nixon and
liam Wexler of Savannah, isolation. But "it's better than a
that the men would not come
Secretary of State William
da., president of the B'Nai fast death," one said.
out alive, frequently composed
P. Rogers Wednesday durB'rith and chairman of the
The appeal court reduced the
spontaneous eulogies for them .
ing an emergency one-day
conference of Presidents of
The coal digging operation
conference called to gain
Major American Jewish Or- sentence given to Iosif Mende23, from 15 to 12 years
consisted
of two mines designatU.S. aid for the defendants,
ganizations, and Max Fisher lyevich,
v
ed as No. 15 and No. 16. They
nine of them Jews. Prison
of Detroit, president of the that of Ari Khnokh, 25, from 13
were connected beneath the
sentences from 4 to 15 years
Federation of W e l f a r e to 10 years, and that of Anatoly
Altman from 12 to 10 years.
ground ana a spokesman for the
were imposed on those not
Funds.
The judges upheld these sen- SAIGON (AP) - U.S. and
U.S. Bureau of Mines said both
sentenced to death.
Wexler said Rogers outprobably were involved in the
Rogers sent a personal
lined in a two-hour meet- tences: Sylvia Zalmanson, 27, 10 South Vietnamese forces began
appeal to Soviet Foreign
blast.
ing the problems of not years; Israel Zalmanson, 21, observing a 24-hour New Year's
Minister Andrei Gromyko
making the sentences a eight years; Alexei Murzhenko, cease-fire tonight as the allied
Nunn said both the federal
asking that the sentences
"Cold War issue." But he 20, 14 years; Yuri Fyodorov, 27, commands announced sharp inand
state governments weVa
SEARCH FOR DEAD . A rescue work- killed 39 miners. In the foreground are
said the secretary told 15 years ; Boris Penson, 23, 10 creases in their casualties last
be reduced, the Washington
making
a full investigation. The
them : "I am convinced that years, and Mendel Bodny, 32, week despite the* Christmas er talks by telephone to other workers in- beltline conveyor parts that were blasted out governor sent mining experts to
Post reported.
truce.
side Finney Coal Co. No. 15 mine near Hy- and then moved by. rescue workers. Mine the site shortly after the disasgroups such as yours by four years.
Rabbi Herschel Schacter
their protests can perhaps
Murzhenko and Fyodorov The U.S. Command said 41 den, Ky., where an explosion Wednesday entrance is at background. (AP Photofax) ter was reported to him.
of New York, cnairman of
the American Jewish Conaccomplish as much or more were the two defendants who Americans were killed in action ,
ference on Soviet Jewry,
than the government."
were not Jewish.
18 more than the week before,
while South Vietnamese combat
Many visit Paris to plead case
dead increased from 266 to 301
last week. Enemy casualties
dropped , however, with 1,250 reported killed last week compared with 1,433 a week earlier.
An American spokesman said
there was no major upsurge in
battlefield action to account for
PARIS (AP) — More and more Americans are coming
A husky ex-Marino from New York offered a deal under
the increases but there were nu- to Paris,
trying to pressure North Vietnamese diplomats
which Hanoi could trade prisoners for oivilian hostages who
merous
small
contacts.
Hd
said
By GEORGE W. CORNELL
"doctors ' plot" of the early 1850s, and the
American prisoners of war, but most don't get inside
would act, as teachers. He got into a scuffle just inside the
the American total also proba- about
AP Religion Writer
"economic trials" of the early 1960s. Many
the door.
door of the North Vietnamese mission and authorities reportbly was increased by some
NEW YORK (AP) — The case against
were executed, many of them Jews.
ed
that "someone fefl down the stairs." French police esspillover,
" deaths the .previous
"
First it was wives of prisoner and missing fliers. Then
the Soviet Jews convicted of planning to hiThe more recent Jewish difficulties have
corted him to the airport.
week that had not been included some Virginians arrived with a sack full of letters pleading
jack a plane to get to Israel points up the grown out of the Soviet government's antiin that total, which was the low- for information and better treatment of the POWs. Now the
The North Vietnamese and their French staff are always
Soviet union 's mounting pressures on its
Israel policy.
delegations bring petitions with thousands and thousands of
est in more tharrfive years.
polite on the telephone, the Americans say. But they almost
Jewish population.
Thousands of Soviet Jews have sought exit
never answer telegrams or registered letters.
Most of the receni campaign has been
permits to emigrate to Israel , but with few
Another 141 Americans were signatures.
cloaked in anti-Israel terms tied to Soviet exceptions these applications have been, turnreported wounded last week, 26
This week there 's a delegation of Florida high school
For unknown reasonss the Vietnamese occasionally let
support o£ Arab forces in the Midd le East.
ed down.
less than the week before, the pupils who hope some day to Be diplomats.
an
American delegation into the mission nnd up a short
But it also has produced sharp tensions be"It is clear that the immediate purpose U.S. Command said. A total of
fright of carpeted steps te a narrow waiting room. Some
of the arrests and accompanying trials is to 44,208 Americans now have been
tween the Soviet government and Jewish citiOne delegation handed out little copper bracelets, each
delegations are served tea and given political lectures.
zens.
stifle the voices of Jews who in the last killed in action in the Vietnam
inscribed with a prisoner's name. The recipient was asked
"Never before has the Soviet press pub- year have undertaken to struggle to leave war and 293,224 have been to wear the bracelet until the prisoner was released.
Other American visitors have been allowed Into the
the U.S.S.R. for Israel where they can main- wounded , according to the U.S.
lished so many anti-Israel , anti-Zionist and
headquarters of Hanoi's delegation to the Paris peace talks
tain their Jewish identity," says the Ameri- Command.
anti-Semitic articles," says the Rev. BfahosNowadays almost no on gets any farther than the grilled
and shown films of Amerioan bombs falling on North Vietcan Jewish Conference on Soviet Jewry.
front door of the North Vietnamese mission, a red brick
lav S. Hurby . He edits a jounrnal documentnam
and of maimed Vietnamese children.
With the Btart of the New building on a IittTe street on the Left Bank .
To try to discredit Jewish interest in Ising the trend , Religion in Communist Domin"
Year's
truce,
allied
forces
were
Expression
of a desire to hand something to the Vietrael, the government last March staged a
ated Areas.
instructed to cease all combat
namese—petitions or letters—is an almost certain invitation
One American offered to trade himself for his POW son
The current case, in which two Jews were news conference in which 52 prominent Jews
operations except in self-defense
to a closed door. The North Vietnamese have refused letand set up trade school courses in Hanoi. Another, a former
were brought together by the Foreign Minsentenced to death and nine others to long
until 6 p.m. Friday — 5 a.m. prisoner himself , said he wanted to go back to North Vietters and petitions signed by more than 1.2 million Ameriprison terms, recalls earlier Soviet trials in- istry to back Soviet policy and denounce any
EST.
nam for a visit.
cans distressed over the fate of the prisoners.
desire to go txt Israel.
volving mostly Jews. Those were the Jewish
'

Jewish leaders
satisfied with
action by US.

|

Friday

j

forces begin
24-hour truce

..

Soviet pressure on
Jewish citizens seen

*

*

*

Press ure for POW s: unheard

On eve of 71, old Congress still fighting battles of '70
By WALTER It. MEAflS
¦WASHINGTON (AP) - An
old Congress is about to wearily
welcome n New Year , still waging the battles of 1970 on the evd
of 107L
negotiators
Senate-House
wero making another attempt to
settle the stalemate' over subsidies for Uie supersonic transport
airplane.
And there was a cross-Cnpitol
dispute over tho fate of a bill to
Increase Social Security benefits.
But tho stack of legislation
confronting the waning Congress was dwindling.
"I wish I could give more on
cournglnc news on tho SST,

which may well be the final
roadblock to adjournment ,"
said Senate" Democratic Leader
Mike Mansfield.
Sen, Hugh Scott, the Republican leader, said he hopes the
91st Congress will call it quits
by tonight
But the odds appeared to be
against it.
Mansfield said he expects a
Senate session Saturday—Just a
day before tho time tho Constitution sets for expiration of the
current Congress.
Another potential complication: the possibility President
Nixon might choose to pocket
veto legislation sent to the
White House on Dec. 22.

A pocket veto kills a bill if the
president does not sign it within
10 days after receiving it—if
Congress is not in session when
that time expires.
Son. Edward M. Kennedy, DMnss., said Nixon has 22 unsigned bills, some of which
could die by pocket veto if Congress is in adjournment Saturday.
But the" more immediate problem was nt the Capitol, in tho
form of a $2.fi-billion transports-,
tion appropriations bill stalled
in the SST controversy.
Sen. Henry M, Jackson, DWash., n chief promoter of the
SST measure, said lie sees a 5050 charted of compromise to set-

tlo that issue today.
The Senate origially voted to
stop spending for the SST; the
House voted $290 million for the
project, nnd a compromise bill
offering $210 million produced a
filibuster in the Senate.
It wns rejected in fnvor of
new negotiations, ¦which began
Wednesday night. Tlie conference wns informal , since the
House has not yet gone* through
tho process of naming its conferees again.
Tho House passed Wednesday
night nnd sent to tho Senate a
compromise* three-year extension of tho food stamp program
which subsidizes grocery purchases of the poor} sticking by a

disputed requirement that recipients accept almost any job offered.
The bill authorizes $1.75 billion for t|ie food stamp program
during the current fiscal year.
The compromise terms ' had
loomed as a potential barrier to
adjournment , but Sen. George
S. McGovern, D-S.D., said he
had ¦decided against trying to
defeat them because there isn't
lime to draft a new version.
Nonetheless, McGovern described the work rule as serfdom, saying it would cut off
food stomps to mothers and
children if a father , even an older brother or sister, refused a
job.

The Senate passed 40 to 35
and sent to the House a bill that
could give nearly 4 million federal employes, in end out of uniform , a pay raise of about B per
cent, effective Jan. 1, That
would cost tlidi government
some $2 billion.
Tho measure gives tho president authority to increase pay
of federal workers to keep pace
with salaries in private employment
In the Senate, Sen. Russell B.
Long, D-La., chairman of tho
Finance Committee, appealed to
the House to make an attempt
at fashioning a compromise' Social Security increase bill before
Congress quits.

Tho Senate passed Tuesday a tied in less than six hours.
$6.5-billion Increase in Social Se- The Senate also:
curity benefits for 20 million —Approved a $l25-mlllion proAmericans. The bill also would gram of loan guarantees, deboost welfare for aged, blind signed to rescue tho financially
and disabled recipients by $1 troubled Penn Central Kallroad.
,
billion a year.
Rep. Wilbur I). Mills, D-Ark., —Sought to settle a dispute
chairman of tho House Ways with the House over A $2.5-biland Menns Committee, said lie lion foreign aid appropriations
might bd willing to hold confer- bill agreeing to approprlnto
ences with the Senate on the So- $200 million in conteste d foreign
cial Security measure—but "not military sales credits—if tho
with any hope wo can work it credits are authorized in sepout ... "
arate legislation next year,
Long Insisted that once con- —Passed and sent to tho
ferees get together to talk about White House nn $lfl.!)-bllllon apa Social Security compromise, propriation for federal health,
tho wholo matter could bo sot- welfare and labor programs.

The weather

Goodview ordinance
is invalidaied by
state Supreme Court

Two-Sta te Funerals
Leon 1
. Herrltk
ARCADiA Wis. - Funeral
*
services for Leon L. Herrick,
Arcadia , Were this morning at
Sacred Heart Church , Plna
Creek , Wis;) the Rev. Walter
Bfoy r dPrefflpdfiieflu , officiating.
Burial was in the Sacred Heart
Cemetery, Pine Creek.
Pallbearers were Joseph, Robert and Donald Herrick Jr.,
Clarence Kukowski > A r n o l d
Schmidtknecht and Eugene Slaby.

WEATHER FORECAST . . . Snow flurries are forecast
today for the Appalachian mountains; Idaho, Nevada , eastern California , and the northern Pacific coast can expect
showers. Sunny skies will cover most of the nation. (AP
Photofax)

Local readings
Readings for the 24 hours ending at noon today:
Maximum temperature 30, minimum 11, noon 21, precipitation none .
A year ago today:
High 30, low 13, noon 22, trace of precip itation.
Normal temperature rarige for this date 26 to 8. Reccrd
high 54 in 1875, re'eord low 24 below in 1946.
Sun rises tomorrow at 7:41, sets at .4:39.

1st ^bv
Jan. 3

JFnU
Jat.h. 11 . '• "

Forecasts

S.E. Minnesota
Variable cliradliless and
inila through Friday. Low
tfehight 1^20. High Friday
S0-3ft.

Minnesota
Variable cloudiness and
eonulnued mild through Friday. High Fridiy 2fl to 30.
lidwa tonight 10 to 20.

Wisconsin
Partly cloddy and colder to>i
night -with lows 5 to 35 above.
Friday' partly sunny and not
itinch change 3n temperatures
With hlglis 28 to 35.

5-day forecast
MINNESOTA. ^.
Snow many sections Satu r d a y through Monday,
heaviest amounts in east.
Cehier Sunday through Monday. High Saturday 18-24
north, 22-34 south, falling
Sunday and Monday to 1020 north, 15-25 south. Low
Saturday 0-id north, 10-18
south, falling Sunday and
Monday to 8 below to 8
above north, 2 below t*> 15
above south.
D

Buffalo County
to elect judge
on April 6

ALMA, Wis. — Gale O. Hoch,
Buffalo County clerk, announced
that an election will be held
in the several towns, wards,
villages and election districts
of the coiihty on April 6 to elect
a judge for Buffalo County Cotirt
for the term of six years.
Judge Gary B. Schlosstein,
whose term will expire Jan. 3,
1972, is the incumbent.
The first day for judicial candidates to circulate nomination
papers Is Friday and the final
day is Jan. 26 at 5 p.m.

Last Qtr.
Jan. 19

Nev*
Jan. 26

Mrs. Roman dorawa
ARCADIA, Wis. - Funeral
services for Mrs. Roman (Sophie) Dorawa , Arcadia Rt. 2,
will be at 9 aJm. Saturday at
Watkowski Funeral Home, Winonaj and at 10 a.m. at Sacred
Heart Church, Pine Creek, Wis.
Burial will be in Sacred Heart
Cemetery.
Friends may call after 2 p.m.
Friday at the fiineral hdme. A
Rosary will be recited at 8k
Gustave A. KoHke
PRESTON, Minn. (Special) —
Funeral services for Gustave A.
Kottke, 84, Preston, who died
Monday at the Pteston Niifsing
Heme, Were held todfly at Christ
Lutheran Church here, the Rev.
Walter E. N. Wahl officiating.
Burial was in Carimona Cemetery.
Pallbearers were Richard,
Harold, David and Roger Torgeson, Clifford Blattner and
Thomas Schmidt.

TIPPED COMBLNE . . . Wednesday this
new combine stilf remained overturned on
an Elgin fowhshiB roady-jatiout AVz hiiles
northwest of Elgin. The four-row, Self-propelled combine, valued athettveen $15,000 and
$20jO00, wafe tipped over by David Hauck, 19,

Municipal Court

At Community
Memorial Hospital
Maternity patients: 5 lo 3:30 and 7 to
8:30 p:m. (Adulti only.) .
Visitor* to; a patient limited to two at
oris lime;
Visiting hour!: Medical and aurglcal
patients: J to 4 and 7 to 6:30 p.m. CNo
:
children imder 12.)

WEDNESDAY
ADMISSIONS
Susan Smith, Winona Rt. 19
Kurt Stolpa, 166% Wall St.
Edith Dougherty, 1750 W. Wabasha St.
Lori Dougherty, 1750 W.. Wabasha St.
Mrs. Calvin Friesen, 116 E.
Broadway.
Carl Kmitsbn,
Rushford Et.
¦
2, Minn. .¦
Kari VahAukeri, Forest City,
'
Iowa.
Mrs. Hans Herzberg, 402 E.
5th St.
btSCHARGBS
Orviile
Berhowi Cochrane,
¦

Red Men will
install chiefs

In years gone by
Ten years ago . . . 1960
A young La Crescent ftlrl , Crystal Westby, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Weatby, who underwent heart surgery
Dec. 6 at Wisconsin General Hospital, Madison, Wis., was
able to return home to celebrate tho holidays with her
family.
State troopers and strikers clashed in dowotown Brussels today in a melee of swinging sabers and flying rocks.

Twenty-five years ago . . . 1945
Dr. J. L. Frederiksen will resume his practice nfLer
serving three years in the Infantry .
Milton A. Goldberg, who recently returned to Winona
after serving with tho Infantry in tho Asiatic-Pacific theater,
will open law offices in tho Richardson block.

Fifty years ago . . . 1920
One of the flrat social evonts o! the new year will take
place at the Masonic Temple Jan. 3 when the Acacia Club
. wifl give another of its informal dancing parties .

Seventy-five years ago . . . 1695
At Philharmonic hall Winona Lodge 20, AOUW, will give
a New Year party thlg evening.
One-hundred years ago . . . 1870
W. II. Laird arrived homo from Clilcaco yesterday.

sought to have the parcel detached from the village and fin
order granting the detachment
was; issued by the Minnesota
Municipal Connnission. That order was appealed to the Supreme Court by the village and
arguments will be heard Jan. 11
on the appeal
On June 30, the Goodview
council adopted its Ordinance
seeking to re-anttex the land.
The Supreme'Coini took orlgiiial jurisdiction in the matter and
referred It to District ' Judgo
Glenn E. Kelley ail a referee.
By meaw of stipidatiojni th*
village agreed to abide by the
referee's findings after which
the Supreme Court issued its
judgment. The court'* order
provides:
That the Minnesota Municipal
Cornmission is entitled t« intervene in the matter; that the
village's ordinance of June 30
is illegal ahd void ; that the Village, its mayor and council fire
ousted from jurisd iction over
the terr itory ; arid that ho costs
will be taxed to the parties.

WINONA
FORFEITURES:
Howard K. Nelton, 871 W. 5th
St., $30, speeding) 42 in a 30mile zone, 9:45T>.ni. Tuesday at
West
5th and Lee streets.
THURSDAY
Richard
Ar Blagsvedt Jr.,
DECEMBER 31, 1970
1735 W, Wabasha St., $16, parking in a show emergency tonn,
9:05 a:m. Dec. 28 at West WaTwo-state deaths
Winona Funerals
basha and Pefcer streets.
Calvin K. Friesen, 116 E.
Elvin T. Wisland
Louis O. Feiten
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Spe- Fimeral services for Louis O; Broadway, $5* delinquent overcial) — Elvin Tllfofd Wisland, Feiten, 77, 151 E. 5th S"t.j will time parking, 10:25 a.m. Nov.
56, La Crosse, Wis., died at Luth- be at 10:30 a.m. Saturday at 25 oh West 3rd Street.
eran Hospital there Wednesday. the Burke Fufleral Home and Para Gorman, 321% S Baker
He had been ill one week.
at 11 a.iri. at the Cathedral of St., $5, delinquent overtime
The son of Abe and Emma the Sacred Heart, his son, the parking, 1:49 p.m. Ofct. 7 on
Myhre Wisland, he was born at Rt. 3tev. Msgr. J. Richard Fei- Main Street.
Williston, N.D., April 23, 1914. ten, Wmona, officiating. Burial
JACKSON COUNTY
He has lived at Spring Grove will be in St. Mary 's Cemetery.
FALLS, Wis.
arid in La Crosse since he was Friend may call from 3 to S BLACK RIVER
foiir years old. He married Clara and 7 to 9 p.m. Friday at the (Special) -^ The following casBye in Winona , frov. S, 1940. She* funeral home where a Christian es were handled Monday by
died in 1956; He was a mem- wake service will be conducted Jackson County Court Judge
ber of Our Saviour 's Lutheran by Msgr. Feiten at 8. Memorials Louis L Drecktrah:
Inattentive driving, $44 : Lloyd
Church , La Crosse.
may be directed to St. Anne Fox, Black River Falls; ThomSurvivors include one daugh- Hospice or the Catholic Chari- as Henderson, St. Paul, Minn.
ter, Miss Susan Wisland, San ties of Winona.
Zone speed, $29: John Lautz, WAVERLY, Minn. (AP)-ForFrancisco, ' Calif., and one broLa Crosse, Wis.; Robert Koss, mer Vice President Hubert H.
ther, Clarence, Spring Grove.
Joseph L. Lambert
Mindoro,
Kevin Flyim* Humphrey Wednesday asked
Funeral services will be at Funeral services ,fqr Joseph Michigan Wis.;
City, Ind.; Loliis Russian Premier Alexi Kosygin
3:30 p.m . Saturday .at the Wilm- L. Lambert, 68, 617 Wilson St., Pagono, Justice,
111*; Henrich to spare the lives of two Jews
ington Lutheran Church, rural were at 2 p.m. today at the Doeden,
Boswell,
Ind.; Gerald sentenced to death }h an alleged
Spring Grove, the Rev. Roland Burhe Funeral Home, the .Rt Skottegaard , Wyoming,
Minn.; plane hijacking ease;
L. Schwandt and the Rev. Roger Rev. Msgr. Joseph R. McGiri- Hall Peterson,
White
Bear
Lake, The Russian Supreme Court
'
Johnson officiating. 'Burial . will nis, Cathedral of Sacred Heart, Minn.; Roger Lynn,
commuted the death sentences
Bloomingbe in the Spring drove Ceme- officiating.
Burial was - in ton, Ind.; James Perkins, Chi- today and gave the two Jews
tery.
Woodlawh Cemetery.
cago, 111.; Jon E. ftaml , Brook- 15-year laibor camp sentences.
Friends njay call at the Engfield, Wis. ; John Tschudy, Mad- Tn his cable to the Soviet leadell-RobhrFiineral Home, Spring Mrs] Carrie IVI. Whitloek ison, Wis.; James Bastian er, Humphrey bad said : "I earGrove*, Friday afternoon and FifSerai 'services for Mrs. Brookfield, Wis.; Peter Przy-, nestly request your immediate
evening ahd Saturday morning, Carrie M. Whitlock, 85, 77 E. byloWicz, Alsip, 111.; Edward personal intervention to prevent
then at the church from 2:39 Sanhom St., were at 1p.rh. to- Lawton, Chicago; Marlene Li- the miscarriage of justice. Tho
p.m.
day at Calvary Bible Church, fohti, Chicago; Jerry Wefither- fate of the Leningrad defendthe Rev. Joseph L. Sebehy, Cal- ford, Chicago, and Rottaid Pres- ants has understandably aroused
Roman Mlynek
vary Bible, and the Rev. David cott, Milwaukee, Wis.
the conscience of the world.
INDEPENDENCE Wis. - Matthews^ First Baptist Church,
Night speed, $29: Karl Daniel- "I jo in in the anguish mani^ IndependRoman Mlynek, 77,
Austin;
officiating. Buri- son, Black River Fails; Dennis fested everywhere oVer the terence, died at 12:45 p.m. Wed- al xvas Minn.»
in Money Creek Ceme- Rlidie, Marshfield, Wis.; Gay- rible verdict now being appealnesday at Luther Hospital, La tery, rural Houston, Minh.
lord ServaiB, Fountain City, ed."
Crosse, Wis.
Pallbearers were Dale and Wis.; Lester Verify, Sector, Humphrey, who takes office
Funeral services will be at Beryl Le6, Louis tJnhasch i Minh.j Alexander Olszewski, as a U.S. senator next month ,
1 p.m. Saturday at Ss. Peter Janfies Pappenfuss, Will&rd An- Villa Park, 111.; firflest Wiener, pleaded
that the condemned
and Paul's Catholic Church, In- derson and Gerald Frosch.
Hinckley, Minn.; George Dav- Jews be spared ahd that "the
dependence; Burial will be in
idson, Rdckton, 111.} Laura entire problehi of Soviet Jewthe church cemetery.
Thomas E. Butenhoff
Jodies, BlaWin, Mb.; LeRoy ery" be reviewed.
Friends may call Friday at Funeral services for Thomas Chauer, Danforth, 111.
the Kern Funeral Home here Edwin Butenhoff , two-year-old No Valid driver's liceiise, $39
where a Christian wake service son. of Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Stanley Blazek, Merrlllah, Wis.; Minn., $29, parking where rewill be at 8 and a Rosary at Butenhoff , were at 2:30 p.m. Donald Downing, Valley Station . stricted.
today at St. Rose of Lima Ca- Ky.
.
8:30 p.m. Friday.
Truck speed, $29: Jimniie Mctholic Church, Lewiston, Minn.t Wallace Engebretsdn, Black Wiliiams, Cicero, 111.; Stephen
the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Max Satory RiVer F'aHs, $29, failure to yield Poreter, Schnieder, Ind,
Herbert E. Morten
WABASHA, Minn. (Special)- officiating;. Burial was in the while turning left. '
Dart Transport Co., St J*aul,
Night speed, $34: James Sim- Minn., $29, failure to carry
Herbert E. Morien, 74, lifelong church cemetery.
resident of Wabasha , dldd sud- Pallbearers were Bernard onsen, Thiensville, Wis.; Larry copy of contract carrier lease.
denly Wednesday of an appareht Sieberialer and Edwin Jr., Ger- Trussohi, Genoa, Wis.; Wayne Eddie Black, Chicago, Rl.,
Jensen, Beloit, Wis. ; David $25, day speed.
heart condition. He was at the ald arid Albert Butenhoff.
Falk, Wacoma, Minrt.; MUes Zone speed, $34: Jack Linton,
VFW cliibrooms when death ocWilson, West Rend , Wis.
curred.
Eau Claire, Wis.; Waldo Jones,
Richard Hanson, Mindoro, Minneapolis; Mizanuel Phillips,
Born June 23, 1836, in WabaWis, , $49, too fast for condi- Detroit, Michi; Jerome Sillssha, to Ernest and Anna Castions.
man, Detroit.
with
the
paris Morien, he served
D. B. Ford, Minneapolis, Ronald Czaplewski, Winona,
Army Engineers during World
Minn., $29, nonregistratioii.
$29, failure to stop for stop
War I, was a brakeman for the
Laura GOnld, Stoddard, Wis., sign.
Milwaukee R ailroad for a num$19, failure to display current Erickson Bakeries, Inc;, La
ber of years; and then did paintregistration.
Crosse, Wis., $19, inoperative
ing with his brothers until reCynthia Carroll, Bloomlngton, stop lamps .
mdmber
of
tirement. He was a
Mrs. Ralph Scharmer, 571 W. Minn., $49, zone speed.
Gerd Golly, Altoona, Wis.,
the American Legion.
Mill
St., is hospitalized in satis- Leland Patton, Cocoa Boach , $109, drunken driving, driven
Survivors include two brothlicense revoked for 90 days.
ers, Paul and Edward , Wabasha , factory condition with bruises Fla., $34, illegal passing.
and two sisters, Mrs. Wilbur at Community Memorial Hos- Ronald Mlodzik, Prior Lake, Louis Caponigro Jr., Alma
Center, Wis., $59, disorderly
(Alice) Brightj Mazeppa, ^uln., pital after she was injured ln Minn.; $49, night speed.
and Mrs. Ruth Huber, Wabasha. an 11 a.m. Sunday accident on Douglas Wiese, Buffalo, conduct.
Two brothers and two sisters the New Orleans Causeway going into New Orfeans, La.
have died.
Funeral services will be at 2 According to Scharmer, the
p.m. Saturday at the Buckman- family was on a one-week vacaSchlerts Funeral Home, the Rev. tion and had left Winona SaturPaul Lee. Faith Lutheran day afternoon. Miss Diane
The Voice of
Church, officiating. Burial will Scharmer, 22-year-old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Scharmer, was
be in RiVervlew Cemetery.
CALVARY BI BLE CHURCH
Members of the American Le- driving the car when it was
gion Post 60, Wabasha , will con- struck from the rear by another
m W. Sarnie — Winona, Minn.
duet military memorial services car, Scharmer said .
Jo,8Ph SeB,eny» M-A«, Speaker
r
at tho graveside and serve4 as The Scharmer car hit the side
»o you
?" JJ#lkL **1 R*V'
railing on the causeway three
casket bearers.
over KWNO (1230).
Coming
«V\^
while
the
stopping
f
%
:
times
before
Friends may call at the funeral home from 2 p.m. Friday other car landed on its top,
until time of services Saturday. Scharmer added.
Mrs. Scharmer, Diane and a
X
V^^/1 &J«
VIM
m A *. . * ^.
12-year-old daughter Debbie
&
?S
*:00 to »:30 a.m.
J
m
were taken to a New Orleans
i«.w >*W*H Jrm
hospital. Diane and Debbie were
SUNDAY'S MESSAGE:
fUmP .
treated and released, but Mrs.
Seharmer was flown back to
$$
"Th* Pfob,6rt1 WHh R«*ol"*l«»n»"
the Winona hospital for obserP %jjfc I
vation.

The dai ly record

Edmund McConville
CALEDONIA, Minn. (Special)
Elsewhere
— Funeral services for Edmund
McConville, "Virginia Beach,
High Low Pr. Va.; former Caledonia resident,
..;...
18 i •• will be at 9:30 a.m. Saturday at
Albany^ clear
19 .. Steffen Funeral Home, Cale.48
AlhUquerque, Clear
3fc .28 donia , and at the St. John's Ca39
......7
Atlanta > rain
tholic Chinch at Id. The Rev.
Bismarck, cletidy .. 33 15 ' .,. ' Lawrence Gfiither will officiate
Bdise, tloUdy ...... 41 39 ;01 and blitial will be in Calvary
FJdstohL, clear .....;. 28 18 .. Cemetery.
Biiffdlo; cloudy .... IS . . i . '.;. ,' Friends may call at the funerCharlotte, ralh ..... 36 2$ .05 al horneFriday afternoon where
''
Ghicago, cloudy .... 33 ii .. the Rosary wlil he said at 8. Wis. . .
Wesley Schurtz, Minneiska,
Gihcinriati, shOvv ... 35 27 T
Mr* . Oluf Erickson
Minn .
Cleveland, cloudy .. ii 18 ..
, Wis. (Special) - Fu- Miss Theresa Ranhelow, 217
Detiverj cloudy ..... 44 19 "' ... OSSEO
•
services
for Mrs. Oluf Mankato Ave.
neral
40
22
.,
Des Moines, clear ..
Mrs. James Hartert and
Detroit, ckludy ..... 2B 18 .. (Laura) Erickson, 69, Osseo,
at
the
Saturday
Will
be
10
aim.
857 W. Mark St.
baby,
-4&
t.
Fairbanks, siidV? ...-2B
.11 Osseo Lutheran Church, the Kenneth Iverson, 416 W. Sar40
..
.63
,
Fort Worth, clear
¦¦
St.
Helehatj cloiidy '.i... 42 34 .. Rev. Leroy Johnsrud officiat- hiaSharal
Nafeo, Minnesota City,
.
Henoiuiu, rain ...... ii 69 .. ing. Burial will be in the South Minn.
Cemetery.
Reef
River
..
cloudy
30
28
indlanapolisj
Mrs. Grace Reincke, TremJaeksohViUei iiaih...54 43 .30 The former Laura Erigen, she pealeau, Whs.
JOne
Wis.,
Was
bom
at
Eleva,
32
.28
elear
..50
Kansas CWj
Miss Jean Schafer, Winona
Los ArJgeies, elotldy .70 SB .. 6, 1901, to Mr. and Mrs. Ole Eri- Rt. 2.
Lodisviliej show .... 36 28 .0^ geh. She married Oluf Erickson Baby girl Lehnertz, Altura,
Memphis, ralh .... 45 39 .57 at Eleva, June 6, 1925.
Minn.
Miami, clear .......73 .. .. Survivors include her hus- James Tourtellotf , Cochrane,
Milwankee, elbiidy .27 20 .. band ; two sons, Wayie, Osseo, Rt. 1, Wis.
Mpli-SLP.,fog .....30 IS .. and William Detroit, Mich.;
BIRTHS
iNew OrldanSj clear . 64 46 .80 one daughter,^ Mrs. Elmer (Lo- Mr. ahd Mr& Hernert Pingel,
New l^Ork j cloudy ...30 10 .. falne) Akef t Kenoshaj Wis.; 16 262 Walnut St., a son.
Okia, City, clear .... 57 31 .. grandchildren; seven great- Mr. and Mrs ; Mickey Ofson,
38 17 .. grandchildren, and bhe sister, 353 W. Sarnia St., a son.
Omahaj clear
Philadelphia, cloudy 32 21 .. Mrs. Lyle (Alma) DeRiisha, Mr. and Mrs. Rodney Egland,
466 Mankato Ave., a daughter.
Phoenix, clepr ..... 63 37 .. Chippewa Falls, Wis.
Pittsburgh, cloudy ... 25 20 ... Friends may call at the Ofte- Mr. and Mrs. . Clifford Hallptland, Me., clear . 24 8 .. dahi Funeral Home alter 2 p.m. um, Ruhsford, Minn., a son.
Ptlahd> Ore.* cloudy . 51 41 .. Friday, then at the church SatRapid Cityi cloiidy , 37 22 .. urday after 9 a.m.
IMPOUNDED DOGS
Richmond, cloudy . 37 24 ..
No. 614 — Black male, availLawrence M. Hlmlie
St; LoUis, snow .... 35 26 .05
Salt Lk. City, cloUdy 3(5 26 .. RUSHFORD, Minn. -Funer- able.
San bDiego, fog ..... 64 51 .. al services for Lawrence Melvin No. 617 — Black Labrador
San Fran., cloudy .. 57 49 .. Himlie, Robbnisdale, formerly pup, available.
Seattle, cloudy ..... 46 40 .88 of Rushford , were held at the No. 619 — Medium sized black
rampa, cloudy
71 64 . .. Crystal Assembly of God male, with Long Island, Calif,
Washington, cloudy . 3ft 27 ,. Church , Crystal, Minn., Wednes- tags, fourth d&y.
Winnipeg, cloudy ... 22 9 .. day. Burial was in Glen Haven No. 622 — Small male, black
and brown pup, part German
T—Trace
Gardens Cemetery, Crystal.
Shepherd.
Second day.
H
Pallbearers were Lyle MoNo.
623
—
Small black male
ger, Llyod Salisbury, Robert part rat terrier,
availableMinneapolis law yer
Twedt , Floyd Patterson, Frank- No. 624
Small brown male
—
heads sta te group
lin Cody and Wayne Carlson. pup, mixed breed, available.
No. 625 — Small black male
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - Robpup, mixed breed, available.
ert NT. Stone, 40, a Minneapolis
attorney, is the new president
TODAY'S BIRTHDAY
of the Minnesota Trial Lawyers
Association.
John William DeLano, 419 LaThomas Gallagher, Minneapofayette St., li
lis, is vied president, while John
Burt , Minnesota City
V. Norton of Stillwater was New chiefs for the Wenonoh Michelle
,
named secretary and Paul Tir- Tribe , Improved Order of Eeil Rt. 1 Minn., 4,
ney of Minneapolis was elected Men , will be Installed Jan . 7 at ceremonies will be a chicken
7:30 p.m. at a meeting in the dinner for which tickets are
treasurer.
American Legion embrowns now available to lodge memhere, according to Roy 0. vVild- bers. They can be picked up at
grube , chief of records for the the Legion Club or at Graham
local lodge.
h McGuire Sporting Goods
Installing officer will be Einor Store, 60 W. 3rd St.
Westman, St. Peter , great sa- Committee members for ihe
chem of Minnesota , and Bernard occasion are Roy Nelson , RonH. Habeek , Winonn , deputy ald Vondrashck , Alfred Fratzke ,
great snehem.
Raymond Bronk and William
Preceding the installation Fratzke

THMtir-DAV OUTLOOK MAP . . . This Is the way the
nation's weather ebape* uf> for tho next SO days In terms of
precipitatlo» and temperatures, according to tho National
Weather Servico int Washington. (AP Photofax)

son of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Hauck, Millyiire, Minn., as he was en route home Saturday^ . He lost control while going over a
hill. His injurie s consisted of cuts and bruises. (Mrs. Walter Schumacher photo)

A Village 6f CWodVlew ordinance seeking to annex 11 acres
of contested land near Winona's
airport wag invalidated in a
judgtnent issued Monday by the
state Supreme Court
The landi formerly owned by
Whaona Rod & Gun Club, had
beet purchased by Winona
Area Industrial Development Association. The WAIDA then

Humphrey asked
Kosygin lo spare
lives of 2 Jews

Winona family in
auto accident
in New Orleans ;

LISTEN TOi

The Calvary Bible Hour Broadcast

^# 1Every Sunday Morning

Wisconsin
Patrol lists
inspections

. EAU CLAIRE, Wis, - The
Wisconsin State Patrol here has
announced dates when they will
inspect motor vehicles li the
Black River Falls and. Arcadia
areas.
The crew will set up for voluntary motor vehicle Inspectlen
on Highway 54 west of Black
River Falls on Jan. 13. from
0 to 1H30 a.m. and 1 to 1*30
p.m.
The crew will be en Highway
OS in Arcadia on Feb. 3, f rom
0 to 11:30 A.m. and 1 to 2:30
p.m.
Tho Patrol noted that their
schodulo will ba followed unless
Inclement weathor prohibits.
«'

Dip Woll-drolnod conned pineapple slices in fritter batter
and deep-fat fry until brown ;
servo with ham to company.
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Printer for 45 years

Retiree plans to stay in Winona

There'll be no frantic nish
to Sun City or the Florida
coasts for Curt Zeissler
after he winds up 45 years
as a printer and heads for
retirement today.
Zeissler, 65, is a Daily
and Sunday News linotype
operator ; he's lived in Winona since 1925 and he intends to stay here. Today
is his last day on the" job.
"You've got everything
here. It's a good place to
live and you can't be?t the
scenery," said Zeissler. A
native of Germany, he was
born in Saxony, grgw up in
Berlin and came to the U.S.
in 1925 as a youth of 19.
Zeissler had gotten into
the printing trade five years

earlier. Before leaving for
the U.S;, he" had worked on
the Berlin Tageblatt, Germany's second-largest daily
paper at the time. There he
had the distinction of being
the country's youngest journeyman linotypist at 18.
Arriving in the U.S;, he
stayed with acquaintances
in Viticennes, Ind., and fired
off letters to a number of
German - language publications. He liked fed reply
from National Weeklies Inc.,
Winona, best of the four he
received and moved to Winona in June of 1925.
He spent 23 years with
the 'Winona publishing firm
that produced a number of
foreign - language publica-

tions. As the nation's large
immigrant populations became absorbed into the
mainstream of national life,
the demand for such publications dwindled. In 1948,
Zeissler joined the Daily
News composing room force
and has been with this
newspaper since.
. Although his previous experience had included some
related fields such as ad layouts and composition, Zeissler has worked principally
as a linotypist. For years
he has been the composing
room's "six-point operator."
It has been his job to set
the small type lines (sixpoint size, in printing jargon) that are used for such

items as legal notices, livestock markets, classified
ads and box scores in sports
stories.
Now, after a 45-year career in the printing field,
Zeissler will concentrate on
keeping things shipshape
around the house and on
enjoying what he considers
the best of all possible areas
in which, to live. He and
his wife, the former Emma
Frank of Winona, live at
628 W. SarnisTSJ. They have
no children.
Zeissler and his wife werd
special guests at the Daily
News annual .Christmas
party Dec. 15. They received
farewell gifts from Publisher William F; White and
from fellow employes.

Jury findsp> '
Rochester man
nolguilty

A Winona Municipal Court
jury found a Rochester man
not guilty of a traffic charge
after a day-long trial Wednesday, . ' .""7 . - .;
Bernard L. Rumsey was acquitted by a six-member jury
of a charge of making an unsafe
change of course, causing an
accident.
The charge was brought in
connection with a car-truck accident at Lewiston at S a.m.
Oct. 14 on Highway 14.
Judge John D. McGill presided at the trial.
Defending Rumsey was Winona attorney Kent Gernander,
and Assistant County Attorney
Julius E. Gernes prosecuted.
Rumsey was driving a tractorsemitrailer which collided with
a station wagon driven by Mrs.
Patricia Kazemba, 730 46th
Ave., Goodview, while the station wagon was passing Rumsey's truck as both were westbound.
Mrs. Kazemba and David L.
<Jross, 1749 W. Broadway, a witness to. the accident, described
the accident scene for the prosecution, as did Highway Patrol
Officer Sidney -Bill, who investigated the accident.
Defense witnesses included
defendant Rumsey and Merle
Withrow, Gilmore Valley, another witness to the crash.

Older Adults
may receive
Driverstrikes
tax relief
two vehicles,
then flees

Pistol taken
from local
retail store

Offices of the Winona County
Selective Service Board have
been moved to 311 Exchange
Building, officials said today.
The move was made Wednesday and the office is now open
for business at the new location. The previous location was
at 51% W. 3rd St.
Today was the final day on
which registrants holding numbers higher than 195 for the
1970 draft could volunteer for
I-A classification , thus reducing
their chances of being inducted
to nearly zero.
Technically, the registrant
who volunteers In this way has
made himself available for
drafting in 1970 but there is no
time left in which he can be
called.
A considerable number of
registrants have taken this option in the past few weeks, office personnel here report, but
there are no totals available.
Such volunteers are assigned to
a sub-group of registrants who
are likely to be called only in
event of dire national emergency.
^

Elgin house,
furnishings
total fire toss

FINAL COPY ... Seated at his linotype
machine in the Daily News composing room;
Curt Zeissler checks copy with Lambert S.
Bronk, composing room superintendent.

Persons over 65, as of Friday
are entitled to receive a refund on their 1970 homestead
tax or on rent paid in 1970
if their income is under $3,500,
according to Vern Smelser, director of the Winona Older Adult
program, He added that these
refunds do not come automatically.
Persons who are eligible may
pick up a schedule SC tax form
and a statement of taxes due
from the county auditor's office
in the Winona County courthouse sometime after Jan. 15.
The deadline to apply for these
tax refunds is June 30. If renting, a rent certificate must be
filled out by the landlord and
returned to the Department of
Taxation, St. Paul.
In reporting income for tax
relief , the applicant must include social security payments,
pensions, wages and interest on
investments, said Smelser.
To qualify for this homestead
tax or rent relief , said Smelser,
the applicant must be a resident of the state for the entire
calendar year; have a household (husband and wife) income less than $3,500; must
have owned the homestead occupied during 1970 or, if a renter must have rented the entire
year and occupied the same
residence for at least si x
months; must not owe delinquent taxes on homestead; must
not have received or bo receiving public funds for rent in
1970 or for payment of property taxes due and payable in
1971. and the title must not have
been received primarily for purpose of receiving benefits.
Assistance in filling out the
forms is available to Winona
residents at the Winona Older
Adult Center.

Winona Co
draft office
has moved

City police today are searching for a hit-run vehicle involved, in a three-car accident on
West 5th Street Wedneday evening.
Authorities received a report
at 9:57 p.m. that an eastboiind
car was weaving all over the
street at a high rate of speed
and had just struck two cars
just west of Ewing Street.
The unidentified car first
struck a 1968 model sedan that
Mrs. John Manderfeld, 721 W.
5th St., was about to drive from
a parking place in front of her
home.
The vehicle then careened off
that car and sideswiped a 1970
model pickup truck owned by
Irvin E. Wadewitz , 622 Lafayette St., which was parked farther down the block.
The hit-run car then proceeded east, but authorities were unable to locate it.
Damage to the Manderfeld car
was listed at $200, and $400 to
the Wadewitz truck.
OTHER ACCIDENTS WEDNESDAY:
8:47 a.m. — Kraemer Drive
and Druey Court, sideswipe collision: Sue E. Pettit , 3840 6th
St., Goodview, 1964 model hardtop, $100; Peter P. Kustclskl ,
1159 W. 4th St., 1964 model pickup truck, $300.
7:22 p..i». — West Broadway
and Ohristead Street, parked
car struck: Bernard J. Korupp,
509 W. Sanborn St., 1970 model
sedan , $100; Robert E. Gonla,
1894 W. 4th St., 1962 model sedan , $250, parked.
COUNTS AC CIDENT WEDNESDAY:
7:10 p.m. — Hart Township
Road 11, two miles south of
Wyattville, head-on collision on
icy bridge : Bernard Blnskowski ,
17, Lewiston, 1969 model sedan,
demolished ; Leland J. Jonsgaard , Lewiston, 1007 model se
dan , $650.
,

Winona police are investigat
ing the theft of a pistol from a
local retail store, Police Chief
James W. McCabe said tills
morning.
Authorities received a re*
port from the Tempo Store at
the Miracle Mall Shopping Center at 8:15 p.m. Wednesday that play case there in the past sev
a .22-caliber automatic pistol eral days.
had been removed froni a dis- Tho gun was valued at $03.

Zeissfer , a veteran of 22 years with the Daily
News, retires after today. (Daily News photo) ,'

Ice skating dub
plans activities
The Winona Ice Skating Club activities will begin Sunday, Jan, 10, and continue every Sunday afternoon from 2
lo 4 p.m . at the Winona Lake Park ice rink.
Refreshments will be served in the Lake Lodge social
room at 3 p.m. under the direction of refreshment chairman Mrs. Thomas Slaggie.
Meeting Wednesday to formulate plans for the coming
seaon, the governing board of the club heard Robert Welch,
director of Winona Park recreation , explain the ice skating
program for the season offered by his department.
Hubert Bambenek, supervisor of figure skating lessons ,
presented the schedules for the children's and ladies' classes.
The women's figure skating classes will be 1:30 to 3 p.m.
at the East Recreation Center on the odd numbered days during January. No lessons wifl be conducted on Saturdays and
Sundays. Any woman in Winona may participate in the free
program which begins Tuesday. Baby sitting service will be
available at East Recreation Center.
The entire club membership may participate in the Sunday gatherings at Lake Park ice rink during January and
February. Nonskating-members of the club may attend the
gatherings. Beginning skating members will be assisted
on the ice.
Board members of the club not pictured include Dr.
and Mrs. Roger Zehren, club treasurers; Mr. and Mrs. John
Beckman; Mr. and Mrs. Dewayne Tiedeman; Frank Kolter ;
Judge Glen Kelley; Thomas Slaggie, Miss Mary Rahilly and
George E. Steinmetz.,

ELGIN, Minn. (Special) - As
a result of a Wednesday evening fire" at the Jim Cerice home
here, the house is a shell and all
the furnishings are either destroyed or smoke damaged. Estimate of loss was not available.
Mr. and Mrs. Cerice* were not
at home at the time. They had
left the house about 5 p.m. to
visit his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ben Cerice at rural Kellogg.
Some time later thd neighbors
smelled smoke and the fire
alarm was turned in by Richard
Zimny. Members of the Elgin
volunteer fire department remained on the scene about S
hours, from 8:30 to 11:30 p.m.
A state fire marshal and the
chief of the Elgin fire department said thd fire possibly started from a short in the wiring
aroiind the furnace. The blaze
followed the chimney and shot
up through the floors of the
home. A clock had stopped at
6:10.The Cerices purchased the
former Fred Wandrey home in
October and moved in on'Nov.
15. They had just completed redecorating the home.
The loss is covered by insurance.

Commission
lawsuit to
conclude today

A district court salary dispute was expected to conclude
around noon today.
Winona County District Court
Judge Glenn E. Kelley was expected to take under advisement the civil suit of Harry
Keith , 333 Glen Mary Road ,
against Canton Mills, Die, Minnesota City, for $11,000 in sales
commissions allegedly due him .
Keith himself took the stand
throughout the afternoon Wednesday to discuss his interpretation of a sales commission contract he had with the company
in 1968.
Concluding his case was plaintiff's attorney William A. Lindquist.
Defense attorney Dennis A.
Challeen was expected to conclude his case around noon today.

Seek restraining order
on courthouse plan
By KATHY KNUDTSON
Daily News Staff Writer
A preliminary hearing will
be held Monday at 9:30 a.m.
before Judge Glenn Kelley
for the purpose of deciding
whether or not a restraining
order should be issued to
prevent the Winona County
Board of Commisisoners
from entering into any construction,,i contracts for a
new county office building.
A group of county citizens,
Incorporated as the Winona
Progress and Preservation
Association, is seeking the
temporary Injunction in order to prevent the County
Board's acceptance of bids
which commissioners had
set for Jan. 6. If Judge Kelley agrees with the request,
another hearing"will be held
to determine the merits of
a temporary injunction. The
Association will be repre-

lented by James O'Conner,
St. Paul.
Winona County commissioners have approved (bat
a three-phase plan be used
for the construction of a
new county courthouse, the
first phase to be a building
erected on the south side
and adjoining the present
courthouse building using
county building funds.
According to Edwin Maus,
association president, members are convinced that,
economically as well as esthetically, the best interests
of the community would be
served by employing the
money availahle to the commissioners for renovating
rather than replacing the
courthouse.
Mans said this noon that
In adopting this coarse the
association "believes Itself
acting in behalf of the ma-

City populai-ion
down since1965
According to the 1970 final
figure, Winona's population
officially has risen by 1,543
—or 6.2 percent—from the
24,895 established in the 1960
census.
The 1965 figure had been
the highest point reached by
the city in this century and
reversed a falling trend that
had set after the previous
record high population of
25,031 had been recorded in
1950.
Following are the city's
census totals for the last 60)
years: .

Winona's official population, as compiled in the 1970
decennial census, is 26,438,
according to preliminary information received from
ihe U.S. Bureau of the Census today.
Census officials in Minneapolis indicated today that
a comprehensive b r e a k down of census figures
would he available shortly.
No county figures were
available today.
The new official figure
represents a drop of 333
from the total of 26,771 established in a special census conducted in 1965. The
special census was an overall count, paid for by the
city, that provided little or
no statistical breakdown.

1910 18,583
1920 19,143
1930 20,850
1940 22,490

1950
1960
1965
1970

25,031
24,895
26,771
26,438

Coleman hints
at State Senate
margin for DFL
ST. PAUL (AP ) — Senate
Liberal leader Mcholas Coleman said today he has reason
to believe DFLers. might find
"an additional vote" and be
able to control thd Senate when
the Minnesota Legislature convenes Tuesday.
Coleman hinted such a vote
might come from the ranks of
Conservatives, who now claim a
34-33 margin in the Senate.
However, Coleman said he
had no commitment from any
Conservative to switch allegiance and some observers felt
the announcement was merely
another ploy in the maneuvering
for Senate control.
Coleman continued to insist
that Duluth independent Richard Palmer should stand aside
at the opening session, thus depriving Conservatives of one
vote.
"The first thing we have to
do is get the tie , then we will
make our own attempt to organize and we have reason to
think we will get that additional
vote," Coleman told a news conference.
Control of the Senate hinges
on maneuvering to either seat
Palmer or have him stand
aside, and also on whether DFLer Florian Chmielewski, Sturgdon Lake, will be seated.

have only 32 votes and thus fall
short of a tie, even if Palmer is
not seated .
Palmer has announced he will
organize with Conservatives but
he also faces a decision by the
Senate on charges of unfair
campaign practices, raised by

jority of the county's voters,
who have three times rejected proposals to fund
such an edifice.
Having exhausted current
funds, the erection of an adjunct would leave the commissioners two equally untenable alternatives, he
said. These would be to continue using the courthouse
in its present state of neglect in conjunction with this
annex, or to demolish the
old building at considerable
cost and complete a threefold complex as originally
planned at the community's
expense, thus violating the
express desires of their constituency.
Other officers of the Winona Association are Mrs.
Don Frisby, vice president
and Miss Cindy Tester, secretary-treasurer.

Nine Wisconsin
waste d isposal
sites get orders
MADISON, Wis. CAP) -Nine
public and private" solid-waste
disposal sites have been given
options of closing immediately
or complying with Wisconsin
regulations to reduce nuisance
conditions, the Department of
Natural Resources said Tuesday. 7
The orders, designed to control specific solid waste operations, apply to Clintonville, six
rural or suburban towns and
two private dumps.
- The affected towns include
Grand Chute, Beloit, .Luxemburg, flyman, Green Bay and
Mount Pleasant.
Private firms listed were ' in
DePere and Oak Creek.
his DFL opponent, Francis LaBrosse.
Thd prize^kv the battle tor
to name chaircontrol is power
man and vice chairmen for all
Senate committees.
Coleman said if DFLers win
control they will operate with 16
committees, rather than the 21
committees announced by Conservatives.
,,
-*&
Coleman also renewed the
possibility that leadership of the
Senate might fall to a coalition
of DFLers and-Conservatives if
the struggle is unresolved.
Conservative leader Stanley
Holmquist, Grove City, has expressed confidence that the onevote conservative margin is legally sound and will prevail
next Tuesday.

0
-WORLD in <nm
7 / j]
The first year of our new decade will always be remembered for the early trends and circumstances that
helped shape today's world. K was a year filled with
every stage of emotion. Fear, tragedy, expectation, and
elation marked Its course and once again, The Associated Press has recorded it all, as only their unique
services can provide.

The Minnesota Supreme Court
heard arguments today in a
move by Chmielewski to have
an election contest dismissed
and an election certificate issued for his 14-vote victory.
If Chmielewski does not have"
a certificate, DFLers would
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left , Mrs. George Steinmetz, Mrs. Thomas Slaggie, Hubert
Bambenek , Robert Welch,, Mrs. Glenn KeHey, Mrs. Neil Mac
Loan and Mrs. Hubert Bambenek . (Daily News photo)
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FORMULATING PLANS . . . Jnnuary and February activities of the Winona Ico Skating Club Were discussed at
Wednesday's meeting of tho club's governing board. Seated
at the homo of Dr. and Mrs, Roger Zehren are from
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Smile info '71 (makes it easier)

By EARL WILSON
NEW YORK— Let's face
1971 with a smile — if we
can . . .
This somewhat old-fashioned young man went to
his sweetheart's father, a
big Wall Street broker, to
ask for her hand in marriage.
"Can you support a family?" glowered the broker.
"I th-think so," the young
man stammered.
"Make sure!" snapped
the broker. "Rememberthere
are seven of us!"
¦ '
•

¦• •

.

7

*: .

*

¦

Let's face the fact that
there's been a big change in
morals in a decade. In
1S60, a beautiful smalltown girl came to N.Y. and
married a bald-headed man
with a Rolls-Royce. In 1970
her - little sister came to
NX and shacked up with a
hippie with a motorcycle.

. The tew "hot pants" or
short-short* that are driving
the leggy gals crazy in Paris will be "worn on B'way
by Carol Chaining in u 4 On
a Garden ," opening next
week. Carol's hot pants,
designed by Bill McHOne,
are shorter than minis, will
be of white chiffon and sequins over sheer tights. One
NY store's planning an ad;
"We've Got Hot Pants For
You." (Carol wears her
hotties In a couch scene
with Sid Caesar.)

"Air Pollution" got head-,
lines ]but Goodman Ace said,
"I've been complaining
about it for 20 years under
its other name—television."
Claiming that picking on
TV is like picking a retarded child, fee said a company offered him a new set
but he replied, "I already
have two sets I turn off.
Turning off a third set
would give me vertigo."
With some programs taped
for only 10 weeks and then
placed on re-run and rerun re-runs, he says, "TV is
the only place wh ere nothing succeeds like failure."

"Our employes are getting more impertinent.
Bragging to my Sassy Secretary Julie Allen about
my education, I said I'd
attended Heidelberg.
"The college," she said,
"or the brewery?"

We forgot to name the
Broadway Woman of the
Year. There's no doubt
about who she is. She is
Lauren Bacall and Ethel
Merman , or is it Ethel Merman and Lauren Bacall?
And that's definite . . . The
Generation Gap : "From pot
m^^^^^^^j ^^^^mm^i^smM^^^^^^i^roast to roast pot" . . ... By
^m^^^
the way, we'll miss Ethel
Merman's (Dolly Levi's)
crack to Horace Yan der
Gelder who, in "Hello, Dol¦
¦
'
'
I' .'
Today . . .
ly," didn't want to marry
|
PRO HOCKEY. The Minnesota North Stars play the 1 her : "On those cold winter
1
I Pittsburgh Penguins at Pittsburgh.' 7:00. Ch. 11.
% nights, Horace, you can
snuggle up to your cash
¦' . ' ¦
Friday • .
j.
'J register" . . . Ethel didn't
I
SUGAR BOWL. The Air Force Falcons and the Ten- I quite break into tears '' 'the
k nessee Volunteers pair off in the 37th annual Sugar Bowl |
closing night. "It's a very
p at New Orleans. 11:55. Chs. 6-9-19.
I happy moment, a bitter. £ ¦ -. ' ) COTTON BOWL. Notre Dame's Fighting Irish and the-r| sweetf^hS^aidr~ " "v
I Texas Longhorns meet in a rematch of last year's Cotton |
1 Bowl game at Dallas, Texas. 12:45. Chs, 3-4-8.
|Cary Grant, who'll be 67
I
ROSE BOWL. The 57th annual Hose Bo\?l game match- p on Jan. 18, almost ruined
es Ohio State's Big 10 Conference champions and the In- |
my dinner . There was a
|
I fool ' rumor he'd died and
1 dians of Stanford University. 3:45. Chs. 5-10-13.
| ORANGE BOWL. Live from Miami, Fla., the meeting I until we found out he was
|of the Louisiana State Tigers and the Nebraska Cornhusk- 1 feeling just fine, I couldn't
1 get the Beautiful Wife to
s ers in the 37th Orange Bowl game. 7:00. Chs. 5-10-13.
m
\
¦¦ : . Saturday .
. f t serve the Christmas left, :- .' ¦.
I "
overs ... (Turkey a la
| GATOR BOWL. Auburn's Tigers take on the Missis- I King!) . . . David Frost
I sippi Rebels in the 26th annual Gator Bowl at Jackson- I holidayed with Diahnn Car|
I me, Fla. 1:00. Chs. 5-10-13:
roll in LA . . . The Tony
WIDE WORLD OF SPORTS. There'U be the World |
\
Roberts are expecting . ..- .
Cup
Alpine
Skiing
ChampbhshijJs
taped
Dec.
17
at
Val
I
|
Frank
Langella (of "12
I d'lsere, France, and the National Drag Racing Cham- I Chairs") is up for Best
I pionships taped Sept. 7 at Indianapolis. 2:00. Chs. 6.-9-19. i
i
EAST-WEST SHRINE GA2WE. The top college senior I Supporting in "Diary of a
football
stars play in the 46th annual East-West Shrine 4 Mad Housewife.-"
I
Game telecast live from Oakland, Calif.
- -—i THE MIDNIGHT EARL ...
:|
f ¦ WRESTLING. «:0O. Ch^il,
Jack Dernpsey was at his
| COLLEGE BASKETBALL. Dayton's Fryers and %
I UCLA's Bruins are matched at Los Angeles. Joined in £| restaurant "when the post1 man brought him a letter
I progress at 10:45 on Ch. 5.
from England—with 25 cents
¦ Sunday , :.
"
.
§
postage due. The ex.
l
1
PRO FOOTBALL. The National Football League play- 1 champ paid the quarter,
|offs continue with games for conference championships, i then opened the envelope—
If Tentative scheduling at presstime called for the Baltimore i a Christmas card from the
Colta and Oakland Raiders to meet for the American m richest man in the world,
J. Paul Getty,, . An OscarI Conference title at Baltimore at 1:00 on Chs. 5-10-13 |
i and the San Francisco 49ers and Dallas Cowboys to decide I winning star 's preparing a
I the National Conference championship at Dallas at 4 § lawsuit demanding a finan1 p.m. on Chs. 3-4-8.
I cial accounting of his prizewmmimmmwm/Mm&wmtmmi& isi winning film . ... Jon ("Mid^m^^ZM&msmms^^xzm.
night Cowboy") Voight used
the office phone at NepenMcCartney brings tha to call his new love,
Trish Sterling (dtr . of Ann
Sothern ) . . . Goldie Hawn
THURS, • FRI, ¦SAT. court action
flies to Hamburg Jan. 6
against Beatles
to start her next film * "$."
¦
Sportscaster Frank Gif)
LONDON (AP — Paul Mc- ford' s sporting a $500 leathY/ASt .r
Cartney brought a court action er midi coat . . . Music biz
IWRKX McGO<3«AN, today against the other three buzz is that the Beatles'll
Beatles — John Lennon, George
RICHARDW1DMARK Harrison and Ringo Starr—de have a summit meeting in
NY shortly to discuss
mantling that the group be le- ing together again . .. workALANALOA
When
gally dissolved.
members of the Moscow CirThe writ was filed in the chan- cus on Ice troupe—now
at
cery division of the London High the Felt Forum
— head
Court.
hom e, they 'll carry unusual
McCartney's suit came after souvenirs with
them—Sears
months of rumor that the Beatles were breaking up permanently. They have not played in BLAIR , TAYLOR SCHOOLS
public together for more than BLAIR, Wis. (Special) _ Re
two years.
resentatives of the High Sch<
Relations Department at W
yj
^
'iqp* ^ty
f ^ my?y^y f ty ?yy'
r^ry sw^sT ^r^r ^tr^r Tw^af^^r V*^^
.^|^ consin State University, £
pcrior, will visit Blair Hi
_ COME TO OUR BIG
r
j School on Tuesday at 2 p.i
On Wednesday at 8:30 a .m. t
team will visit Taylor Hi|
="
4
?K ''
School.
Under the direction
A
Live* Music fay
Charles Buran , high school T
r
THE COUNTRY COUSINS A BEVERLY
j latloiis counsellor at WSU7 P.M.to 1 A.M.
*
team members discuss campi
i^ life with interested high schc
P
OPEN ALL DAY NEW YEAR'S DAY
students. Included among tl
topics to be discussed by ti
_ SOO W. 5th St.
r
1 team are costs, financial a
available and career possibi
ties.

I Weekend TV sports I
¦
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May 1971 hold an abundance
on happiness
for
°^ J 0^ d
¦
^e Pand
rom'se
^ou " • w'^ more
better
°f achieving
things than In the past.
We wish you every possible

success. Happy New Year!

WE TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO THANK OUR MANY FRIENDS FOR THEIR
PATRONAGE DURING THE PAST YEAR.

WE WILL BE OPEN OUR REGULAR HOU RS
NEW YEA R'S NIGHT

THE OAKS

Minnesota City

Phono 689-9292

Roebuck catalogues . . .
New York gets its first indoor motorcycle races, the
Yamaha races, Jan. 25 at
Madison Sq. Garden.
Fannie Flagg'Il play^Dlck
Van Dyke's sister in his new
TV series.
TODAY'S BEST LAUGH :
Taffy Tuttle says she finally found something that' s
cheaper today than it was
two weeks ago—a Christmas
tree,
WISH I'D SAID THAT:
"I'm not knocking science,"
says Seaman Jacobs. "After all, it was science that
gave us blondes."

Television review

Bmt\g speaa l
said 'excelfen?

Expect rider
fo bring rush
on silver coins

REMEMBERED QUOTE:
"Women are never satisfied. They are always trying to take off weight, put
it on, or rearrange."
EARL'S PEARLS: One of
life's disappointments is
discovering that the man
who writes those friendly
bank 'ads isn't the same one
who makes the loans.
Joey Adams entertained
the inmates at Greenhaven
State Prison, "first of several
prisons he'll appear at.
"The guys loved it," he reports. "They even voted
me an honorary sentence."
That's earl, brother.

By CYNTHIA LOWRY
, NBC, with a little overlapping
competition from ABC with its
NEW YORK CAP) - Televi- Sugar Bowl parade.
sion's examination of the
world's wildlife c o n t i n u e d
WASHINGTON (AP) - A rid- Wednesday night on CBS with a
er on a bank regulatory bill
expedition to the
could spur a silver dollar rush report on an
Sea
to
observe seals
Bering
by collectors for at least $90
and
walruses.
million in uncirculated cartwheels.
The hour, one In the "AdvenAbout 18 million of these ture" series, trailed a team of
rare-date coins left in U.S. scientists and divers headed by
vaults since , they emerged from
the Carson City, Nev., mint in Dr. Carleton R ay, a zoologist
the 19th Century—would be sold who specializes in the study of
under a plan approved by the marine animals. They -were
Coinage Commission in. May studying the mukluk, or bearded seal, and the smaller ringed
1969.7 ;. '
seal, during the polar spring,
Now, as part of one-bank hold- particularly interested in learnl t
K
l U aV
ing company legislation on ing how they survive beneath ml
President Nixon's desk, Con- the heavy ice and raise their [o 2Q*tiai»r»»«
: ...¦ '. ._ ¦
gress has authorized transfer of young in the frigid waters.
the* silver dollars—some of them
still in original mint bags—from Some of the most interesting
the Treasury to the General footage showed divers with exServices Administration for auc- p e r i m e n t a l gear working
7:30
Bock
Beat
I
15:89
Special
71
|
tion. Proceeds from the public through small holes dug in the
EvAninri
evening
ironside
MOD
Newt
ice cover.
4:00 Newt l-4-S-!-10-13-l»
Bewitched
. <%Mf
J-4-54-8-Mt-lJ.lt sale will go to the Treasury.
The expedition only spotted
Truth or const1:00 World We Live In J
Dragnet
11
Officials
at
GSA,
who
never
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Movla
«-«
M-8 10:» Merv Griffin
J» have handled this big
wily seals from a distance,
7
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a coin
Barefoot In the Park
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t: 30 Nader Report
1
but Ihe second portion of the
'
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Dick Cavelt
>i» sale, are* reluctant to say how
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2
I Spy
9 much they expect to make
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Nancy
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Movie
H
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the deal—but they note these sil- was more rewarding since they
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«-9-l» 10:50 Comedy
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News
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fl ounces ot choice ground
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largo toasted bun.
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With Our Firm
Stir Up Complitmenta
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MOST COMPLETE STOCK
IN THIS AREAI
Phono 452-4970

CALLAHAN'S
UQUOK STORE

Lsonard J. Tiehumpvr
11? Main StrMt
Open Frld»y to 9 p.m,
Saturday to 10 p.m.
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STANLEY K RAMER 'S-

RED'S D0GPATCH
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Troy, Minn.
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New Year's Day will he, as
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usual, a time of TV parades and
THfrMefisr/
1
football games. The parades l ^DpyiifD
start early, first with the Cotton
Bowl activity on CBS, followed
by the Rose Parade on CBS and
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TOTAL ENTERTAINMENT!

New Year's Eve Party
DINNER . . * DANCING
Music by JOHN BERMADOT TRIO
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Britainwill
give up old
monetary plan

Telev ision highlights, movies

successful arbitration of a cafeteria menu dispute that they
keep on demonstrating on other issues. 7:30. Chs. 5-10-13.
CIVILISATION. Kenneth Clark discusses the age of
"Heroio Materialism," the 200 years since the start of Europe's Industrial Revonjtion. 8:00. Ch. 2.
¦ ¦ '¦ "' " ¦ ¦ • ¦. 'r '
CAMPBELL GOODTTME HOUR. Glen welcomes
Today
.
..
- . PaulGLEN
Lynde, comic Jud Strunk and singers B. J. Thomas and
THE ORANGE BOWL PARADE. Live from Biscayna
Dottie West. 8:00. Chs. 3-4-8.
Boulevard in Miami, Fla., the 35th annual New Year's
JACKIE GLEASON. "The Honeymooners Are Back."
Eve Orange Bowl parade covers its three-mile route with
This episode marks the beginning of a cross-country tour
a colorful series of marching bands, girls and floats styled
for Jackie, Art Carney, Sheila MacRae and Jane Kean.
to the theme of "Yesterday, Today and Tomorrow." 6:30.
Paul Lynde plays a movie star who offers $25,000 and a
Chs. S-lv-13.
trip to Hollywood to the winner of a song contest for enJIM NABOBS SHOW. Jim celebrates New Year's Eva
trants under 18 so Jackie disguises himself as a hippie
with Jaiie Wyman and Mary Costa. 7:00. Chs. 3-4-8.
songwriter. 8:00. Chs. 3-8.
CHILDREN'S THEATRE. "Peter and the Wolf." Cyril
Rltchard is narrator for the story of Peter's adventures
with the
¦ frightening wolf featuring Prokofiev's score. 7:00.

Highlights

LONDON (AP) - Britain is
abandoning its 1,200-year-old
monetary system in seven
weeks for one based on the decimal point, and the government
be'gan a $3 million propaganda
campaign today to make D-Day
easier.7
Advertisements coaxing the 55
million Britons to- . "meet our
new money" appeared In all
major n e w s p a pe r s . They
showed pictures of thd newpence, tlie basic coin of the new
system.
,

Ch, 2.

-

IRONSIDE . "Blackout." A power failure brings thft
Chief and bus crew to headquarters and it soon becomes
obvious the blackout was caused by somebody who wants to
use the ensuing confusion as-a cover for a criminal act.
-T- . .
7:30. Chs. 5-10-13. v
THE ODD COUPLE. "The Laundry Orgy." Oscar tries
to break up the weekly poker game in order to entertain
the British Pigeon Sisters who live upstairs. 8:30. Chs: 6-9-19.
DEAN MARTIN SHOW. Frank Sinatra closes out 1970
with his pal Dino and they warm up to a seven-song medley
of oldies. 9:00. Chs. 5-10-13.
SPECIAL 71. Tiie 10th annual New Year's Eve Soul's
Harbor tele«ast direct from the Soul's Harbor Auditorium
with Soul's Harbor founder and pastor giving the message
and interviewing visiting pastors and youth leaders. 10:00.

The poiuid sterling will live
on, and! it will still be worth
$2.40. But it will be made up of
100 newpence, each worth 2.4
cdnts, instead of 249 of the
present pence. And the shilling,
20 of which have made up a
pound, will vanish , Shillings and
old pence will remain legal
tender for 18 months, but" the
government hopes to have the*
¦ •'
Ch. 2.
conversion completed before
MERV GRIFFIN. At 10:30 on Chs. 3-8 Merv explores
then.
life in the future with Phyllis DMer, Eddie Albert, embryoloNine newspaper ads before
gist Robert Francouer, synthetics designer Douglas Deeds
Feb. 15, the day for the changetover, will explain how to ci- and Dr. Robert Ettinger.
GUY LOMBARTO. Guy is host for New York's biggest
pher costs, total bills and speak
party
in newpence—one pound SO new- New Year's¦ Eve
¦ at the Waldorf-Astoria Hotel. 11:30.
: ' :. . ¦ • ¦
Chs. 4-19.
pence, ior example, instead of
NEW TEAR'S SPECIAL. The Rev. Rex Humbard presone pound 10 shillings, or the
ents his 13th annual New Year's salute and is joined by
colloquial 30 bob: They will
show how to write amounts in ^singers MaudrAimee and Dave Boyer, the Humbard Singtwo places—pounds and new- ers, the Cathedral Singers and Choir. 12:00. Chs. 3-6-11.
: Friday
pence—instead of t h r e e pounds, shillings and pence. .
NEW YEAR'S PARADE SALUTE. Hosts Michael Landon, Bert Parks and 1965 Miss America Vonda Kay Van
Prime-time television comDyke fill ia details on a 90-minute special from Pasadena ,
mercials, magazine ads, posters
In cities, towns and villages and Calif and Coral Gables, Fia.; featuring high school marching
free booklets to 20 million bands from, six states participating in music-witb-marching
homes are also part of the competition. 9:00. Chs. 5-10-13.
COTTON BOWL FESTIVAL PARADE. Marilyn Van Der"Think decimal" drive".
bur and Jack Linkletter co-host the festivities of the Cotton
"It's one of the most intensive Bowl
Parade in Dallas, Tex. 9:30. Chs. 3-4-8.
campaigns of official informaTOURKAMENT OF ROSES PARADE. The most famous
tion and explanation ever ad- of alf the New Year's Day parades, the Tournament of Roses
dressed to the general public," Parade In Pasadena, Calif., is covered live by both CBS
Lord Fiske, chairman of the and NBC. For CBS, June Lockhart and Bob Barker will be
Decimal Currency Board, told a hosts for the occasion which features the Rev. Billy Graham
news conference. "We are as Grand Marshal. For NBC, Betty White and Raymond
changing the currency habits of Burr will be commentators. 10:30. Chs. 3-4-8-10-13.
a lifetime."
SUGAR BOWL PARADE. Live from New Orleans, Chris
But the government says the Schenkel and Juliet Mills describe the second annual Sugar
trouble is worthwhile. "Deci- Bowl Parade whose theme is "Lovely Louisiana Living."
malization is quicker and eas- 11:00. Chs. 6-9-19.
ier," the booklet explains. "It is
THAT GIRL. "That Script" guest stars William Windom
morelefficient for business. It is and Nina Foch as Ann falls in love with a book first publishalready used in almost every ed 30 years ago and tries to buy the movie rights. The author
country in the world, so trade is reluctant to sell: untif he encounters Ann in an arranged
accidental meeting. 8:00. Chs. 6-9-19.
and travel will be simpler."
THIS IS TOM JONES. Highlights include Tom's salute
to tiie Beatles and he welcomes guests Shirley Bassey and
John Denver. 9:00. Chs. 6-9-19.
Saturday
•¦¦

'¦ ¦
.

Knowles upset by
ads that urge
people to drink

MISSION: IMPOSSIBLE. Tho IMF battles a corrupt
political machine that's trying to win a governorship. 6:30.
Chs. 3-4-8.
ANDY WILLIAMS SHOW. Andy's guests are Flip Wilson,
Petula Clark, Sly and the Family Stone and one of the pioneer rock groups of the '50s, Bill Haley and the Comets. 6:30.
Chs. 5-10-13.
MARY TYLER MOORE. Mary's first date with handsome
Paul Arnell goes awry when she is entertained by his
parents. 8:30. Chs. 3-4.
MANNIX. Mannix helps a widow seek her husband's
killer. 9:00. Chs. 3-4-8.
Sunday
CAMERA THREE. A discussion with Arthur C. Clarke,
author of tie novel and screenplay "2001: A Space Odyssey."
10:00. Chs. 3-8.
MEET THE PRESS. New York Gov. Nelson Rockefeller
is interviewed by a corps of newsmen. 11:30. Chs. 5-10.
ED SULLIVAN. The guest lineup includes singers Sergio
Franchi, Lana Cantrell and O. C. Smith; comics Rodney
Dangerfleld, John Byner and Jim Bailey, and the Bayanlhan
Philippine Dancers. 7:00. Chs. 3-4-8.
BILL COSBY. The students are so pleased with Chefs

MADISON, Wis, (AP) - Gov.
Warren P. Knowles expressed
concern Tuesday over advertisements In newspapers which he
says invite the public to take
part in "'all you can drink"
New Year's Eve.
Stressing traffic fatality records that show a higher incidence rate after midnight,
Knowles urged hosts in both
public places and private* homes
to arrange transportation for intoxicated guests.
He said he was disturbed
about excessive drinking by patrons of supper clubs located
miles from cities, hotels and
motels;

*

Jim Seholn

Fred Nads

Dick Horst

'

¦

Movies

: -: vn r. .7

"CHAMBER OF HORRORS," Patrick O'Neal. Macabre
tale of murder and mayhem set in turn-of-the-century Baltimore where an insane killer intends to eliminate all of those
responsible for his death sentence ( 1968). 8:00. Chs. 34-8.
"THE CONJUGAL BED," Ugo Tognazzi. A girl from a
family in which all the men have died is taught that a woman's function in life is to have children (1965). 10:30. Ck 11.
Friday
"TAIWAN'S THREE CHALLENGES," Jock Mahoney.
Tarzan goes to Asia with a mission to escort a young prince
to his rightful throne despite the boy's uncle who wants bis
own son to be king ( 1963). 8:O0. Chs. 3-4-8.
"DESIGNING WOMAN.'* Gregory Peck. A spbrtswriter
marries a fashionable designer ahd each has trouble adjusting to the other's world (1957). 10:30. Ch. 3.
"RETURN OF THE TEXAN," Dale Robertson. A young
rancher returns home to find bis house a shambles and he
suspects a cattle baron was responsible (1952). 10:30. Ch. 11.
"THE HAPPY YEARS," Dean Stockwell. In the 1880s
a defiant boy¦ ¦ causes trouble at a prep" school (1950). 10:30.
: ., _,. : :
ch. 19. - .
"SILENT NIGHT, LONELY NIGHT," Lloyd Bridges. A
man and a woman are drawn together by loneliness and
personal misfortune at Christmas (1969). 12:00. Ch. 13.
"FOXFIRE, " Jane Russell. Story of the predicaments of
an Eastern society girl who becomes involved with a hypersensitive half-Apache Indian in an Arizona mining camp
(1955). 12:20. Ch. 4 .
"IN SOCIETY," Bud Abbott, Lou Costello. Two sany
plumbers are called to make repairs in the homie of a
wealthy man whose wife is giving a costume ball (1944).
: 12:30. Ch. 11.
Saturday
¦¦

Ch. 6.
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High quality Mobil hearing oil.
Complete burner service & furnace cleaning.
Our "KEEP FULL" delivery.
Our balanced monthly payments.
Expert maintenance-repair service for oil heating
equipment.
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"SPARTACUS," Kirk Douglas. First of a two-part treatment of the Howard Fast novel re-creating the life of Spartacus, the Thracian gladiator who led a bloody slave insurrection against Rome from 73 to 71 B.C. (1960). 8:00. Chs.
6-9-19
"THE MAN FROM LARAMIE,'' James Stewart. An
Army captain on leave searches for the man guilty of selling
rifles to the Apaches ( 1955). 10:15. Ch. 6.
"THE ADVENTURES OF SCARAMOUCHE," Gerard
Barrey. Unaware that he is a nobleman who was captured
in infancy, Scaramouche, the greatest swordsman in Paris,
goes into hiding after he's falsely accused of murder (1963).
' , . ' ,. ¦
Ch. 11.
«
"HARVEY," James Stewart. Comedy about a gentle man
who has an invisible rabbit for a friend and a widowed sister
who wants her brother put away (1950). 10:45. Ch. 10.
"FLAME OF THE BARBARY COAST," John Wayne. A
Montana cattleman comes to San Francisco's Barbary Coast
and tangles with a gentleman-gambler (1945). 11:30. Ch. 13.
"THE BREAK IN THE CIRCLE," Eva Bartok An American adventurer is sent to Hamburg to rescue a kidnaped
Polish scientist (1957). 12:30. Ch. 11.
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Our Store Will Be Closed
Al Noljon
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SATURDAY, JAN. 2

David Culver
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Dick Theurer
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' "JULIE," Doris Day. A woman discovers ihat the man
she married is a psychopath who murdered his first wife
and is now intent on murdering her (1956). 8:30. Ch.. 9.
"YELLOWSTONE KELLY," Clint Walker. When a man
is captured by a Sioux brave and brought to the Indian
camp he saves the life of a young maiden with whom the
both in love (1959). 9:30. Ch.
brave ¦ and
¦ ¦ the tribe's chief are
19. "" ' .¦ • ¦
"SPIDER WOMAN/' Basil Rathbone. Sherlock Holmes
suspects that a murder ring, led by a woman, is at work
when a wave of suicides hits London (1944). 10:30. Ch. 3.
"GUN FURY," Rock Hudson. A man searches for his
fiancee who has been abandoned by a killer (1953). 10:30.
Ch. 8.
,
* aboutL
"THE HAPPY THIEVES," Rex Harrison. Comedy
a debonaire art thief entangled in murder and blackmail
(1961). 10:30. Ch. 9.
"THE DEADLY COMPANIONS," Maureen O'Hara. Story
of-frontier -lawlessness in the 1860s (1961). 10:30..,Ch. 11."ACT ONE," George Hamilton. Adaptation of Moss
Hart's autobiography of his early years in the theater (1963).
10:45. Ch. 4.
"PORTRAIT IN BLACK," Lana Turner. A woman and
a doctor are blackmailed after the murder of her invalid
husband (1960). 10:45. Ch. 10.
"BEDTIME STORY," Shirley Jones Two confidence men
ply their trade seducing women on the Riviera (1964). 11:45.
¦
Ch. 13.
„ . . , . ' ".
.
McLagfen.
A
Victor
BRUTE,"
"THE MAGNIFICENT
muscular man arrives in town to take charge, of a steel
furnace and discovers that an old enemy of his is in charge
of the next furnace (1936). 12:30. Ch. 11.
Sunday

ST. PAUL (AP) — Atty. Gen.
Douglas Head announced filing
of a lawsuit Tuesday against
two suburban Twin Cities men
allegedly operating a referral
selling scheme.
Tha suit seeks an injunction
against Everett C. Smith, Edina, nni John H. Brevik , Burnsvllle", doing business as "astro
sound," a firm located in Crystal.
According to tha lawsuit, the
men ran newspaper advertisements seeking salesmen to work
in a stereo department.

Jim Tucker

ETTRICK, Wis. (Special) Ettrick village and township
residents donated 135 pints of
blood Monday to the Red Cross
bloodmobile.
! Of the 254 registered, 84 failed
to meet their appointments. A
total of 22 came without appointments and there were 28 firsttime blood doners.
Receiving gallon pins were
Mrs. Paul Bishop and Newmen
Wesfliev Two-gallon pins were
awarded to Mrs. Lester Tranberg, Mrs. Inga Ruroiestrand,
Mrs. Bernie Olson, Mrs. Sander
Lynghamer and Alex Nelsestuen.
Mrs. Even Klinkenberg received a three-gallon pin, ami Alvin
Gilberg, Trempealeau, was
awarded a five-gallon pin.
The bloodmobile was at Arcadia Tuesday and at Eleva
village, today it will be a$
Whitehall on Thursday.

Think about this
before you buy
your next tank
of heating oil

"AN AMERICAN IN PARIS," Gene Kelly. Gershwin
music is featured in this Oscar-winning musical about an
ex-GI who stays on in Paris to paint (1951). 8:00. Chs. 5-10-13.
"WALL OF NOISE," Suzanne Pleshette. A race horse
trainer becomes involved
with his boss's wife (1963) . 8:30.
¦ ¦¦

Lawsuit filed
against referral
selling scheme

Jorry Berth*

Bloodmobile
yields 135 pints
at Ettrick
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On New Year s Eve
cool it a little
No amount of stem earning is going to leep
an awful lot of people from going out on New Year's
Eve parties of various kinds — most of them involving alcohol — and no effort to change all that
will be made here.
Still, there may be something we can do to help
keep the damage down. Accordingly, we pass on
some items of interest furnished by the Minnesota
Medical Association — an organization of realists
whose members often cope with the results of unwise hilarity or of judgmentsgone temporarily
astray. .
REMIND YOURSELF TO limit drinks to a reasonable number before you start, say the medics.
For anybody who drives, the chances of wiping out
the family chariot go up a bit with each drink. Three
an hour add up to more than the average person
can absorb and still drive safely. As anybody knows,
this formula can vary according to the potency of
the drinks and your own susceptibility. Meaning that
for lots of
¦ people the magic number drops to one
or 'two. '
A couple of old husbands' tales get some debunking by the association, too. •
So you think hot coffee, a glass of milk or a
jog around the block sobers up the average partygoer in a hurry? Forgetit.
THE BODY GETS the blood's alcohol level down
in its own good time. All you can do is wait, advises
the association, in about the same tone it would
use to say that anyone who thinks otherwise probably still believes you can get warts on your hands
from picking up toads.
Few will deny, of course, that flie non-drinking
Individual may be far the wisest of all. But for
the fallible majority, upon whom wisdom sometimes
is lost, moderation is the message that may do the
most to keep just about everybody around for all
those parades and bowl games on Jan. 1. See you
;
then. - F.R.U.

Christmas index
The vote's in on the two Christmas stamps, at
least at the Winona Post Office. It had 150,000 of
each — the religious stamp and the other kind. AH
was sold out first.
were sold, but the religious stamp
¦
. ' ' '¦ '¦/¦• '
Good. — A.B.

One place where
one vote counts
The assault on various requirements for more
than a bare majority is under way. Early this year
a federal district court invalidated a Minnesota law
that required 55 percent approval for a city charter
change. Last year the "West Virginia Supreme Court
overturned that state's 69 percent requirement in
bonding referendums. It held that there is no valid
comparison between the constitutional requirement
for two-thirds majorities in legislative bodies and
elections that are decided by ordinary citizens. The
court in West Virginia followed the same reasoning
as in the later federal court decision on the Minnesota law: "Insofar as the basic constitutional principle of equality among voters is concerned, the 55
percent voter approval requirements does, in fact,
discriminate . .. Those opposed to the amendment
are thereby granted a disproportionate voice in the
outcome."
The U.S. Supreme Court now is considering an
appeal of the West Virginia ruling.
There it is possible that the decision could be
decided by a narrow vote as 5 to 4. That was the
margin, as you will recall, by which the U.S. Supreme Court this month extended the ballot 1o 18year-olds for national elections. Moreover, the nine
justices wrote five separate opinions.
Erwin D. Canham, former editor of the Christian
Science Monitor, is among those displeased with this
practice: "The spectacle of four learned and distinguished jurists saying that white is white, and four
equally eminent men saying, no, it's black, is never
edifying . . . I have a feeling that some great chief
justices of the past would have required their colleagues to reach a greater consensus before they
exposed themselves to the public."
He argues for a higher margin requirement, say
6 to 3, or 7 to 2.
The Constitution theoretically can be amended
only by time-consuming procedures in Congress and
in the state legislatures, but the court, as everyone
realizes, has become a quasilegislature, often interpreting the Constitution in terms of social or political
needs. While approval of three-fourths of the states
is required to change the Constitution , five of the
nine justices can do it.
In several significant areas we have in recent
years observed how the Congress and states become
obligated to pass laws to conform to "legislation"
which the court has initiated. Were this legislating
based on unanimous or near-unanimous decisions it
would be more palatable. — A.B.
We have only to look at the day's headlines
to sec signs of how disaffected much of pur youth
has become, But it seems worthwhile, even so, to
ask ourselves whether or not we have made a hard ,
genuine attempt to involve them in real comprehension of the American system. We cannot lay
all the blame on the youngsters. We need to kindle
their interest. Responsible participation will follow.
—Mountain View, Ark., lender.
¦
Be not among winebibbers.—Proverbs 23:20.
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The abiding fantasy

JERUSALEM — There are some
objective facts in the world today
in favor of optimism. At the end
of 1970, we are now 25 years beyond the end of the last world war.
That is five years longer than the
20 years between the end of World
War I in 1919 and the outbreak of
World War II in 1939, and the longer the world is at peace — despite
all the smaller wars, rebellions, and
convulsions — the harder it is to
drag the people into war.
The cease-firev here in the Arab-Israeli war is very young and very
uncertain , but with every passing
week it gains a strength of its own.
It is no accident that all the leaders of the world feel obliged to argue, no matter how belligerent they
sound, that they are for p e a c e .
Prime Minister Golda Meir here and
President Sadat in Cairo disagree
on everything else but this, and the
theme is the same in both Moscow
and Washington. ;
This is no child's fairytale. The
surface of the waters are troubled,
and the cries of the politicians are
on the disputes between men and
nations, but underneath , the tides
are running strong for peace and
even for a larger degree of unity
within the human family. 7
THE TREND IN Western Europe

is not toward separation of the nations but toward integration. T h e
trend in Southeast Asia, despite pccasional lunges at North Vietnam,
is toward withdrawal and accomiriodatibn. The Israeli bombers are no
longer over central Egypt or Arab
tanks in the Sinai, but at their home
bases.: • '
.',: Even in the communist w o r. I d,
where government authority over,
the people is supposed to be. supreme, the people can still rise tip
against the price of food and bring
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down the old Polish regime. And
even in the Soviet Union, the politicians are afraid of the poets.
All this, of course, is relative. The
arms race goes on. The Indian subcontinent is riven with political, religious and economic strife. Korea,
Vietnam, Germany and China are
all divided. The struggle for influence and territory continues, but
somehow all this shoving and shouting and maneuvering for position
stops short of all-out-war, and even
the leaders of the superpowers have
come to realize that even small
wars or what the communist call
"wars of national liberation" are
costly and risky gambles.
Thus, the United States is not expanding the war but withdrawing
from it, Moscow and Peking; for
all their fierce disputes over ideology and geography, ; have p u l i e d
from last year's dangerous confrontation on the eastern front, and
after a generation of screaming at
the Germans, the Soviet leaders are
now entering a new era of limited
political and economic cooperation
with Bonn.
EVEN THE strongest powers, tho

United States and the Soviet Union ^
cannot work their will on the rest
of the world. For all their wealth,
they cannot engage in an arms race
— now costing them well over 100
billion dollars a year — finance
armed struggles in Southeast Asia
and the Middle East, and still have
enough left oyer to deal with the
mounting problems of rapidly growing populations at home.
Accordingly, while they are condemning one another and compet-

n" —'"'•—-"""• „^'7'J"' ' W"jV ¦"?'''' ¦ ¦»""'" ¦ ¦,H« " IWM " ""i '•*

ing with one another all over the
world, they still fee! obliged to try
to work out the extremely delicate
problem of limiting the costly production of strategic arms. For beyond the cost of all this, failure
to agree on some limitation of weapons systems will almost certainly
result in new efforts by other nations to produce nuclear weapons
in self-defense.
The adult pessimists, of course,
dismiss all this as fantasy. They
see greed and ambition just as
strong in the world as ever, and
no doubt they are right in their own
terms, but life has claims of its
own and there is a lot of self-interest in these cautious moves toward
negotiation and accommodation.
It is the acts of nations rather
than the words that count, and if
we look at the acts rather than the
propaganda, there is reason for
hope. No doubt the Soviet Union is
expanding its sea power into the
Mediterranean and even into all the
oceans of the world, but it does
not follow from this that Moscow
is going to risk destruction just because it has power to destroy the
rest of the world. After all, they
have had that power for quite a
while.
AT L EAST, one is entitled, ona

day in the year, to take the cheerful view of life and besides it is
necessary. For unrelieved pessimism is a corrupting and destructive force, and can be as dangerous
as the silly optimism that prevailed
before the two world wars.
The child's wisdom istthat he assumes life will go on, and without
faith in this assumption, even working effectively against" the pessimist's nightmares is a difficult business.
New York Times News Service
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Lining up against future
. PARIS — The crisis in Spain exposed as fallout from the trial of
Basque extremists indicates that the
Franco regime is tottering and that
when the sick old generalissimo goes
there is likely to be a struggle ior
real power no matter who inherits
the formal succession.
The sad thing is that the United
States, in advance of this inevitahle
struggle, is seen by a" powerful
group of forces including the youth,
the universities, the liberals, the intellectuals and large segments of
the church and business as a rightwing influence committed to supporting the most reactionary solution .
THIS IS ESPECIALLY tragic because it surely cannot he the intended U.S. position. Nevertheless,
it is a fact. During a visit to Spain
six months ago I talked with many
opposition representatives, including
former cabinet ministers, ambassadors, professors, liberal monarchists, avowed communists, students,
workers and priests.
They disagreed with one another
on almost everything except their
dislike for Franco and their insistence that American Ambassador
Robert Hill and his staff were such
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outright regime supporters that it
was impossible for the opposition
to have any contacts with them.
Right now the whole spectrum of
opposition sees America as helping
a dying dictatorship to survive and
thereby hindering development of
modern constitutional, parliamentary, industrial and trade union relationships and, moreover, separation of church and state, which so
many Catholic priests desire.
It was little less than idiotic that
Secretary of State Rogers refused,
when visiting Madrid last spring,
to see the opposition leaders who
had asked for an audience. The men
who wished to talk to the secretary
were internationally eminent and included Franco's own former ambassador to Washington . West German
Foreign Minister Scheel had only
recently received precisely the same
group when he was in Spain.
AMERICAN diplomacy has been

myopic on Spain and allows, a, reasonable military desire for b a s e
rights to obscure everything else.
This is particularly shortsighed be-

cause the Spanish regime is doomed and more than half the population is under 30 and unnecessarily
anti-American.
Both our diplomacy and our propaganda seem miscast. Representatives of the student junta at Madrid 's huge university told me: ''The
majority of students and y o u t h
throughout the country are strongly
against American policy. If America keeps helping Franco it makes
it more difficult for a peaceful opposition take-over and encourages
ultimate violence. "
I quarrel less with U.S. policy than
with its expression. We need Spanish
bases and obviously must pay something for them, but we don't have
to tie ourselves to a bad and dying
regime.
Our embassy is accredited to the
Spanish government, but this doesn't
mean it should isolate itself completely from the Spanish opposition.
Change in these methods of diplomatic and propaganda expression is
long overdue. If nothing else, the
agonies symbolized by Basque extremism and the perceptible marshaling of pro- and , anti-Franco
forces as the old dictator w a n e s
should emphasize this point.
New York Times News Service
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Burger Court
taking shape
An editorial in
Christian Science Monitor

No one should be surprised that
the Supreme Court, with two Nixonnamed justices sitting, has moved
in a 54 decision to narrow a ruling
of the previous "Warren court" concerning the rights of criminal defendants. This outcome was long pre*
dieted. It has come to pass. There
may be more like it.
In the 1968 campaign Candidate
Nixon pledged that his Supreme
Court appointments would hew to
strict constructionism. He charged
that the Warren maj ority had erected an entanglement of "legalisms"
to protect suspects. He left the im«
pression that, if he had a say on
nomihations, the high tribunal would
be giving more attention to the rights
of victims and law enforcers, and
less to the rights of alleged crimi«
nals. . . .
If this is what's now happening,
it is in line with public opinion. The
appalling crime statistics in the
United States have caused a lot of
people, from police chiefs to the
average beleaguered home-dweller,
to urge larger attention to law and
order, better criminal apprehension,
and swifter justice.
Indeed there has been the danger
that some well-publicized release of
a convicted criminal on what might
seem a "legalism" (such as the circumstances of his confession) would
stir strong criticism not only of the
court but of the great protections
embedded in the Bill of Rights. It
is interesting that Justice Stewart, in
his majority opinion, quoted a warning issued by scholarly Justice Car*
dozo in 1934.
"There is danger that the criminal
law will be brought into contempt
— that discredit will even touch the
great immunities assured by the 14th
Amendment — if gossamer possibilities of prejudice to a defendant are
to nullify a sentence pronounced by
a court of competent jurisdiction in
obedience to local law, and set the
guilty free."
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WASHINGTON — Man 's inability
to let a ringing telephone ring itself out has been clinically documented only up to a point. The question that remains to be answered
is: Is there any noiitelephonic activity that man -will refuse to interrupt for a telephone call?
We know that lie will interrupt
his dinner, his bath , his conversation
with interesting persons, his household entertainmen ts and similar domestic activities at the telephone 's
insolent ring, even though it is a
statistical certainty that the cnller
will be a real-estate salesman ,
someone with bad news or a stranger who has a wrong number.
THIS IS NOT ALL. At a higher

level of involvement , he will suspend
the watching of televised football
games, family quarrels, the third
martini , manifestations of love.
All this we have known for years.
Until very recently, however, researchers have assumed that there
were some activities on which men
concentrated so intensely that the
telephone bell would foil on bored
ears.
One of these activities was
thought to bo bank robbery. Until

recently, it had been an article of
faith among veteran observers and
unimpeachable sources that no man
in the act of robbing a bank would
interrupt his activity to answer the
telephone.
Well, we know now how wrong
that assumption was. In South Chicago Heights, III., last week, a man
robbing the American Savings Bank
answered the telephone 's ring, just
as slavishly as you and 1, poor reader, put down our knife and fork
to hark to the bell we know will
bring us nothing but a sales pitch
for dance lessons or a plea from
Cousin Odell for bail-bond money.
The caller was not a dance studio
selling lessons but a Chicago radio
station , WGN, which had heard reports that a robbery was in progress
at the American Savings Bank.
The WGN man, to Whom the man
at the bank who hadn 't been able
to resist answering the telephone
found himself talking was Don Harris, and the conversation, which deserves full reporting because of its
anthropologica l importance, went as
v
follows:
HARRIS: What' s going on out
tliore? I understand you 've got a
robbery.
Telephone Slave; Yes, Who's this
speaking please?
Harris: WGN.

T.S.:WclI, I just wanted to tell

you honestly, WGN, I tried to make
it the shortest way possible and it's
the wrong way.
This conclusion apparently accompanied the man's observation that
he was at the very moment surrounded by policemen. His capture
was broadcast , by way of the open
telephone, to WGN's listeners a few
moments later.
The Importance of this landmark
telephone - answering event c a n
scarcely be overstated. If a man
is now so completely under the spell
of the telephone bell that he will
interrupt being captured by police
during . a bank robbery in order to
answer the phone, we are on to
something tremendous .
The implications for new police
technique are obvious. A robber answering the telephone is a robber
who will have at least one gun hand
out of action when the police arrive .
Before arriving hereafter, policemen
may diminish their danger by having the desk sergeant place a call.
THIS IS THE least significant of
the event's implications , however.
The more exciting is Uie possibility,
which has been raised by this incident, that man has now been sufficiently conditioned so that he will
interrupt any activity whatever in
order to answer Ihe telephone.
In any case, the evidence is strong
enough to justify testing the tele-

THE

phone's power in the ultimate situation. For the purpose of this test,
a man approximately 125 years old
will have to be found . This man
should be suffering from perhaps
three incurable ailments. He should
be about to die.
At the instant his doctors detect
the final flickering out Of pulse, a
telephone at his ear should ring.
If the evidence compiled so far
means what it seems to mean, there
can be no doubt that our 125-yearold man will interrupt his dying,
pick up the phone and say, "Hello."
It would be a good idea then to
have , instead of a dance studio or
real-estate speculator, a radio station placing the call. This would enable us to test at the same timo
whether, as all the evidence also
suggests, everyone In America is
now ready, on nn instant's notice,
to step into the role of performer
for microphone or camera.
If our subject, after interrupting
his dying to answer the telephone,
should say, upon learning that he
was being called by radio station
WGN , "This is the so-called almost
late - lamented 125-year-old man,
WGN, and I want to tdj you how
grateful I am for this wonderful century and a quarter in America" —
wcil, that's what they call proving
two points with one phone call.
New York Times News Service
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In the current Georgia murder
case, the admissibility of hearsay
evidence was involved. The Warren
court had held the evidence admissible only" if defendant's lawyers
could cross-examine the person quoted as making accusations against
the defendant. The Burger court's
five-justice majority ruled that state
hearsay rules need not be thus
strict.
It was Justice Blackmun, a Nixon
appointee, who cast the deciding
vote. So there does exist, now, a
mildly more conservative majority
on the Supreme Court. It may turn
out to be a historic shift of emphasis. The landmark decisions of the
Warren years, such as school desegregation and one-man, one-vote apportionment, will not be overturned.
But in the realm of criminal law,
there will undoubtedly be minor reVisions of the wide safeguards accorded defendants by the liberal majority of the Warren years.

Remember
the twist?

Ait editorial in
Atlanta (Ga.) Journal

Nude ballet dancers from Holland
found themselves doing steps not in
the choreography during a London
performance.
Someonce had thrown itching powder on the stage of Sadler's Wells,
and when Nils Christe and Rita Bolvoorde lay upon the floor, as tha
dance required them to do — well,
they didn 't stay there long.
The ballet was interrupted while
the dancers showered.
They could, considering the eccentricity of most dancing these days,
have gone on with the show, scratching away, and the audience probably would have hailed them at
creators of a new step. The Itch.
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Can Americans
Young leaves
really read?
Senatebut
One of the most poignant surveys conducted by the Harris
organization in 1970 revealed that approximately 18.5 million
Americans 16 years of age and over fall into what might be
called a "marginal survival" status — simply because they
don't read well enough to function effectively.
This excludes one percent who are prevented from readIng by7 blindness or other visual defects and another 8 percent of the public who have a special communications barrier,
such as language difficulty or deafness.
AMONG THOSE people who are blessed with reasonably
good sight and with an ability to communicate normally with
others, a survey the Harris organization conducted for the
National Reading Council, based on standard forms Americans are asked to fill out every day, indicated that just on
reading deficiency grounds alone:
9 Oyer 4 million could not read well enough to qualify
for public assistance on welfare.
m A much higher 10 "million would have trouble qualifying
for
social security.
' ¦ ' • ¦"# Over 11 million could not qualify for a driver's license. ¦ :
9 A higher 14 million would not qualify for a bank loan
because they could not read well enough to answer several
key, elementary inquiri es.
;
© A substantial 48 million people have a sufficiently
serious reading deficiency to keep them from properly
qualifying for Medicaid care.
THE FORMS tested were the simplest which could he
found. For purposes of the test, they were made even simpler
than the real forms are in real life. An interviewer was
available on the spot, not to read for them but to help them
with spelling and with any other amenities.' In real life,
these people with reading deficiencies are not likely to have
such friendly assistance.
When more involved areas, such as employment forms,
census forms; veterans benefits, and others are contemplated,
it is entirely probable that functional illiteracy in America is
vastly understated when it is estimated to be around the
18.5 million mark. .It may be true that today over half of
all high school graduates are going on to college, but left
In the wake of these privileged young people is a Bizable population that is struggling to survive, simply because they nev-<
er learned to read adequately.
A nationwide cross section of 1,483 individuals 16 years of
age and over was asked to fill put the forms in the presence
of a Harris interviewer. The results represent minimum
measurements of functional reading difficulty people in America have with basic s simple thresholds through which they
have to pass to be able to partake of some of the basic benefits of modern life.
THE OVERALL results, moreover, mask some wide differences in functional literacy among key segments of the
population:
© As might be expected, lower Income people (under
0CO)
include as many as.16 percent who experience handi$5,
caps due to reading deficiency, compared with only 8 percent in the over $10,000 income bracket .
9 Black reading deficiency is much higher than that
for whites. /Fully 22 percent of all blacks surveyed had some
real trouble in qualifying for "reading survival," compared
with 12 percent of the whites. Even when controls for income
are applied in the under $5,000 group alone, 25 percent of the
blacks and a much lower 16 percent of whites failed to qualify
in answering the test forms.
© Age is another sharp differentiator. Among people 50
and over , 17 percent had trouble with simple reading capability, compared with only 9 percent of the 16-24 year-old
group who experienced the same difficulty.
© Education was an obvious pivotal factor. Among those
whose schooling did not go beyond the eighth grade, 23 percent did not possess enough reading capability to fill out the
forms, compared with an 8 percent failure rate for those
with some college training.
THE RESULTS OF this Harris national literacy test point
up a kind of handicap which is largely taken for granted in tha
course of everyday life in this country. When roughly one in
five blacks, older people, lower Income people, and those without much formal education are incapable of enjoy ing some
of the most basic economic privileges of society — solely on
the grounds of reading deficiency — the situation Is startling
and even shocking.
For people such as these who know they have reading
comprehension problems of a most elementary variety surely
must go through life feeling a sense of deprivation and inferiority that other citizens do not experience. Undoubtedly,
they avoid situations in which they can be confronted "with
having to read instructions, fill out forms, and demonstrate a
functional literacy which they just do not possess.
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WASHINGTON (AP) - His
step has more shuffle, his eyes
moisten with age, but Sen. Stephen M. Young, whose sealing
letters stirred the ire of many
an Ohio constituent, still dictates diatribes in the waning
days of his Senate career. .
At 81, Yo"ung, the oldest man
in the Senate, is retiring after
serving a fiery eight years in
the House of Representatives
and 12 years in the Senate.
But the Puckerbrush Township Democrat isn't calling it
quits.
Young plans to practice law in
Washington—where he'll spend
most of his time—andjppen an
office in his adopted hometown,
Cleveland.
"If I retired, I'd be dead in a
few years," Young said in. his
office, handing out one of the
last of his "Sen. ,Stephen M.
Young" ballpoint pens.
He never said he was part of
the Senate's, inner circle. There
never was a committee chairmanship for him. His windy,
pugnacious speeches caused a
president few anxious moments.
But Young did fashion memorable achievements in defeating two heavily favored! Republican opponents for his seat:
former Go-v. and Sen. John W.
Bricker in 1958—Young was 69
-and Robert Taft Jr., in 1964.
Young's trademark was his
prodigious letter writing. He
never hesitated to match nasty
insult for nasty insult with political foes o»r angry constituents.
And he always delighted in
handing out mimeographed copies of the letters to newsmen.
One voter was a "mentally deranged female crackpot ," someone else was "lower than a
snake's tail in a wagon rut,"
and still another voter , "a lowdown skunk and liar."
Young >was one of the first
Senate doves on the Vietnam
war and he considers his most
important vote the one cast for
the limited nuclear test ban
treaty with the Soviet Union.
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Wont make
Stetson hats

PHILADELPHIA (AP). — The
makers of Stetson hats, hallmark of tie Western male for a
century, have decided to give up
manufacture of the famous
headgear.
"We have reached this conclusion with great reluctance,"
Norman IKarpf, executive vice
president of the John B. Stetson
Co., said Tuesday.
Karpf cited "the severe decline in the use of hats," which
he said had made it economically unfeasible to continue production at the Philadelphia plant.
The Stetson was originated by
John B. Stetson, a Philadelphia
hatmaker who popularized it
during a trip to the West in the
1860s to cure a case of tuberculosis.
At one time 5,000 people
turned out Stetsons at the plant
here. Only 300 are on the payroll
now.
\wwwB&rht&ri^^maWmrmmmmW^The popularity of hatlessness
after World War II cut into
sales sh arply. Another factor
was the low-slung modern car,
which made it difficult to wear
«
a hat.
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Off to a great' start- with
Riverside® battery power!
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Pioneer s kin
Humble oil lire
loves courthouse said accident
I saw a picture of the courthouse at Winona , and I must
admit that it may be old but traditionally it is well worth
saving.
Winona has never been my home town, but Minnesota
should have some old landmarks while building new ones
in better locations to meet the needs of the day and parking.
We in Austin saw our old courthouse crumble to the
ground and a cold, new building with long corridors tako
its place. The big dome was taken down carefully and erected in a special place on the county fair grounds along with
the old steam engine train. Even though we have managed
to save a little, we still have the parking problem at the
courthouse; it could have been erected on a site where parking would hnve been no problem.
I am especially Interested in the Winon a courthouse as
my father was born near there in 1084 nnd his father and
mother helped to establish the community. He was a Civil War
veteran who had come from Wheeling, W. Va., by wagon
train and went through suffering and hardships so we could
live in this modern tima
What have we honored , If not the Civil War veterans
who fought to have all men free? We spond thousands of
dollars to erect a memorial, so why tear down the one you
already have?
In behalf of James Rico (grandfather) and William J.
Rice (father) and all our ancestors, I remain, a daughter,
with honor of our inheritance.
ELLNORA RICE RINEHART
Austin, Minn.

West German consul
vacations from Spain

F R A N K F U R T , Germany
(AP) ~ Eugene Bcihl, the West
Gorman honorary consul in San
Sebastian who was kidnaped by
Basque nationalists , has flown
homo for a vacation,
Bcihl was held for 24 days and
released on Christmas Eve.
Ho was accompanied to

Frankfurt Wednesday by his
wife nnd daughter. He told
newsmen ho wonted to rest hero
"as long as possible."
¦
Orange marmalade makes a
flavorful and attractlvo glaze
for ham. Add a lltlo orange
juice and brown sugar to it ,
you'll need half oa much In-own
sugar as marmalade and only n
few tablespoons of the orange
juice.

LINDEN, N.J. (AP ) - An Industrial accident, not sahotage,
is believed by Humble Oil & Refinery Co. officials to> have
caused an explosion at their
plant here Dee. 5, sources close
to the refinery say.
The sources said Tuesday that
the evidence points strongly to
explosion from within a processing mnit of the plant rather
than one caused by a bomb
planted Iby an outsider .
The sources said officials tend
to regard a threatening phono
call shortly before tho blast as a
coincidemed. They noted that
Linden police frequentl y receive
similar "warnings from anonymous callers.
WE HAVE
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°V Get reserve powerr
ubattery.

33.95hi-draln accessories.
for
Fits most 12V. U.S. cars.
EXCHANGE
ESP

Sizes 22F,24,2Af 27,27?.

«Itie
MP.«.
*«.. r M
NSTALLE
D «.
FREE

Put up In clean burlap bagi
for convenient handling.

901 E. 8th St.
Photia 452-340?

5.99 10-QT. SUPREME OIL FOR

TORTUOUS STOP-AND-GO DRIVING
G ive your engine fhe finest
weather
protection for the severest
conditions.
10W-40.
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Dear Abby:

A

School
lunch
menus

Moments with AAaryl
By MARY KEUGER
DaBy News Women's Editor
Have you gals made your New Year's resolutions yet?
What do they.include? Perhaps losing weight, gaining weight,
going on that dream vacation, more clothes,
another baby, rnore entertaining, higher
bowling and golf scores or any other resolutions. For just one year, no matter how
big or small the resolution may be, why
not try and keep it? It might give a whole
new slant to your life.
What are your plans for tonight, supposedly the biggest party night of the year?
We understand there are a number of house
parties planned. What fun and how informal
they .can be. Meanwhile, many persons will
be out at their favorite eating place taKing m
Mary
a midnight supper along with a merry-making beverage; Others will attend church services either tonight or tomorrow. Family dinners and parades will rate
high for Friday, New Year's Day.
But when the day draws to a close, so does another
busy holiday season. Most people will be glad to return to_ a
normal pace of living with a routine to follow once again.
All the excitement is wonderful but so is the peace and
quiet'that¦ most of us are hoping lor in the first few weeks
in 1971.
Happy New Year to all of our readers.

You can 't say He
#
!:- jd idr> f/: warh ; ;-y.^u' "¦:

WINONA PUBLIC SCHOOLS
Monday — Meat balls on a
By ABIGAIL VAN BUREN
coney bun, buttered green
DEAR ABBY: I have been dating an attractive widower
beans, potato chips, milk, fruit
for a year. He is in his early sixties. He takes me to nice
sauce, extra peanut butter sandplaces and is most considerate of me, but on the very first
wich.
,
date he told me nojt to get serious with him. He wants to date
Tuesday — Hamburger gravy
me steady, but he doesn't want any "involvements." He wants
on mashed potatoes, carrot
to play house with me but tells me that marsticks, milk, bread and butter,
riage is not in his plans. He even tells me
sugared donut, extra bread and
that he is in love with me, but he isn't husbutter.
band material. What does all this mean?
Wednesday — Hot dog on a
Should I give him up or just be satisbuttered bun, catsup, June peas
fied to date him and hope he will change
buttered, potato sticks, milk,
his mind?
NOT SO GAY DIVORCEE
cabanita banana, extra peanut
butter sandwich.
DEAR NOT: He is trying to tell you
Thursday — Fish steak, tarthat he doesn't want to many you, but
tar sauce, mashed potatoes,
if you waste your time "hoping," you
gravy, cole slaw, milk, bread
can't say he didn't warn you.
and butter, coco-marble pudding, extra peanut butter sandDEAR ABBY: One of my husband's
V
wich.
acquaintances has made it a habit to come here
business
He is
Friday ' — Beef, macaroni ahd
dinner.
thick
steak
nice
once a week for drinks and a
tomato, buttered wax beans,
middle-aged, divorced, and a kind of happy-go-lucky fellow.
assorted relishes, milk, bread
After dinner he and my husband play pool in our rec room.
and butter, whipped gelatin, exI don't want to be bothered with the man every week.
tra bread and butter.
My husband is the kind who can't say "no" to anyone,
Junior and Senior High School
F ^TmMFJWMm ^^
and lam sick of this man imposing on us.
Only — Hamburger and French
r-imWm^^^^^^^^m^^^^tWJmi^^SsSm^s^^^^^^
How can I get rid of him without making my husband
Fries, in cents extra.
NO NAME, PLEASE
angry
at me?
;¦ - . \7- . ¦ :¦ - . ¦ "
For FRIDAY, Jan. 1
Your birthday today: You now learn much from the
DEAR NO NAME: If your husband would be "angry
people around you. Emotional adjustment, deeper aware- Taylor couple
at you" if you got rid of this man , then it's obvious
JOB'S DAUGHTER'S FORMAL . . . and Miss Finkelnburg, incoming honored
ness of feelings of others comes naturally this year and
that
your husband wants him. It's his house, too, so I
Snow 'n Sassafras " was the theme of the queen, and their escorts, led the grand
hexL Emerging psychic talents come strongly enough to notes 50 -yea-r-s
advise you to start being a more gracious hostess, or
Job's Daughters formal dance held Wednes- march. Chaperones were the Messrs. and
cause an occasional moment of stress —
your displeasure will show and your husband will be
BLAIR, Wis. (Special) — Mr. day evening at the
while most of us have latent powers, almost
"angry" atyou anyway.
¦ Masonic Temple. More Mmes. Harry S. Johnson Jr., Frank Kinzie,
nobody knows how to cope with them ap- and Mrs . Gilbert Berg of rural than 100 couples ' "attended;',' Pictured from, Richard Gehlhaart, William Wiech, Frank
propriately. Your year is full of movement, Taylor observed their golden left, seated Joanne Finkelnburg and Linda McKeown, Dr. and Mrs. M. L. DeBolt and
DEAR ABBY: My elderly mother, whom I love deaiTy
probably many short journeys. Today's na- wedding anniversary recently Heyer. Doing the crowning honors are from Mrs. Fred Heyer and Mrs. Maurice Godsey.
made her home with me for many years. Caring for her
tives are long of memory, and many drift with an open house at the Blair left, back row, Pamela Kinzie and Vicki De- (Daily News photo)
this past year has been a 24-hour-a-day job. She became senile
First Lutheran Church. Child- Bolt. Miss Heyer,
into positions of great authority.
and
sick, lost control of all of her bodily functions, had to be
outgoing
honored
queen,
¦
¦
'
.
ARIES (March 2i-April 19): Make it as ren of the couple hosted the
j
/
fed and dressed and watched constantly. I am not complainnormal a day as the holiday conditions per- event. .
ing. She is my mother and T know she would have done the
A short program was held.
mit. Your friends are ready for any sort of
same
for me—and gladly. Two months ago, her doctor insisted
xz-k.\.^i>.
tAm
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The former Olga Dahl, and
activity. Fill the evening with lively conthat
she
be moved to a sanatorium because the equipment
Gilbert Berg were married Dec.
versation.
essential
for treatment was there, plus ether factors which
I
'
l
I3 made keeping
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): If you are 9, 1920, at Blair First Lutheran
her at home impossible.
Jeane
putting in more=avork than you are credited parsonage by the Rev. S. S. UrRemarks have come back to me that have hurt me deeply.
berg.
Attendants
50
years
ago
for, figure out something to do about it. Simplify your rouYou would think I committed my mother to a lunatic asylum
were Roy Dahl and Mrs. Knud
tines. Begin a more austere diet, if your doctor approves.
or "put her away" like a criminal, f*
Knudtson
.
GEMINI (May 21-June 20): Now is an excellent time to
Abby, the sanatorium is one of the best — and one of the
Mr. and Mrs. Berg farmed in
come to a work agreement or.close a transaction. The later
most expensive — which puts a strain on me financially, but
LAKE CITY, Minn. (Special)
v
the
Blair
and
Ettrick
areas
unhours favor entertaining and cultivation oi cooperation among
S E C T I O N
if I had to scrub floors to .provide my mother with the best of
til nine years ago when they —Mr. and Mrs. C. K. Anderson,
relatives.: ,
care, I would do it. Please print this. So many are quick to
y>i
^!i
Lake
City,
Taylor
area.
They
"
moved
to
the
were
honored
on
CANCER (Jane 21-July 22): This weekend is a period of
s s
' yrg
'
criticize when they don't know the facts.
opportunity-^-seek people and ideas which open the door are the parents of three daugh- their 65th wedding anniversary
"HURT" DAUGHTER
»
*
SparMrs.
Francis
Brooks,
ters,
^_„
i
to advancement. You must make the moves. Celebrate good
Sunday with a family celebraLa
ta; Mrs. Robert LaFleur,
news this evening.
tion at their home. Children,
CONFIDENTIAL TO MANNY: You are lucky it was
LEO (July 23-Ang. 22): Get an early start—few others Crosse, and Mrs. Maynare Lar- grandchildren and great-grandonly
a fur coat. Next time it may be your hide. «
Glen
will manage this—and take a look around. A beneficial modi- son; Whitehall; two sons,
^ children were present for the
Taylor.
They
and
Vernon,
Blair,
fication is open only for the time being. Come to terms with
CONFIDENTIAL TO "WQRRISD" IN BRISTOL,
have 16 grandchildren and eight occasion.
' ...
a younger relative.
'
CONN.': No one can ''build up" an immunity to venereal
ty columnist Suzy Knickerbockgreat-grandchildren.
The
former
Ella
Krause
and
VIRGO (Ang. 2W3ept. 22): Take a conventional approach
Tricia to wed
disease. After treatment he can be reinfected again and
er..
Mr. Anderson were married
in career matters, but go at it boldly, bringing with you all
again and again ! I urge you to see a physician or go to
The columnist said in today's
the help you can muster. Improving yoiir local surroundings 15 survive crash
Dec 27, 1905, at the old St. Harvard law
your public health department. You will not be lectured.
is possible now.
edition the ceremony probably
John's
Lutheran
Church
here
In your state, a doctor is authorized by law to test and
LIBRA (Sept./ 23-Oct. 22): Learning is today's main of Pakistan plane
by the Rev . William Franzman. student in June
would take place in the White
treat minors without the consent of parents. Venereal
activity, although an offer to settle group money arrangedisease is now the second most common communicable
DACCA, East Pakistan (AP) The couple have lived in Lake
isn't too crazy
House—"Tricia
ments should be taken up promptly. Listen for several levels — A Pakistani airliner with 32 City their entire married life. NEW YORK (AP) — Presiinfection in the United States. (The common cold is first!)
about the idea of a White House
of information.
I urge you to see a physician at once.
persons aboard crashed this Anderson was formerly employ- dent Nixon's daughter Tricia wedding, but her father is."
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21): Delay your reaction to any morning about 150 miles north- ed by the Gillett Eaton Founand Harvard law student Ed- The story added that after
intrusion; a better understanding helps resolve the matter. east of Dacca, and first reports dry.
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it
Conflict between personal and business affairs causes mo- said there were 15 survivors.
The honorees have five chil- ward Finch Cox will be married Cox finished law school the couoff your chest. Write to ABBY; Box 69700, Los Angeles,
23 grandhcildren and 31 in the second week of June, ac- ple probably would live in New
mentary inconvenience. Dispose of unused items.
Calif., 90069. For a personal reply enclose stamped, adThe
a Fokker Friend- dren,
great-grandchildren. Children cording to the Daily News socie- York .
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21): New Year's resolutions ship of plane*
dressed envelope.
the Pakistan Internation- include Albert . Mrs. Arthur
may actually work this year. A break in routine is almost al Airlines, crashed at Shamshcertain, perhaps in your home. Family life is comforting ernagar, in the Sylhet district. (Lorraine) Cziok, Fredrick and
Lloyd, all of Minneapolis, and
this evening.
There were 28 passengers and Mrs. Ernest (Caroline) Klein,
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19): Extend yourself a bit, four crew members aboard.
Frontenac.
reach for a higher level of living, Begin a new course of
self-improvement, health care. Plan some nice little surprise
lor your loved ones.
THE LOCKHORNS
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18): Be aware of changing conditions so that you can revise your plans. Seek energetic associates, compare notes. The more natural side of your personality surfaces now.
PISCES (Fel>. 19-March 20): Give and ask favors today,
particularly of people of considerable resources, younger
people with talent. You can make a goed career agreement
at present.
For SATURDAY, Jan. 2 .
Yonr birthday today : This is a time of redemption, consolidation of your recent learning, normal prosperity, with
occasional spurts of dramatic progress and a few temporary
setbacks , Your emotional development proceeds with numerous insights—and once you glimpse your own unconscious
nature, there's no going back to not knowing. Relationships
take different turns, according to your mutual changes of
direction. Today 's natives can, generally memorize vast
amounts of exact details, figures.
ARIES (March 21-Aprll 19): Your weekend opens with
a minor bit of luck, something that falls into your scheme of
things. You can do something special for your mate. Evening
is for parties.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): Take any opportunity for a
change of work or location . Old questions bring their own
inner solutions, ones you could never impose. A journey
furnishes a fresh point of view.
GEMINI (May 21-Jimc 20): You are the center of attention and unsolicited advice. Remember that those who
project wonderful plans for ideal living don't themselves
carry them out.
CANCER (June 21-Jnly 22): Take counsel with older
| JOHANSEN
members of your family or group. Use your skills for your
' First, because life insurance at an * | NATURALIZER
r\ f +L
own promotion. Just get some progress made.
ow
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Pace yourself for a strenuous
ear 'y a e assures ' premiums. And
¦
\
^
vw^^
|
TOWN
&
COUNTRY
day, unexpected happenings , strong reactions from other
.
rec ous of a Y our son or
, ,
most
P
c
u ,
M . .,
Save
now
on
this season .s ,
k
favorite
footwear
fashions
N A '<5/
'
"'
people, particularly those of opposite sex. Don't try to change
daughter
is
probably
insurable
now.
Pyp
your home now.
I
bblCLA
including styles to wear wilh your smartest pants suits
and you can guarantee his right to
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22): Tackle those large chores
Ip
P\
. . . all by quality shoemakers In Dress styles . . . Mod
LP '
additional insurance later on. regardwhich have been put off for lack of timo and energy. Ask
I
FRONT ROW
for cooperation ; go Bhcatl with what you get, without recrim'
less of health. Life insurance as a savings plan
styles . . . Casual styles . . . Sport styles . . . and all at
i
_^ , . . . .
.,,.,.
ination .
I
VIVA
AME
RICANA
and
the
goals
are
guaranteed
live
or
thrift,
teaches
gKMy reduced priceal
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Ocl. 22): Go along with your, friends
die. By starting young, the plan can be paid up at a
on an adventure, to recreation centers, sporting events. Do
I COBBLER
time when many are just starting to save. It's an
things for people to whom you owe favors. Light entertainment fits the evening.
idea ! And the idea man? Your Aid Association for
I GAYLA
SCORPIO ( Oct. 23-Nov. 21 >: Your intuition leads to an
' •
Lutherans
representative.
^
unorthodox but successful solution of a family situation.
Some formal action supports your position . Get estimates
for improvements of properly.
SAGITTARIUS ( Nov. 22-Dec. 21): Take the initiative. AsMAINE AIRE
AM Awoctatton fcr Uithcmnt Al AppMon,Wtaeonaln rraitmanlafcwuraw*
sert your views, gather friends, nnd push through action to
|
Uto'HMlth'FIMIremaflt
Q
/
overcome an obstacle. long- range planning, acquisition of
^
new equipment arc favorcrl .
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. in): Your services keeping
things productivel y active receive recognition. Offers of coop|,
FORMER VALUES TO $26
era tion nro to be taken advantage of, even in small matters.
Collect anything owed to you .
\
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-FcIi. 18): Conferences clear the air
ALL WARM LINED
%
so you know where you stand. Divert yourself with pastimes,
give your iinconscid'us a chance to digest information . Solutions come later.
PISCES ( F«l». 19-March 20): You have better success In
keeping your actions out of public view. Make your arrangements early for a full weekend's expression of your adventurous mood.
Amm
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It's an Idea for Lutherans

(

Why life insurance
for Lutheran children?

...

$Q90 $1 790

I

SHOP THE EASY WAY — READ THE ADS FIRST

'

MUELLER
4390 W. itb
Phom 452-2945

MILLER
1537 Gilmore
Phorii 452-7555

COMMON CONCERN FOR HUMAN WORTH

I BOOTS
S 25% OFF
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STRETCH AND GRAMM Y
BOOTS NOT INCLUDED
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Spain relaxes as 6 Basques spared death

MADRID (AP) - Spaniards a chiet ef the political police. the defendants li 87.
cigarettes 00 0 Madrid street,
hot fpady to tolerate.'*
turned their attention today fo Three* of them received double Shortly after Pranco's cleiiv By his clemency, France re- "but Franco is so good that he
ringing in the New Year alter death sentences.ency was announced* the chief buffed arChcohservaUves In the has pardoned theni; and I am
Generalissimo Ffflflfllfico f tmFrancoy faced with tha ef state, in his annual
televi^d afray and thd government Who happy."
co spared six Basque natidfla> gfeVest twlitidal Crisis of hi8 31* New Year message; said his ac- Want to club down all opposi- The Pope received
Wdrtf of the
year rule arid tolderheavy pres- tidft allowed Spain to begin the tion, • But observers an
generally clemency with
ists from execution*
sense
re"a
Commutation of the death sure froffl abroad, reduced the Holy Year — Observed eVefy did hflt feel this ^vas indica- lief- and joy," 0 VatiCto ofpfesfi
sentences to 3ft years each If) five years - '"With spirits of tion that lie Wtfuld necessarily spokesman said. Dr.
gentencesWednesday
night
sent
favor the liberals in the Cabinet Ramsey, thCLArchbisnopMichael
Basque^ in northern Spain into prison, to be served in addition peace."
of Cahshakeup which many expect as terburyj expressed
the streets dancing and relaxed to prison sentences ranging
"thd
thankHe
said
though
Spaniards
a result of the controversy;genthe tension that had gripped the from 27% to 60 years given five
of Christian people at
country for weeks. Pope Paul of them by the military court. must remain "united in the es- erated by the fcurgoS trial. " fulness
VI, the Archbishop of Canter- There ww flo eigfaefley for sentials" for the better of their The Basques rejoiced at the thfe news of the reprieve."
bury and other foreign leaders nine other Basques in the Bur- country, conflicting political rescue from death of their six ¦fa Washington^ State Deportexpressed appreciation for gos trial who got prison terms views should be conveyed sons and danced in the streets ment spokesman Robert J.
of 12 to 70 years for terrorist ac- through existing institutional or- in Spain and abroad. Passionate McCloskey said the U.S. governFranco 's clemency.
tivity. Slit It was believed one of garlsr
supporters of Franco also were ment W09 "gratified that nUThe s» Basques were sen- the IB mu\6 serve mofe than 80 < cWliat we cannot permit,'' he ple^sedi
inaiiitariah considerations pretenced to death Monday ltt Bur- years since 30 yeats ana a day said, "la that discrepancy be- f'They were assassins and vailedcflild that these sentences
gos by a military court which is consitleretl fulfillment of a life' eoraeS Violent action which the should have died," Md ^ 64- -against the Basques Were comconvicted them of the murder of sentence in Spain..The oldest of law punishes and which we are year-old Maria Lopez, who sells muted."

Winona Dally Ntwt A a

Winona, Minnesota '•«
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School lunch
prices raised
at La Crescent

Moscow-brand
communism has
image tarnished

By WILLIAM L. RYAN
cow's client*, who have had to
LA CRESCENT, Minn. (SpeAP Special Correspondent
flip and flop and wriggle with
cial) —. The La Crescent Board Many times in the past the each Kremlin bombshell. To
of Education at a special meet- Kremlin, by its actions, has mention only some major ones:
ing voted to raise the prices painfully damaged Its friends Stalin's cruel collectivization
of hot lunches in the La Cres- abroad. It has done so again in of farmers and incredible blood
cent schools. New prices will go the Leningrad hijacking affair. purges of the 1930s
generated
into effect on Jan. 11.
All Student lunches will raise Big powers, captives of enor- world horror , as did Stalin'i
five Cents" per iunch, At the mous, faceless bureaucracies, 1939 deal with Hitler to rape Poelementary school a daily lunch are prOne to rnake themselves land, his War on Finland and his
ticket tviil raise front 35 to 40 look disagreeable to others, but annexation of the Baltic nations.
cents; a weekly ticket, from thd Soviet leadership displays a
Moscow provoked world anger
$1.50 to $1.75, and a monthly special talent in this regard.
after
the war by using Soviet
ticket, from $5 to $6.
In the current case, as in othHigh
school
students
will
pay
guns
to
install communists in
State gro up to
Study committee reports
ers, Moscow hurt its own Image
~
45 eenti for k daily ticket in- and that of Moscow-brand com- power in Eastern Europe. Stalin
stead Of 40 cents. Weekly tick- munism in the bargain. Each jolted communists by excomsponsor dimiei"
ets will cost $2 instead of $1.75 time it does thus sort Of thing
Yugoslavia
ahd mehthly tidkets will cost the KreWliu Indicates by its municating TitoByOf that
for legislators
as a heretic^
$7 instead of $6.
reaction to World uproar that it Moscow invented the sin action
of TiAduit
ptices
both
schools
at
doesn't relish the he"at. But it
Winona members of the Mi*
raised iO Cents. Daily tickets seems unable to stay out of the toism ahd set the Stage for yet
another blood purge.;
nesota citktita Concerned tot
v/ill be 60 cents instead of 50 kitchen. ;
Life and atiy others ihterested
and monthly tickets formeriv This was the case again In the Ahd what happened after the
costing $8 Wili flow cost each sentencing of two Jews to death terrifying dictator died? It
may attend the organizationwasn't much different. East
adult $10.
find the imposition of labor Germans in 1953 battled with
sponsored dinner for Minnesota
The board also accepted the camp Sentences oft seven other
By GERRY NELSON
by John S. Plllsbury Jr., chair- try ahd other levels of govern- $40,000. Their present levels are resignation
legislators and their wives
of Mrs. J'rahcis JeWS and two Gentiles on bricks ahd bare fists against So'
(AP)-SUbstanlial
0flQ
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PAUL
man
of
the
board
of
Northwest
aiid
$26,000
respedtiVfr
$Ut
,
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inent," said LeVander.
Jan. 12 at the Prom Center, St.
Huebner
of
the CObking staff charges of planning;to seize ah viet tanks. Poles rioted against
increases, b salaries ate needed era National Life insurance Co.. Governor-elect Wendell R. An- ¦iy-7
Paul.
and
appointed
Mrs. Ralph Rott- airliner. The iRUssian Supreme communist rule. Hungary exfor most top officials Of Minne^ was appointed by Gov. Harold
District judges would go from nenberg as head
cdbk at the Court today cdnimuted the two ploded into revolution and the
Norman St. John - Stevas sota govefhrrieilt to attract top- LeiVandef.
derson said recently that state $22,000 to $35,000.
replace
Mrs. cleafcb sentences and reduced Way the Soviet military dealt
high
school
to
longer
able
government
is no
British member of Parliament, flight political candidates and Ihe study released Wednesday
if all the increases were im- Huebner; .
with that gave Moscow and
will be the dinner speaker. He administrative personnel, a concluded that Minnesota has to compete With either private plemented the firSt^year cost
thtee of the penal terms. But it communism more black eyes.
¦
^
is an attorney, television com- study committee says*
Is Cleaf to the rest Of the world
"lohg since passed the crisis industry or local government in would be $ii25million. Approval
inore to Come: the
paid to
top
administra- of shy increases is up» to the
mentator and columnist for the The report recommended point" in payment to its top> salaries
that there WOUld be no such There was
¦
¦
¦
¦
¦
~rrialcrtuiiTtJl±iartoe
is
_.J ¦ ¦ - , 7
Maria
Callas
tors.
atteio^o
London "Economist." His sub- nearly doubling the salary of the level Officials.
—
daSe
if
the
Soviet
Union
did
not
legislature.
_
ject will be "the Right to Life! goVerno? to $50,000 a year but A particularly crucial-_areaj '' Other, major increases called Salary ihefea^s- for th§
keep people within its borders the Soviet line, the attempt to
f
rom
separated
*
install offensive missiles in
'
»
A British Perspective;
against their wills.
also suggested a few pay cuts, according to the report, is the for in the report include:
state s judges ahd elected OffiFor rnorO ; iflformatioh ahd atid in some cases said salaries judieiai system where some law- Attorney general^ frorfl the cials' Were Considered by the
says
An old Stalinist rule
nei- Cuba , the sudden overthrow of
reservations, .those interested should be left the same or in- yers have refUsed appointment present $22,000 to $3!t,M ; coifl- ISiS legislature. £ut the effort mate of 11 yea rs ther Jews nor anybody else can Nikita S. KhrUshchev which left
Western communists gasping
may contact Mid. Roger Haf t- creased only slightly.
arid some judges have resigned missioner of gdniinistratien, died .In a dispute over whether BRfiSdlA, Italy (AP ) - Op- leave the Soviet Union at will. with
shock, and now the signs of
wich find Mrt* Everett J.
The
Same
rule
book
calls
for
the
of present salary levels. from $25,000 to $40,000; eorree- legislative Salaries also should era Singer Maria Callas, who
a
renascence
of Stalinism in
Kohner, Winona;
The study committee, headed because
punishment for a
The Minnesota governor cur- tions commissioner, from $23,- be raised.
has been separated from her Harshest of publicly
SUch
things
OS
persecution and
exhibits
&
citizen
who
rently receives $27,500 annually, 000 to $3o,000.
* The study recommended no Italian industrialist husband
imprisonment
of
writers, evisystem.
compared WiUi $8£«rJon in New Highway commissioner, from pay increase for the secretary BattiSta Meiieghini for 11 years, dislike for the
dences
Of
Official
aati*Semitism
Coming
SO
soon
after
Soviet
York, $49,509 in California, $45,- $24,600 to $36,000; conservation oi state ana only token in-' has applied for-a divoice.
and the tight rein on commu0(W in Wisconsin, $40,000 in Mich- dOmmissioner, frOhi ?23j000 to creases fOr state auditor and Her suit Wednesday follows strangulation of an infant inde- nist-ruled
nations.
pendence
movement
in
Czechoigan and $35,000 in Iowa.
treasUreTi, All now are paid $20,- the recent apjprovat by paflla$31000;
However, time has shown that
slovakia
and
amid
the
current
"By any Obj ective standard; Tflk cominiSSlorier, from $24,- eOO a year;
meut of a divorce iaw in whieh
outcries fade and are eventually
It is clear that the present sal- OOO to $^i,0W; education Ootd- The COnunittee recommended one of thO grounds is separation Campaign to suffocate* any trace all blit f orgotten. Thd Kremlin
of
intellectual
dissent
in
the
Soary paid the governor is far fee^ missidner, ftom $23,500 to a salary cuts for two Viiie Chaa- of live years ot mote.
survived many. Whatever
Union, the Leningrad case has
heath an appropriate level/' the range Of $28,Ot)O-$34,200.
cellors of the state college sys-i FOr years Miss Callas was a viet
the
fate
of the Leningrad 11,
mUSt
be
a
grievous;
embarrassWASHINGTON (AP) - A ment payments over Original ffebort said.
The report recommended a tern , and Said the top pay for frequent Companion of Aristotle ment fOr Moseow-line commu- harsh treatment of offenders
leading Senate critic of Penta- obligations apparently Would ex- The committee recommended salary of $45,000 for the chief chancellor bf the juflibr College Onassis, the Greek shipping
continues to serve a purpose
^-gon spending policy says a new ceed $1 biilienv
that the governor be the highest justice of the Supreme Court, system should be $33,600^-OT magnate now mariled to the nists elsewhere.
when the Kremlin has
¦ a meseffort to resolve the complex As for altefnatlvwriFackard paid public employe iu the state, with associate justices going to $200less than the job now pays; former Jacqueline Kennedy.
It Waa ever thus with Mos- sage to get across. < ¦¦
case of , Lockheed's costly C5 said the Pentagon prefers to since he is responsible for a
'
' • '
¦ ¦'
¦ ¦ ¦' ' •
"¦ '
'
¦'
' '. ¦
'¦ "
' ' ¦'
' ''
•
7
*^,
transport plane, represents the provide Lockheed Aircraft Corp< budget of more than $1 billion
• . .
•
. 7 ' \.
' ..
- . ' ¦ •'
:
. . •
.
collapse of the military contract With a "fixed $200-million loss on a. year and supervises more
"
the CS. Under another proposed than 30,000 state employes.
system*
"Deputy Secretary of Defetise settlement in the legal dispute
David Packard has the dubious oyer the contract* he calculated The $50,000 WOttia be Just
distinction of beiiig midwife to the firm 's losses might be above the $49,5&rj salary of Unione of the strangest offspring pushed as high as $480 million. versity of Minnesota President
yet to be seen in the military-inMalcolm Moos, who is appardustrial coaiplex—the loss-plus In presenting Pentagon re' ently the highest paid public
contract," Sea. William Prox- commendations in an eight-page servant in the state.
mire said Wednesday after letter to chairmen of hey Capi- The study did not go irtto unihearing of Ihe Pentagon propos- tol Hill committees, Packard versity salaries, but said that 29
said the goal is—if possible—to piUblici employes in the state—
al.
avoid bankruptcy for the firm
in education—are now
The Wisconsin Democrat, which 14 the nation's biggest de- many
jfjftid
mote
than the governor.
whose subcommittee originally fense cofltfaetori
LeV&nder
,
who launched the
the;
Calif.,
put the spotlight Oil
financial At Bilrbanki
a Locklast August, seven months
woes , surrounding the giant heed statement said" the Penta* study
after he decided not to seek recraft* said the "only justifica- gon offer, "proposing methods election,
said the report was
tion I can see for changing the of resolving the contractual distermj of the contract and letting putes," had been received, "deserving of careful study He
Lockheed off the hook on the C5 would be Studied, and a re- said the ability to attract top
as well as the other contracts in sponse would be made as early talent would give taxpayers
maximum efficiency in governdispute is the determination as possible.
that the military contract sys- A Pentagon spokesman said ment.
tem has completely collapsed. Lockheed was told the Defense "The report shows clearly
Covering a series of major Department hopes to Wind Up that Minnesota, as a state, has
projects with Lockheed—the the matter by the end of Janu- fallen substantially behintt other
states as well as private indusprime one being CS-^-gbVefn- ary.

Substantial salary increases
needed for state officials

Proxmire blasts
contract system

¦
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Samsonite specials!
Atthese pricesyoucan
really go places.

Gets 70 liar award

Man of the cloth tells
a tale hard to believe

BURLINGTON , Wis. (AP)
For a man of the cloth, Brother Gregory ttflvel of
Green Bay knows how to
tell a story that's cut from
the Cloth.
Brother Havel , of St.
Mary of the Angels Friary,
has been named the biggest
liar of 1970 in the 41st annual competition sponsored
by the Btlrllngton Liars

Club.

"The fldods in northern
Minnesota were so bad last
spring the turtles elihibed
out of their shells and used
them for boats ," said Havel
in becoming the second clerical prevaricator to win
first place in the club's history ,
Otis C. Hulctt , who has
been conducting tile com-

050 nominee:

No plan to break
up Peace Corps
WASHINGTON (AT ) - President Nixon 's nominee to haad
the Office of Bcoiiothle OppoN
Lunity has aesurod eonatore tlie
administration has no plans to
dismantle the domestic version
of the Peace Corps.
"lleporta in tho pross to zero
funding of the VISTA program
are Inaccurate," Frank C, Carlucci told the Senate poverty
subcommittee Wednesday ol
voluOteora ln service to Amorlca.
Iffs nomination ran into a major badbiock from 8en. Alan
Crariston, D-Callf., because Carluccl refused to say whether ho
would override a voto by Gov.
Konflld Reagan Of a ?1.8 million
funding
¦ prant for a controyer*
sial ', California legal service!
program.
Cranston criticized Carluccl's
statement that he would grant a
30-day extension to the California Rural Legal Services program whllo he studied charges
made by Reagan last week.

Reagan 's office said a temporary continuation would be acceptable.
Corlucci sold he could not decide Immediately to override
veto of the 1071 funding grant
for the OEO program Because
he only received Reagan's letter
Tuesday.
Crahston said he would prevent a full Senate committee
confirming Carluccl's nomination because "I cannot accept
the promise he cannot wake a
decision early next week."
Carluccl Is now acting OEC
director.
On VISTA, Carluccl sak
funds would be cut at tho flam*
level of Other OEO programa
should the agency not recelvi
all tho money lt requests for fla
cal year 1072"I can assure you that than
will bo a VISTA program," h«
aald , "and If there ore cuts
VISTA will not bo cut disproportionately. '.' .

petition since its founding,
said Wednesday that Rev.
Arthur R. Kirk of Biggs,
Calif., won the honor in
1931. Kirk told of California
land so rich that when one
planted sought to grow Watermelons he was Unsuccessful. "The vines grew so fast
they drugged the melons
along and wore them out,"
the Rev. Kirk said.
Hulett noted that Kirk
was a Methodist, so Brother
Havel becomes the first
Catholic clergy man champion.
Mark Lyons of Southfield ,
Mich., took an honorable
mention for 1970 with this
Ho: "The air pollution is so
bad in my town that if a
moon rocket vas sent up
here, It would go up 29 feet
and stick."
Julius Festnsr of tho Vetorans Administration center
at Pi'CBCott , Ariz., took another honorable mention ,
"Due to the fact that so
few people4 ride ln tho last
cat of its crack train, the
Overland Limited, tho Union Pacific has decided to
run tho train .'without a lest
car," he wrote.
Tom Hendrlckson, now living in Milwaukee) described
his birthplace.
"Have to tell you about
my homo town , he said.
"It's so small ihe sign as
you come into town says,
"Hurry Back."
0. G. Freestone of TaCOrna, Wash!, rounded out
the honorable mentions with
this one: "When I was a
amedl child lt was my father'a Job to haul water at a
logging camp. Ho took me
along to stomp down the water, so ho could get move
in tho sleigh box. "
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Solons will
fake part in
prayer service

ST. PAUL, Minn. — Representatives of the four major
1970 disappears tonight
religious faiths in Minnesota
and leaders of the state legislature will participate in an
ecumenical service of prayer
marking the opening of the legislature.
The service will be held at
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS vations going well and even Central Park, with bell ringing, Eve with some indifference.
fl:30 &.m. Tuesday at Christ Lumusic and fireworks.
Many go to bed at 10 o'clock beFrom throwing out the crock- some sell-outs.
theran Church, University Aveery in Rome to counting out the Reports from Boston, Dallas Fireworksare much the order cause the following day is a
nue , and Park Street, St. Paul.
year in New York, the familiar and Seattle, Wash., showed of the midnight hour also in working day.
The service will be attended
Tfew Year's eve rituals were clubs reducing per person prices Rome and Naples where Ital- Over the border, however,
by Governor and Mrs. Wendell
set to, begin today buoyed by for New Year's Eve by as much ians are prepared to end 1970 Scots make a wild night of it,
Anderson and some 200 legisladancing reels into the small
champagne, noisemakers and as $10 compared to last year. with a bang.
tors and members of their famiThe
legend
goes
that
the
more
hours and launching an avathe
strains
of
"Auld
Lang
The Pump Room in Chicago
lies.
Syne."' - ;:-;.
pared its price from $39 to $33 the Boise the luckier the New lanche of hospitality and cheer.
Planned by an interfaith comCasting aside the cares of in- per person for the evening "to Year will be. In Rome there is The Scots don't care about
mittee In behalf of the Minnesoflation, Europeans registered encourage celebrants in a con- the added custom of throwing hangovers. Unlike the English,
ta Council of Churches, The
leavy bookings at Continental servative spending economy all the old furniture and crock- they have the next day freeCatholic Archdiocese of St. Paul
restaurants and night clubs de- and to start the year off with a ery into the street — which may time to recover.
and Minneapolis, the Minnesonot be so luc&y for the garbage
spite generally higher charges bow to the budget minded."
ta Eastern Orthodox Clergy As'
than last year.
TEST TURTLES
Prices were not cut at the collectors or passersby.
sociation and the Minnesota
Grand Ballroom in New York's In France, shrouded under a MADISON, Wis. (AP) — The
Rabbinical Association, the serStates,
Bot the United
the Waldorf- Asoria but neither thick blanket of snow, hotels,
vice has, been designed to proeconomic squeeze was blamed were they raised. Guy Lombar- clubs and ski resorts said the city health department is makvide an opportunity "for our
for a reduction in advance re- do will do his "Auld Lang Syne" weather had not affected busi- ing tests of turtle tank water
legislators and religious leaders
to determine if the house pets
servations at night spots in sev- thing from, the hotel in a televi- ness.
to participate in a common worare carriers of salmonella, a
Some
places
eral
major
cities
.
sion broadcast on 145 stations.
ship experience, the purpose of
Apart
from a f PW brave spir- cause of severe illness to hulowered prices and a handful
mans.
which Is to seek God's guidance
celebrations.
:
Elsewjiere
In,
New
York
the
canceled
its who will try to paddle and
MAUD OF COTTON AND COURT . . . runner-up Judith Friend of Newport Beach,
as we face the difficult issues
The West Coast was the major traditionaTlighted ball will drop splash in the icy waters of Tra- Cooked dried apricots in the
of our day," according to the Miss Patricia Dianne Perry of Danville, Calif., is at right and second runner-up ' Mar- exception to the US. business in the Times Square countdown falgar
Square 's fountains before refrigerator? They taste deliRev. Dr. Alton M. Motter, Ex- Va., center, was named Wednesday night as tha Latimer of Dallas, Tex., is at left. (AP slump, with Los Angeles and and the city will host its third the bobbies
seize them, London- cious when they're added to
ecutive Director of the Minne- 1971 Maid of Cotton in Memphis, Tenn. First Photofax)
San Francisco reporting reser- annual New Year's Eve party in ers usually take New Year's mashed sweet potatoes. ;
sota Council of Churches, who
serves as secretary of the conv.
mittee;^ :- -—
Wisconsin
The speaker will be Dr. Arth- Th
ur S. Flemming, president, Macalester College, St. Paul, and
immediate past-president of the
National Coi.i.;U of Churches.
Dr. Flemming also served on
the Cabinet of President Eisenhower as secretary of the Department of Health, Education
and Welfare.
MADISON, Wis. CAP) — One of the first pieces of business for the 1971 state legislature to consider will be a proposal for unqualified, no-nonsense annual sessions, a DemoCongress tangled,
crat declared Wednesday.
Rep. Earout 0. Sanasarian of Milwaukee said lie will inbut start the music
troduce a measure for annual sessions "without limitation to
WASHINGTON (AP) - The subject matter or length."
Legislatures currently try to meet biennially, wrapping
Senate, which has been unable
in recent days to find its' way up work in a single year. The work load has been increasout of the worst legislative tan- ing, however, and sessions occasionally lap over into a '' sec*
gle in years, passed a bill ond year. '7- : ':
- "Legislative business has grown so immensely that more
DAN
Wednesday.
The legislation authorizes in- frequent sessions without limit on subject matter are a
SCHMIDT
terested members of the Dis- must," Sanasarian said*
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The legislature, by law, convenes on the first Monday
^H^^^^^^^^^^ H
trict of Columbia Fire Department, the U.S. Park Police and in January of odd-number years. The 1971 session will be
in next week.
the White House police force to sworn
Sanasarian said the biennial policy is leaving too many
play in the city's Bietropolitan governmental
matters on the shoulders of local government.
Police Band.
sessions
must be the law of the state," he said.
w"Annual
¦
..
VAnything resembling two-week sessions, as in this year,
CALEDONIA JAYCEES
can only be seen as irresponsible."
CALEDONIA, Minn. — The
The 1969 session lapped over into 1970 for a, two-week
newly chartered Caledonia Area meeting last January.
Jaycees will remove and* disGov. Warren P. Knowles called the legislature into-spepose of all Christmas -trees cial session for One day this month, but only long enough
placed on the boulevard Sunday, to have some executive appointments confirmed before
Jan, 3.
Democrats take over.

World ready for celebration
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Annua! sessions to
get consideration
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Laxalt fears Hughes
now sour on Nevada

CAJtSON CITY, Nev. (AP) - still is vacationing in the Baha- of the Hughes Nevada operations after an U-day court batHas all that publicity soured mas.
"I tried to reach him Christ- tle with Robert Maheu, whom it
Howard Hughes on Nevada?
Probably, says Gov. Paul mas Evd to wish him a h appy had fired as manager.
Laxalt, who doubts ^hat the pri- birthday," the governor said in "In terms of cold money, the
vacy-loving billionaire will ever an interview Wednesday. "But publicity will bring millions of
all the circuits were busy and I tourist dollars," said Laxalt.
be seen in these parts again.
Laxalt, leaving the statehouse couldn't get a line."
"Las Vegas is a household word
today after four years in office, Hughes left his tightly guard- now. They'll come out of cued penthouse suite at the Desert riosity. You know the old sayput it this v/ay:
"The only times in the past Inn, one of his six Nevada ho- ing, 'Just spell my name
Hughes has pulled out of a place tels, on Thanksgiving Eve. It right,'"
was when he felt his privacy was four years1 to the day after If Hughes never comes back,
his mysterious predawn arrival state gambling officials feel offiwas invaded."
in Las Vegas, reportedly on a
Other top state officials also stretcher after a train trip from cers of Hughes Tool will operate
his six hotels, seven casinos,
predict Hughes never will re- medical treatment.
television station, multimillionturn.
Laxalt said the weeks of headLaxalt, who flew to Las Vegas lines around the world on the dollar real estate investment
earlier this month and observed power struggld will benefit the and thousands of mining claims
in a competent manner.
the much-publicized struggle for state in the long run.
"It may even be more busicontrol of Hughes $300 million
Nevada empire, said Hughes Hughes Tool Co. won control nesslike now," said Laxalt.

Nixon to he challenged
on doctor pocket veto ?

WASHINGTON (AP ) - Presi- days if Congress is still in sesdent Nixon faces a possible sion. If Congress has adjourned ,
court challenge over his use of a a bill dies if it hasn't been
pocket veto to kill a family doc- signed by the 10th day.
Congress was in thd middle of
tor training bill.
a
sk-day Christmas recess
say
tho
bill
Supporters of the
President abused his pocket When the 10 days expired on the
Veto authority when Congress family doctor bill, which "would
Was in a brief holiday recess. have provided $225 million over
three years for grants to mediThoy urged Congress to iff- cal
schools to train general
appropriate
hore the veto and
practitioners.
funds, matting it possible for a
medical student eligible under Before passing the temporary
the program to file a court ac- adjournment resolution, which
tion if the government falls to fixed'Dec. 28 as the date of reimplement it.
turn, thd House and Senate provided
that messages from tho
Other members want Con- President
could be received durgress Itself to seek a court rul- ing Uie shutdown.
ing on the constitutionality ot
Nixon 's action, and still others Tho purpose of tho pocket
say the Constitution should bo veto provision In thd Constituamenddd to clarify the pocket tion Is to cover a situation in
which the adjournment of Conveto authority.
gress makes it impossible for
the
controNixon touched off
the President to return a vetoed
versy lost Saturday when he an- bill so that Congress can reconFamnounced he was killing the
sider It.
ily Practice of Medicine Act by
Thd bill*s BUppoFters- say NixHis
failure
to
refusing to sign it.
sign lt amounted to a pocket on clearly violated the spirit, If
veto, the "WWte House said, be- not the letter, of tho Constitution
cause Congress was not meeting by wielding his pocket veto authority just two days before
when the 10th day passed.
The Constitution provides a Congress returned and could
bill become^ law without the have attempted to override a
President's signature after 10 normal veto.

Sen. Edward M. Kennedy, assistant Democratic Senate leader, asked Atty. Gen. John N.
Mitchell Wednesday to clarify
the administration 's position on
the!action.
Sen. Ralph Yarborough , DTex., at a news conference with
Kennedy and other members of
Congress, said Nixon's action, if
upheld, would subject bills to a
pocket veto whenever Congress
took a long weekend.
Noting the bill passed with
only one dissenting vote in the
Senate and two in the House,
Yarborough accused Nixon of
"hiding behind a pocket veto"
to avoid having a regular veto
overridden.
Sen. Sam J. Ervin Jr., D-N.C,
a leading Senate authority on
the Constitution, said tho pocket
veto was ineffective In this case
and thd bill had become law. Ho
urged the appropriation of funds
next year to initiate a lawsuit.
Some good cooks like to simmer shrimp In beer—a pound of
shrimp to a 12-ounce can of
beer. Peppercorns and bay leaf,
celery tops and parsley sprigs
may be added to tho beer.
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If you call by January 10th,we'll install Cable TV in
your home absolutely FREE. Because we'd Iike to
reso lve all your TV headaches and let you get;a
fresh,new look at this fresh, new decade. With
• Cable TV,you'll see more new shows,a spectacular
display of sports,a continuing parade of great
movies and the most comprehensive
news coverage. You'll also see
redder reds,bluer . blues,greener greens,etc.
But you'll have to learn to live without

ghosts and snow because Cable TV reception is
sharp and clear. That's what the new era of TV
entertainment looks like on Cable TV. So call today
for your FREE Cable TV installation. Free,because
we'd like everyone to begin thfc New Year with a
new outlook on life,
*
(T*
* "
A
f* LI
AmenCCUl V^QDleVISIOII L-O.
120 LEVEE PLAZA EAST

Offer expires January 8th—good in Gable areas only

DIAL 452-6040

Serving with the Armed Forces

Arkansaw medical corpsman given Bronze Star in Vietnam

ARKANSAW, W3s. - Army of Mr. and Mrs. Harlan Twee- Navy It (jg) CHARLES I. Approximately 4,700 soldiers
listed In the Navy Delay Pro- field, was among senior ca- Spec. 4 Dean Becker, ion of
BAMBENEK, son of Mr. and and airmen participated in
gram. ;
dets who recently completed Mr .and Mrs. Gene Becker,
Pfc. Charles J. Helt, son of ten, SPRING GROVE.
James V. Bambenek, 713 Acid Test III and about 500 veErickson is a graduate of the U.S. Air Force Academy Buffalo City, left recently after
BJr. and Mrs. Ralph L. Helt, Pvt. Lowell A. Trehus; Co. C Mrs.
spending a 30-day furlough with
15th Bn. 4th Brig.; Tr. Cen. Main St., is serving aboard the hicles and 10O aircraft were
Lewiston High School.
flight training program.
ArkansawHt. 1, recently receiv- Arm USA TCA; Ft Knox, Ky. guided missile cruiser USS. Chi- utilized. • ¦ ;.
who volunteer- his parents. He will be stationCadet
Fratzke,
ed the Bronze Star Medal near 40121. Son of Mrs. Johanna Tre- cago in the Western Pacific.
Spec. Pawlowski is regularly
TAYLOR, Wis. -. - Two sons ed for the program and met ed in Vietnam for-a-nine-njonth
Due Pho, Vietnam.
The 18,000 ton cruiser is serv- stationed at Ft. Wainwrlght,
hus, SPRING GROVE.
of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Simon- stringent physical requirements tour of duty.
Alaska.
7 He was presented the Bronze Dennis Karlsbroten; IPS NA- ing as flagship.
son, Taylor, are currently serv- for acceptance, trained in T-41C
Star Medal for distinguishing TO NAS; Patuxent River, Md.
ing in the armed forces.
aircraft, a 210-horsepower ver- NELSON, Wis. - John Edwin
:/
himself through meritorious 20670. Son of Mr .and Mrs. Army spec. 4 GEORGE D. Navy SA D A L E K. R.
Pfc. Duane S. Slmonson is sion of the Cessna 172.
Hess, son of Mr. and ! Mr*.
service in connection with op- Bradlee Karlsbroten, SPRING PAWLOWSKI,. son of Mr. and BROOKS, son of Mr. and Mrs.
now stationed Conducted as a pilot indoc- Albert Hess, Nelson, was inerations against hostile forces GROVE.
at Fort Carson, trination program by the Air ducted into) the Army at the
Mrs. James Pawlowski, 216 Kenneth C. Brooks of Homer
tn Vietnam, The medal, adopt- Pvt. Robert F. Hillman; Co. Olmstead St., participated in Valley, Winona Rt. 3, was reColo. His ad- Training Command and aca- Armed Forces Examining StaPaulson
Hayes
ed in 1934, recognizes outstand- C 15th Bn., 4th Brig; Tr. Cen. Exercise: Acid Test III, a nor- cently graduated from basic
dress is Co. B. demy personnel, the training tion in Minneapolis recently
'
ing achievement
Arm (USA TCA); Ft Knox, Ky. thern warfare training opera- training at the Recruit Train- has been assigned to the mili5th Bn., ilth included dual and solo flight ahd is now stationed at the U.S.
Pfc, Heit received the award 40121, Son of Mr .and Mrs. tion, conducted at Ft. Greely, ing Command, San Diego.
tary police.
Inf., Ft. Carson, instruction. The cadets also Army Reception Station in Fort
vfhjle assigned as a medical aid- Robert Hillman Sr., SPRING Alaska, recently.
Paulson graduated from PeColo., 80913. He were provided with classroom Campbell, Ky.
man. .;v
. ¦". ¦
GROVE.
received t w o study in weather, navigation,
Combined forces of the Can- ELEVA, Wis. — Airman Ste- terson High School, and earned
The private entered the Army Greg Boverud; 3540tb NTS adian Army and Air Force ven M. Hayes, son of Mr. and a degree In elementary educaACQUIRED
Purple Hearts flight planning, radio procedures RIGHTS
in March, 1970, and was sta- Box 55796; Mather AFB, Calif. Joined with the U.S. Army, Mrs. Raymond H. Hayes, Eleva, tion from Winona State College
during his tour and Federal Agency (FAA) reg- NEW YORK (AP) — National
tioned at Ft. Sam Houston, 95655. Son of Mr. ani. Mrs. Alaska Elements and elements Rt. 2, has completed basic train- in 1069. He taught for one year
of duty in Viet- ulations.
General Pictures has acquired
Tex>, before arriving overseas. Charles Roverud, SPRING of the Alaskan Air Command ing at Lackland AFB, Tex. He in Preston Public School, benam.
the distribution rights to the adCadet
Fratzke
received
his
He is a graduate of Arkan- GROVE.
FN Michael FAA private pilot's license at venture drama, "Light At The
and Air National Guard in tac- has been assigned to Sheppard fore entering the Army in June,
*aw High School.
D. Slmonson L. Simonson is the end of the course. He is Edge of the World" based on
Robert Tweito, 1508 Pawnee, tical maneuvers designed to AFB, Tex., for training as a 1970.
stationed in Norfolk, Va., and scheduled to receive his sec- the novel by Jules Verne.
Leavenworth, Kan. 66048. Son of train and to test individuals in medical services specialist.
He
completed
basic
training
/WHALAN, Minn. —- Dean E. Mr. and Mrs. Nels Tweito cold weather warfare.
Airman Hayes is a 1969 grad- at Ft Bragg, N.C., and com- is on the SS Pocona, a flag- ond lieutenant commission and
,
The film, Which is being
Johnson, son of Mr. and Mrs. SPRING GROVE.
During the exercise, air drops uate of Mondovi High School pleted the leadership training ship. He is married to the form- a bachelor of science degree made on location in Madrid and
Eriyn-T. Johnson, Whalan, was
W3 Riphard Scrabeck, 105 of men and supplies, air re- and attended Wisconsin State course and military police er7 Candice Allan of Blair. upon graduation from the aca- Codaques, Spain, stars Kirk
recently commissioned into the Northern Circle, Ft. Adreachu- connaissance, tactical air strikes University at La Crosse.
school at Ft. Gordon/ Ga., pri- Their address is 6365 'Chesa- demy next June.
Douglas, Yule Brynner and SaArmy chaplaincy as a staff ca, Ariz,, 85613, Son of Mrs. (without ammunition), and air
peake Blvd., Apt. F., Norfolk, The cadet is a graduate of mantha Eggar.
or to his Sierra assignment
specialist second lieutenant.
Va., 23513.
Margaret
Scrabeck, . HAR- mobile lifts of fighting forces VTICA, Mhrin, ~ Pfc. LaChosen Valley High School
: He will be in the reserve MONY, Minn.
by helicopters supplemented Verrie C. Paulson, son of Carl LEWISTON, Minn. — Steven
where he was a member of Curry powder, minced parsley
capacity until he completes two
the usual foot and vehicle move- B. Paulson, Utica, Rt 1, re- Fredrick Erickson, son of Mr. CHATFIELD, Minn.-Michael the National Honor Society.
and minced chives are good adAlan
Larson,
FA,
Service
more years of study at Luther
ment
of
combat
forces
on
the
ported
to
Sierra
Army
Depot,
and
Mrs.
Eugene
Robert
ErickA.
Fratzke,
son
of
Mr.
ana
to canned cream of
ditions
Craft
TO
223,
Long
Beach
NaTheological seminary an St.
ground.
Herlong, Calif., recently and son, Lewiston Rt. 1, recently en- Mrs. Arthur E. Fratzke, Chat- BUFFALO CITY, Wis. - chicken soup.
val
Station,
Long
Beach
Calif.
,
trainseminary
Paul After his
ing, he will be eligible for three SO8O0. Son of Mr. and Mrs, Leo- ^^^^t^^^l^^^^mm
nard B. Larson, MABEL, Minn.
years of active duty.
Charles Schulte, EIR-S, MediJohnson is a graduate of
Lanesboro High School and Lu- cal Holding C04 Barracks 365,
ther College, Decorah, Iowa. His c/o Billeting Office, Naval Staaddress is 309 North Gardner tion , Treasure Island, San
Francisco, Calif,, 66601. Son of
Rd.f BttTlington, Wash.
¦
Mr. and Mrs. George Schultz,
•k 7
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Army Sgt GENE E. BARUM, MONDOVI, Wis.
If Si l
WSfl&E
HK tfi / *^&\
E-j
Pvt
W.
Lehnartz
John
,
*on of Mrs. Clifford Waletzke,
825 E. Frott St., recently par- 42od Co., Box 19237, Fort Ruckticipated in Cabal Assault, a er, Alabama, 36360. Son of Mr.
five-day field training exercise and Mrs. Wallace Lehnartz,
conducted by the 82nd Airborne KELLOGG, Minn.
Pvt; Lyle M. Rusted, C-7-2
Division at Ft. Bragg, N.C.
During the exercise, Ft. USATC 2nd Platoon, Ft. CampBragg and its surrounding area bell, Ky., 42223. Son of Mr. and
were made up of mythical Mrs. Lester Rustad , RUSHcountries .seas, lakes and gulfs. FORD, Minn.
Soma 10,000 troops took to the Scott Van Gundy, 502-2nd Adskies and woods west of the mMstratlon Co., 2AB, Fort
division area as friendly and Hood, 76546, Tex. Son of Mr.
aggressor forces from the ima- and Mrs. Donald Van Gundy,
'nary cities of Traumanla and HOUSTON, Minn.
ganeovia.
Barrel L. Corey, Co. D, USA
Traumania, a friendly western SA TR, Fort Devens, Mass.
nation to the U.S., provided 20 01433. Son of Mr. and Mrs. Ropercent of the world's copper bert Corey, HOUSTON.
supply and had to be protectArlen L. Henderson, Class
ed from the menacing aggres- 71-T-9 Co. A,
1st Stu Bn.,
to
the
Baneovia,
sor state,;
¦ ¦ '¦
SCHBDEVSAINTS, Fort Hola'
north.
bird, Md. Son of
Cabal Assault, which ended Lyle Henderson Mr. and Mrs.
, WITOKA, Minn.
Nov. 20, was a realistic exer' ¦
¦ '
¦*
7
cise designed to keep troopers
CALEDONIA, Minn. — Army
of the division combat ready. •
Sgt. Barum, a squad leader, Pfc. Gary G. Heintz, tion of
entered the Army in January, Mr. and Mrs. Glen A. Heintz.
1968, and completed basic train- Caledonia, recently completed
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an ll-week lineman course at
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ing at Ft Campbell, Ky.
the U.S. Army Southeastern
THE ADDRESSES OF SOME Signal School, Ft. Gordon, Ga.
OF THE AREA SERVICEMEN t His training began with a
WHO ARE STATIONED WITH- four-week field wireman course
IN TOE UNITED STATES at an Army training center. The
remaining. seven-week training
ARE:
PFC. Leonard D. Holtegaard, period was conducted at the
signal school where he learned
Co. F. 2nd Bn. USA SATE, Fort to construct ,and
maintain field
of
Devens, Mass. 01433. Son
wire, open wire, and cable
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard E. Holte- communications
' >
systems.
t
gaard, MINNEISKA, Minn.
Pfc . Heintz entered the Army
Lt. DAVE) DAVIES. SO Purl- in June, 1970, completed basic
tan Dr., Middletown, R. I. training at Ft. Bragg, N.C.,
02840. Son ot Mrs. Helen Davies, and was last stationed at Ft.
550 E. Howard St., and George Jackson, S.C.
Davies, Kalamazoo, Mich.
The private is a 1970 graduEldon W. Bee; Box 1644; Wil- ate of . Caledonia High School.
liams AFB, Ariz. 85224. Form*
erly of NELSON. Wis.
ALTURA, Minn. — Marine
Pfc, GREGORY S. HDLDE, A Cpl. Martin M. Lee, son of Mr.
Co., Box A-20; Hq. Bn., HQMC; and Mrs. Martin E. Lee, AlHenderson Hall; Arlington, Va . tura Rt, 1, was promoted to bis
22214. Son of Mr. and Mrs. C. present rank while serving at
S. Hilde, 561 W Broadway.
Marine Corps Air Station, BeauAirman' DANIEL R. BAM- fort, S.C.
¦
BENEKt 8778 Student Sq. Cmr.
3; Box 10751A; Sbeppard AFB, LAMOILLE, Minn. — Army
Tex. 76311. Son of Mr. and Mrs. Sgt. Daniel Googins, son of
Daniel Bambenefe, 260 Mankato Mrs. Helen Googins and the late
Fredrick Googins, La Moille Rt.
Ave.
Airman CraigP. Bergsgaard ; l,~Ts now serving in the EnSq. 3770 SS Box 10299 Cmr. 3; gineers in Vietnam. He is a
HBHH
Sheppard AFB, Tex. 76311. Son graduate of Winona Senior High
School
and
Winona
Area
TecRof Mr. and Mrs. Palmer Bergsgaard, SPRING GROVE, Minn. nical School.
His address is C Co. 577th
Pvt. Harlan S. Tweeten, Co.
B. 3rd Ba; First AIT - Bde. Eng. Bn. (const). APO San
fr ,0 oe
on t 1(l money you received as a gift for Christ4th Pit; USA TC Engr.; Ft Francisco, Calif., 96204.
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Hearing Tests
Set for
Winona

Googbu
Wadele
Free electronic hearing tests
will be given In Winona,
WABASHA, Minn. ~ Army
Anyone who has trouble hear- Spec 5 Eugene R. Wodele, son
ing or understanding Is welcome of Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Woto .come in for a free test using dele, was recently
awarded the
the fastest electronic equipment
to determine his or her particular Bronze Star Medal.
The citation states that ho
loss.
Diagrams showing how the car distinguished himself by exworks and some of the causes ceptionally meritorious achieveof hearing loss will be available. ment in connection with miliVisitors can see statistics of how tary operations against an armthousands of people have been ed hostile force at An Khe, Rehelped with a simple ear oper- public of Vietnam, from Oct.
ation to hear again. And how the 1 to Oct. 25, 1970,
latest electronic developments Due home in March, his curare helping thousands more.
Everyone should have a hear- rent address is: RHC 54 E4th
ing test at least once a year if Gen. Spt. Gp., APO San Francisthere is any troublo at all hear- co, Calif. , 96312.
ing clearly. Even people now
•
Wearing a hearing aid or those Eugene J. Hart, son of Mr.
who hove been told nothing could nnd Mrs. Willard E. Hart, Black
be dono for them should have ttiver Falls Rt. 2, was recently
a hearing test nnd find out about promoted to Army Spec 4 while
the latest methods of he ring cor- serving in Vietnam.
rection.
Spec . Hart is assigned as a
Tho free hearing tests will be line platoon leader. He entered
held at Park Plaza from 12 to
5 p.m. Monday. Jan. 4. Call tho Army in February, 1070,
452-2801 and ask for Harold Lien completed basic training at Ft,
between these hours for appoint- Bragg, N.C., and was fast ata*
tloncd at Ft. Leonard Wood;
ment at another time.
FREE TESTS COURTESY OF Mo.
His wife, Slierric , lives also
BELTONE HEARING
AID CENTER
in Black River Falls Rt. 2.
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Houston Co.
Beef Day
set Tuesday

CALEDONIA, Minn. — Cattle feeders feeding high moisture corn should consider
attending the Houston County
Beef Day to be held Tuesday,
says Russ Krech, county exten' Bion agent.
The day will include a tour
of three farms to look at various feeding systems followed
with a meeting at the Crest
Supper Club community room.
First stop on the tour will be
at 10 a.m. at the Victor Schroeder farm, Caledonia Rt. 1, feedlot located one-half mile north
of the home farm. From there
the tour will visit the Que Burg
Winnebago Valley farm feedlot in Winnebago Township
from 10:45 to 11:15 a.m. The
last stop will be at the Richard
Burtness farm, Wilmington
Township, from 11:40 *o 12:15,
P.m. . . '- '
Robert Jacobs, extension animal- husbandman, "University of
Minnesota, will be featured
speaker at the meeting to begin
at 1:30 p.m. in the community
room. He will discuss high
moisture corn feeding using
slides to illustrate various feedlot layouts lie has visited in the
state.

Arkansaw FFA
analyzes fields
for corn yield

ARKANSAW, Wis. — Corn
yields for 18 producers on 56
fields were analyzed by members of the Future Farmers of
America chapter at Arkansaw
High School this fall.
Top yield was 214.7 bushels
an acre by Dave Anibas. The
field had a population of 25,358
plants and the harvest contained
¦ ' 25 percent moisture.
The average yield on the 56
fields was 124.9 bushels an
acre. The average plant population was 19,328. The moisture
content dropped rapidly this
year with most corn picked at a
safe storage level of 22 to 24
percent.
; Producers with more than
ISO bushels an acre were Owen
Brady, 157.2 and 155.2; Clarence Bechel, 157.6; Jim LaBrec, 153.7; Clayton Myers,
161.5; Dave Anibas, 153.2, 169.4,
167.9; Ronnie Steller, 153, 151.7,
and Archie Richardson Jr.,
160.5.

Spring Grove
FFA chapter
keeps busy

SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special ) — j Spring Grove H i g h
School Future Farmers of
American C h a p t e r members
have been participating in
many activities.
Ninth graders are completing
ra;practice record keeping problem, and following its completion, will keep records on their
work experience program.
They have" also been selling
rat bait and Farm Journal subscriptions, with the funds realized to be used for the purchase of FFA farm equipment.
The farm machinery class has
completed the assembly of a
five-bottom plow, and are assembling a four row corn planter. During the third quarter
they will assemble a disk and
a baler and complete a series
of maintenance exercises on
three tractors.
Welding and forging students
are completing exercises in oxyacetylene welding, arc welding
and forging. In the third quarter they will work on welding
projects they choose.
Dr. Roger Bender, veterinarian, used the digestive system
of a pig to discuss the functions
of the various organs with members of \he livestock feeding
class In a recent session.
B

Arcadia parliamenta ry
team wins district
ARCADIA, Wis . (Special) The Arcadia High School FFA
parlimentary procedure team
won the district contest held
at Whitehall, for the second
consecutive year.
Team members are Russell
Weltzien , Ron Olson, Dean Sobotta, Randy Weltzien, Ron
Pronschinske, Kent Nllsestuen,
and Pat Waters. Nllsestuen,
pronschinske, nnd Weltzien
were members of last year's
team. Of iho four new members, ono is a sophomore and
three arc freshmen. The team
now advances to the sectional
contest to bo hold at Brookwood High School in February-

Important aspects of 1971 Feed
Grain Set-Aside Program Iisted

CALEDONIA, Minn. - The signup begins.
by the U.S. Department of Ag- cent, the preliminary payment .
most Important aspect of the "OUR COUNTY c o mmlttee riculture, with actual set-aside will be reduced proportionately.
1971 Feed Grain Set-Aside Pro- and county ASCS office — will percentage to be announced be- In any case, the total pay*
gram is that it provides farm- make every effort to see that fore signup begins.
meat will guarantee a producer
ers much more freedom than all farmers are~ fully Informed. By participating in the pro- not less than $1.35 per bushel
1 previous programs have in de- Farmer meetings are planned, gram, a producer becomes eli- for corn or 70 percent of parity,
Ausderau
Bieri
ciding the kind and amount of newsletters and other material gible for price-support payment which ever is higher, on onegrains and other crops they will be mailed to producers; on one-half his feed grain base
By KATHY KNUDTSON
want to produce on their farms. and additional press releases and price-support loan on all bis half of his corn base. A guar'
'
Daily News Farm Editor
antee of $1.24 per bushel ($2.21
feed grain productions.
the- same time, it is desig- will be issued," Leary said.
At
1
Despite all of the pests and plagues Minnesota farmers
nated to put a greater reliance The ASC Committee chairman It is not necessary that he per hundredweight) is provided
coped with during 1970, new production records were set for
for
grain
sorghum.
If
the
final
on the marketplace as the prin- provided this summary of the produce feed grain in order to
corn and soybeans and
yield records
for ¦ soybeans
and rye. , ¦
¦ ¦ ¦¦
- . *¦
'
source of farm income 1971 Feed Grain Set-Aside Pro- earn a payment. However, if payment turns out to be less
cipal
¦
:
;• *¦ '
[.
.
,
.
.
.
.*
less than 45 percent of his feed than the preliminary payment,
while assuring equitable returns gram provisions to date:
The annual crop summary of the Federal-State Crop
no refund will be required from
to growers and sufficient feed
Sign-up period will be March grain base is planted to feed
and Livestock Reporting Service of uie Mingrain production for domestic 1 through April 9 at county grains, his farm's 1972 base producers.
nesota Department of Agriculture lists total
and export needs, according to ASCS offices. The program is will be reduced by the amount PRICE-SUPPORT loani will
crop production as one percent higher than
William Leary, Chairman of the voluntary and open to pro- of the under-planting, up to 20 be available to program partici1969 — but two percent lower than the reducers with farms having corn percent of the base. If he plants pants at
WHITEHALL, Wis. — John Houston Agricultural Stabilizacord 1968 crop output.
(ASC) or feed grain bases. Barley will no feed grains or authorized 2 corn, $1.08 a bushel for No.
tion
and
Conservation
Walek, Independence, chairand $1.73 a hundrednot be included in the 1971 pro- substitute crops for three suc- weight for grain sorghum. These
man of the Trempealeau Coun- Committee.
Corn production was estimated at 390
the
feed
grain
cessive
years,
the
feed
grain
gram. Farm feed grain bases
are national average loan rates;
ty Board of Supervisors, has "For example,
. million bushels, 0 percent more than the prebase for a farm will be used will remain substantially the base could be removed.
county loan rates will vary
announced
that
a
change
in
revious record in 1968 arid 11 percent more than
Payments
to
producers
paracreage
setonly.to
determine
same as for 1970.
sponsibilities and titles of the
up
the 1969 production. The yield averaged 85
ticipating in the program will somewhat from these averages.
aside and price-support payproducer may sign
one
county
The
1971
loan
rates
on
other
Univerity
Extension
bushels per acre. Corn is the state's biggest
does or^more farms in which he has be determined on the basis of feed grains will be: Barley,
staff members will become ef- ment. The feed grain base
81
grain commodity.
to
a
set an interest and not sign up the 1971 farm yield for pay- cents per bushel; oats, 54 cents
not
restrict
a
producer
fective as of. Jan. 1.
ment purposes multiplied by
Peter Bierii will assume the number of acres of feed . grains others, as he chooses.
Eatty
Soybean production totaled 83 million
one-half the feed grain base. If per bushel; and rye, 89 cents
what
nor
does
it
indicate
to
him
per bushel. The wheat loan rato
duties
of
resource
agent
and
bushels, up 10 percent from last year's record and 17 percrop or crops he must or should WHEN A producer signs up, the required set-aside is deter- will be $1.25 a bushel, and the
cent over 1968. The new yield record is 25.5 bushels per Edward Ausderau of agricul- plant," Leary said.
he agrees to set aside an mined to be 20 percent, a preacre, compared with 24.5 bushels in 1969 ahd 22 bushels in tural agent. Ray Shanklin will The general outline of the acreage to be put in conserving liminary payment rate of 32 soybean loan rate will be $2.25
retain his duties as 4-H and
a bushel for No. 1 grade.
1968. Soybeans are the second most important grain crop
has uses. He also agrees to main- cents a bushel for corn and 29
youth agent and in addition will new feed grain program he tain the farm's conserving cents a bushel (52: cents a hun- Substitution will be allowed
in Minnesota, for income.
announced,
' .• ' . ; ¦
for wheat and feed grains. That
assume some aspects of agri- alreadyandbeen
7 *7 '
*7' '7 7 - •
full information on base. The set-aside percentage dredweight ) for grain sorghum is, acreage planted to wheat
said,
cultural
work.
Mrs.
Judy
Foss
Rye production showed the sharpest increase, 2.7 milall provisions are expected be- has been tentatively set at 20 will he made. If the required
lion bushels, up 26 percent from 1969. The per acre yield, 27 will continue in her capacity as fore March 1, when program percent for planning purposes set-aside is less than 20 per- (above a farm's wheat allotment) will be considered planthome
economist
and
Vern Henbushels, was an increase of 1.5 bushels from 1969.
ed to feed grains for feed grain
drickson as area resource agent
base history purposes; A proMinnesota's second largest grain crop in acreage and for Buffalo, Jackson and Tremducer with a feed grain base
total production was oats, with a total of 168 million bushels, pealeau; counties.
and a wheat allotment can plant
Bieri has been agricultural
which was 12 percent down from 1969. The average yield was
his eligible cropland acreage to
agent
since
1950.
He
received
50 bushels per acre which was six bushels below last year.
his master's degree in agriculwheat, corn, or grain sorghum
without loss of history, and wilt
tural
and
extension
education
Other 1970 production and yield figures estimated in
from the University of Wisconreceive both wheat certificates
the year-end summary:
and feed grain payments. He
sin
in
1967.
According
to
Walek
Flax, 4.5 million bushels, average yield 11.9 bushels per
in
Bieri's
new
position,
must meet the set-aside requirethe
pro' acre. '
ease, fire, drought, flood and ments for both programs and
WASHINGTON (AP) - An responsive.
gram
emphasis
will
be
on
eduBarley, 21.5 million bushels, average yield 37 bushels
cational programs and service Agriculture Department agency Premiums collected from wind. It does not pay farmers maintain his farm's conserving
:¦ ¦¦ per acre. " '-7'
to communities, individuals, that provides all-risk crop insur- farmers barely cover total bene- for losses resulting from negli- base, as well as sign up for both
Wheat, -22.9 million bushels, average yield 27.6 bushels
fits paid out in claims over the gence or failure to use sound programs.
groups and agencies for the
per acre .
Other provisions of the 1971
improvement of agriculture, ance coverage totaling more past 20 years and do not come farming practices.
Potatoes, 13.4 million hundredweight, average yield 140 business, industry and natural than $900 million annually is close to paying for total FCIC
Feed Grain Set-Aside Program
hundredweight per acre.
resources. Bieri will continue
recommendations operating costs, according to FCIC officials proposed legis- relate to set-aside on summer
Sugar beets, 1,808,000 tons, average yield 12.3 tons per as chairman of the County Ex- considering
lation this year to place the in- fallow farms, use of set-aside
for a sweeping overhaul of its USDA.
. - .acre. . .
tension Office.
At Agriculture Department surance program on a paying acres, land eligible for set-aside,
system.
Peas, dry field, 77,000 hundredweight, average yield 1,100
Ausderau will have responsi- The agency is the Federal appropriations hearings in Con- basis, with premium increases types of conserving uses, paypounds per acre.
bilities for "agricultural produc- Crop Insurance Corp. The te- gress earlier this year, for ex- high enough to 'cover adminis- ment limitation of $55,000 per
Apples, 25 million¦ ¦pounds, up five million pounds from tion and management. He has commendations are included in ample, 1970-71 crop-year pre- trative and other costs as well person, preventing loss ef base
1969.. '
been county extension farm a report made by an outside mium collections were estimat- as indemnity payments. The history, and various regulations
. -. ' . \
Sunflower seed, 74,210,000 pounds, average yield 863 management agent for 16 years
ed at $50.7 million, while claims proposal, however, was buried. on program participation.
study panel named last June.
pounds per acre.
'
ahd received his master's de- Farmers can buy all-risk in- were expected to run about $45.5 There are about 650 full-time Leary said these provisions
.
^
Hay, 8,155,000 tons, average yield 2.52 tons per acre.
gree in agriculture economics
FCIC employees plus seasonal will be publicized.through,newsFCIC on a million.
Red clover seed, four iniuioh pounds, average yield 80 from the University of Wiscon- surance from the Historically, In addition, FCIC operating helpers in insurance sales aid letters, meetings, and letters
variety of crops.
to producers, as well as through
sin in 1969.
pound? per acre.
such
insurance has not been and administrative expenses- claims adjustments.
further news releases - to the
Sweet clover seed, 2.8 million pounds, average yield 200
allowing
for
some
One
of
the
important
reorgancarryover
available widely from commerpounds per acre.
from premium surpluses—were ization steps recommended by press: •:.
cial
insurance companies.
¦
¦
¦
•
Alfalfa seed, 720,000 pounds, average yield 80 pounds per
estimated to require $12 million the report was for separation of
' acre. ' .' '
The report, now under consid- in direct appropriations.
claims and sales activities.
Rainbow Bridge, the world's
. Timothy seed, 13,680,000 pounds, average yield 190 pounds
eration by FCIC, includes re- Thus,- on an over-all basis, the "Claims prbolems cannot be largest natural stone bridge,
'
¦"
.7 '
' . per'acre.
commendations for reducing the FCIC operates at a loss in its re- adequately resolved without spans 276 feet and stands S09
Kentucky bluegrass, 3,755,000 pounds, an increase of
agency's staff, upgrading staff sponsibility to provide all-risk compl:;t7 separation of sales feet high, almost large enough
400,000 pounds over 1969.
personnel for sales and claims insurance to farmers.
and claims operations}" the re- to frame the U.S. Capitol. The
Beans, dry, 234,000 hundredweight, average yield 1.300
services, raising premium rates Liability coverage includes port said, "the proposed organi- top of the, arch is 42 feet thick
pounds per acre.
in some cases and generally losses from "unavoidable: natur- zational structure will afford and 33 feet wide—broad enough
•»
making the corporation more al hazards" such as insects, dis- correction."
for a two-lane highway.
MADISON, Wis. — Twenty
Minnesota cash farm income for the first 10 months
'
s
ps
for
a
full
year
of 1970 was estimated at $1,582,400,000—nine-tenths of one per- scholarshi
cent higher than for the same period last yemv-with the tuition in the University of Wis1960 final total s new cash income record for state farmers. consin's College of Agricultural
and Life Sciences lave been
Livestock and livestock products continued to provide authorized by the board of dithe major source of Minnesota farm income, $1,164,700,000 rectors, Wisconsin Rural Rehabilitation Corp.
during the January-October period this year.
The scholarships, for the
That represented a four percent increase over the com- 1971-72 academic year, are to
parable period of 1969 and was enough to offset an. eight be awarded to needy boys and
percent reduction in income from crops. State crop income girls from Wisconsin farm famfor the first 10 months of 1970 was estimated at $417,700,000. ilies. Priority will be given to
freshmen.
A year's tuition at the university for a state resident is
now $503, and the scholarships
will be at least as large as the
current year's tuition level.
Students interested may contact Dr. George W. Sledge, associate dean, College Of Agricultural and Life Sciences, for
Saturday
INDEPENDENCE, Wis. - appropriate scholarship appliTrempealeau County 4-H junior cation forms. The deadline for
Is
leader's banquet, Club Midway. scholarship applications
1971.
March
1,
Monday
WHITEHALL, Wis - An information meeting on farm in- EAU CLAIRE, Wis., 6:30 p.m.
Buffalo County seed dealers
JS§
Milo South
come tax will be held at Gales- —
9 M
of Rushford on Highway 16 @
^B^
meeting, Holiday Inn.
ville Tuesday, as announced by SPRING GROVE, Minn., 8
Ed Ausderau, Trempealetau p.m. — Corn clinic, vocational
County extension farm manage- agriculture room, Spring Grove
ment agent. The meeting will High School.
Tuesday
(AP) - The
be held in the Isaac Clark CALEDONIA, Minn., 10 a.m. WASHINGTON
Agriculture Department said toRoom , Bank of Galesville, be- — Houston County Beef Day, day the farrnrpicture in Canada
ginning at 1:30 p.m.
Victor Schroeder farm.
is much brighter than a year
Jerome Anderson , Wisconsin GALESVILLE, Wis., 1:30 p.m. ago, particularly for wheat.
Farm Business Association — Farm income tax meeting, Increasing world demand and
fieldman will assist with the Isaac Clark Room, Bank of large export sales have cut
sharply into Canada's huge
presentation. Emphasis will be Galesville.
wheat stockpile. Exports in
on tax changes in effect for
1970-71 are expected to total
the first time in 1970 and on
nearly 500 million bushels, comrecords needed for accurate tax
pared with 347 million a year
filing. Other topics will include"
earlier, reducing the surplus to
proper use of depreciation, capabout 650 million bushels, the
ital gains, and keeping tax liasmallest In three years.
bility to a minimum.
Tho program is aimed at all
HOUSTON CO. 4-H
farm people, says Ausderau,
CALEDONIA, "Minn. - OffiPig sales at Rushford are the first and third Thursday of the month. Pigs must
those that take their tax work
cers for 1971 of tho Houston
to a professional consultant as
County 4-H Federation were
well as those who file" their
be in by noon. Sales start at 1:15 P.M. SHARP!!
elected Monday. They are Nanown. Most farmers pay more
Caledonia,
president;
Stoltz,
cy
TeenMinn.
—
tax than they need to, he adds. WABASHA,
Georgeno Davy, Brownsville,
A basic knowledge of tcx rules agers looking for a summer job vice president; Sandra Myhre,
says
Dennis
is necessary to enable Uie farm- should start now,
Caledonia, secretary; Don Inger to bring the right informa- Crowley, Wabasha County 4-H vafson, Caledonia, treasurer;
tion to his tax consultant, and and youth agent. Job possibili- Robert Beutler, Hokah, reportto make use of all available ties include assembly line work, er, and Ruth Bolduan, Caletax deductions and procedures. mother's helper, hospital work, donia, historian.
PIAN NOW TO MARKET YOUR PICS AT THE
Ausderau emphasizes that the car hop at drive-In, flfeguard,
RUSHFORD GRADED FEEDER PIO SALES
farmer is solely responsible for playground assistant, clerk, tu- doubt your capability of working
the figures on his tax form, tor to small children in math if it takes two to apply for a
no matter who files it for him. or reading, library assistant, job. Arrive on time for the apThe Tuesday program is design- stock clerk, grocery check-out pointment. Address the person
ed to help the farmer keep prop- car wash employe.
who interviews you as Miss,
er records and use them for Other jobs include lawn care Mrs. or Mr., as the case may
(lino up several families and be. Dress as you would on that
accurate tax reporting.
For dotalls call Dr. Frank Douglas, Manager, Galasvi lie, Wiiconsit* Division,
mow lawn on regular basis), particular job. Watch the people
608-539-213T
, or tha Rushford Salos Barn (Sales Days Only), 507-864-9429.
window or wall washing for who work where you want to
APPOINTMENT
homes.
work
and
follow
their
pattern.
SPRING GROVE, Minn. (Special) — Gerald Bratland, Spring The value of the summer job Most important, Crowley soys,
Grove, has been appointed to a experience may be greater than is to be clean, with clcau clothtwo-year tenure of office on tho sum of the paycheck. Crow- ing, hair and nails. And, he
the Houston County Agriculture ley says, in new self-confidence concludes, when asked by the
Society board. His appointment ond establishing work patterns. receptionist why you are there,
Sauk Contrc, Minnosota
Francis. Creek, Wisconsin
was made to fill a vaconcy on Tips in applying for work: go say employment Interview withalone. Most employers may out hesitation.
,
the board.
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PIGS...
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At the Rushford Sales Barn

There was a "standing room" only crowd at the first

Rushford Sale December 17th . . . Sales were good and
interest high . . . some prices paid were as follows . . .

Youth should
seek summer
jobs now

67 lb. Pigs at $13.00 per head

59 lb. Pigs at $12.75 per head

42 lb. Pigs at $11.00 per head

NEXT SALE DATE ...Thurs., Jan. 7th
TOP PRICES AND A FIRM MARKET
Wisconsin Feeder Pig Marketing Cooperative

Dreami^n^

Winona State dips Bemidji,
Protsman scores 26 points
By STAN SCHMIDT
Dally News Snorts Editor
MENOMONIE, Wis. — Winona State cashed in on a
one-man, first-half effort by
center Steve Protsman and then
held off Bemidji state for a 69Bl third place victoryhere Wednesday night ic the Red Cedar
Basketball Classic.
Protsman hit the nets for 26
points — 1 7 of them ia the first
half ' — to lead the Warriors,
who were still trying to forget
about a 88-60 shellacking they
endured at the hands of Dubuque the night before.
Thetrig &5 senior, leading the
Warriors in scoring and re*
bounding for the second conse-

Protsman, the game's only
double figure scorer, also controlled the boards in the first
half — which ended with the
Warriors out front 32-27. He
grabbed 11 rebounds while
freshman Roscoe Young, in his
first startingassignment, added
six more caroms to give Winona
a 25-9 rebounding edge going
into the locker room.

that half.
"I put everything in the first
half," Protsman explained. "I
just didn't have anything left
in the second half, I was really
tired."
Wothke gave "Young, a 6-5
forward, his first starting assignment, because Jerome Beckley "hasn't been able to give
us what we 've wanttfd in the

BEMIDJI STATE, also a
member of the Northern Intercollegiate Conference, threatened several times, but there was
never any doubt as to the final
outcome, although both clubs
were far from their best. The
Beavers were throttled the previous night by Stout State 10058. . .
MMWVWWWW 77
The Warriors, }t seemed, put
Protsman All-Tourney out just enough effort to win.
The Beavers would close to
W i n o n a State's Steve within a couple points and then
Protsman was named to the Winona would increase the marAll-Tournamentteam at the gin again to safer proportions
Red Cedar Classic Wednes- — at one time in the second
day night, along with Most half leading by 16 points.
ValnaWe Player Cal Glover
"We came up here thinking
of champion Stout State.
we could win this tournament,"
Others named included said a not too hapjy Head
Jack Capelle of Stont and Coach. Les Wothke, "and we
Jim West and Bin Redmond enried up playing for third
of Dohuqae.
place. It's hard to get them up
for a game like this. .
AlVUVWVWVM
"It was just a blah type of
icutlve season, was red hot In game. The game really meant
that first half, connecting on nothing to either team, it just
five of his first six attempts wasn't important enough."
ifrom the field ~ four of them
coming as direct results of re- PROTSMAN, AFTER his subounds. He finished the half perb) effort in the first stanza,
seven of nine from the floor and had a disappointing second half,
three of five from thd charity collecting only nine points, two
stripe, although he left the of them from the floor. He
court with two minutes left. managed only two rebounds in

.

Steve Protsman

last few games. Young was averaging in double figures off
the bench and I just thought he
deserved a chance."
"He was tight tonight, however he intimidated people under the boards and did a good
job."
YOUNG TALLIED a scant
four points, but grabbed 10 rebounds,
The Warriors," boosting their

All vs. Frazier
^sa reality
By ED SCHUYLER JK<
NEW YORK (AP) -It will be
champion joe Frazier against
Muhammad Ali for guarantees
of $3,9 million each and the
world heavyweight title in a
fight that could bring a worldwide gross of $30 million.
The dream fight and the
dreamlike financial figures—
both definite' and possible—were
announced Wednesday by Madison Square Garden Boxing, Inc.,
and Chartwell Artists.
The scheduled 15-rounder for
Frazlert crown, the one Ali
held before! his military draft
troubles, wOl be held in the Garden March 8. Chartwell will
handle the closed-circuit television and other ancillaries.

season record to 7-2, also got
another fine performance from
reserve senior Steve Bay. Bay
came in to relieve starter Blu
Ochs at guard and finished with
eight points in leading the offense. '
Ochs was again suffering an
exceedingly cold hand from the
outside, managing only three
points— all from the free throw
line. The senior guard, however,
is suffering from a touch of the
flu.
The flu isn't a stranger to the
rest of the squad either. With
starter Jim Jabrosky still out
with a sprained ankle — he was
severely missed Wednesday
night, especially in the aggressiveness department — Bay,
Ochs, Brian Nysteun, Ron Evien, Jim Mott, Jeff Evert and
Tom Bernstorf all ha-ve the flu.
Protsman also has a minor lung
infection, which he says is "almost cleared up now."
The Warriors will now rest
until their next game—a Jan. 8
conference battle against Minnesota-Morris at Memorial Hall.
Practice, however, will resume
Sunday.
Winona State «» Bemtdll State (it)
F8 PT TP
FO FT TP
Urbach 3 2-2 s Warren 3 0-0 i
Besonen « 1-3 9 Stauff
0 >0 0
Protsman 9 8-12 2t Wagner 3 .0-0 i
Ochs
114 3 Boone
2 2-5 i
BtcWey 1 0-0 i schwnrk 2 M 7
aotnwatl I 1-2 3 patten ( M l
Evert
1 0-0 2. Amundu S H I
Patterson 1 0-1 Z Anderson 3 3-3 ?
2 O-O 4
Bay
3 2-3 8 Mjeldo
I 2-2 4
EV|cn
0 : 2-2 2 Silk
Young
1 2-3 * Grost
2. 3-4 7
Stoulll
7
J
M ¦4¦
Jungblul 0 00 0
.' '
Bernstort 0 0-0 0
—
Total* 24 13-11 41
4»
Total* 24 21-32
WINONA STATE ......... .12
17-4»
BEMIDJI STATE
27 34-4)
Fouled out—Wagntr.
Total fouls-Wlnon* Stat* li; Bomldll
State 24.

The fighters each "will receive guarantees of $2.5 million,
but neither will partake of any
of the ancillary revenues or percentages of the live" gate receipts," Harry Markson, director of Garden Boxing, said at a
press luncheon following the
signing of contracts.
Markson estimated the live
gate at $1.25 million on a ticket
scale ranging from $150 down to
$20. - : . . ' '

STOP ACTION:.' .' . Steve WUtg«n of Winona Cotter and
Greg Kohnert of Waseca Sacred Heart provide motionless
expressions as Wiltgen drives in for a ^layup in Wednesday
night's game at Terrace Heights. Waseca copped a 53-46
victory. (Daily News Sports Photo hy Jim Galewski)

"VW believe the worldwide
gross could reach between $20
milGon and $30 million," said
Jerry Perenchio, president of
Chartwell.
"Our attitude is we think this
is the single most important
event in the" history of sports in
the area of one-night events,"
said Perenchio in discussing his
estimate of what would be a
record total gross for a single
sports event.
The $2.5 million each fighter

will receive, which Perenchio
said is being backed by Los Angeles sportsman Jack Kent
Cooke, is the most money ever
paid to anyone for a single* performance in sports or entertainment.
Perenchio said he hoped to
have 1.5 million seats available
for closed circuit television in
the United States and Canada
and that tickets in major markets could go as high as $30.
Both fighters were in good vocal form, exchanging barbs, but
Ali did most of the talking.
"We're gonna straighten all
this mess out; we're gonna find
out who's the real champion,"
said Ali who was thd heavyweight lung until he was
stripped of his crown for refusing induction into the military
service. He still is appealing his
conviction on thd charge.
"If Joe Frailer beats Muhammad Ah, he will be the best
fighter that ever lived," shouted
Ali. "Frazier don't evep look
like a heavyweight championtoo short."
"He does all the WkinV' said
Frazier. "I'll do the fighting.
"I think htfll go in seven/'
For Ali, also known as Cassius Clay, the fight will mark
the climax of a highly-publicized comeback he launched
Oct. 26 by stopping Jerry Quarry in three rounds in Atlanta in
his first fight in Vh "years.
For Frazier, the fight represents an opportunity to stamp
out thd shadow of All, under
which he has fought ever since
rising to the championship after
Ali was banished.

Waseca capitalizes 53-46

Cotter gets careless

DIVE PLAY . . . Cotter's Dave Wildenborg (with ball) appears to be burrowing
through ladders after grabbing a loose bait
from Greg Kohnert C front) and Bob Kedrowski of Waseca Sacred Heart. The Ramblers

dropped a 53-46 decision to Sacred Heart in
Wednesday's second round «f *he Cotter
Booster Club's Holiday Tournament. (Daily
News Sports Photo by Jim Galeiyski)

Hawks host Blooming fori
Lincoln Saturday night
Winona High's cage squad
will try to improve upon
its 2-3 over-all record Saturday when the Winhawks
will host nonconference foe
Bloomington Lincoln.
A 6:20 p.m. B squad tilt
will precede the 8 p.m, varsity contest.
In the Hawks' last regular seaaon activity, Joe Ferguson sank a jump shot
with only 14 seconds remaining to slake his club to a
68-66 conquest of conference
opponent Owatonna .
Since that time, Winona

dropped a 72-63 decision to
the Winona High Alumni.
"We're just going to have
to put together our best ball
game to win this one," said
first-year Winhawk mentor
Dan McGee before his squad
tackled Owatonna. T h e
Hawks won, and now they
are out to maintain Big
Nine prestige against Lincoln of the eminent Lake
loop.
Winona High has. for the
past three contests, challenged opponents with a
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SNOWMOBILERS NEW YEAR SPECIAL

1971 HERTER'S HUDSON BAY HUSKY SNOWMOBILES

WE INVITE YOU TO TEST DRIVE
AND COMPARE PRICES AGAINST ANY MAKE

i i i \ » # 4i iim -4 ' * *i ' * *> 4f * * > ^ * * * * * * *
i *>Ai* 4 t

» • • LIMITED OFFER ACT AT ONGE O • •
Sitka 29200 20.5 HPJLO WAS 5658.00 NOW $495.00
GREATSAVINGS:PttlCBS REDUCED ON ALI 1971 MODELS
Also NEW 440 fiacfis motors.ONLY $216.00
Call, write Of wfa» ftotwt Nicotics PH: 607-835-4011

HERTER'S INC. ROUTE 1 WASECA. MINN. S6093

starting hne-up consisting of
6-5 Art Yeske at center, Joe
Ferguson and Gary Mueller ,
both 0-4, at the forward
spots, and 6-1 Jon Lundo and
6-1 Dick Sauer in the guard
positions.
To tliis point in the young
season, Lunde, Mueller, and
Ferguson have recorded the
top single game point totals
for tho Hawks, Lunde notched a season high 28 in the
Winona opener against La
Crescent. Ferguson and Mueller have each hit 20 points
in single games.

By BRUCE CLOSWAY
Dally News Sports Writer
The combined and customary
nemesis of cold shooting and
careless ball handling, cost Cotter High a chance to win both
of its games in the Cotter Booster Club's Holiday Tournament.
Waseca Sacred Heart, a team
that was annihilated by Rochester Lourdes 70-24 the night before, capitalized on the Ramblers repeated miscues to claim
a 53-46 in Wednesday night's
opening game at the St. Mary'a
College Fieldhouse.
Lourdes dumped Arcadia 5840 in the tourney finale to loom
as the only team to take both
of its games.
Cotter took control from the
outset and held a 15-12 edge
after the first quarter, but for
the next eight minutes the rim
seemed to be sealed over. The
Ramblers connected on just one
field goal out of nine shots and
finished with only four points
for the entire second period.
Sacred Heart led 23-10 at the
intermission.
THE TWO TEAMS battled
each other on even terms for
the third quarter, and Cotter
managed to move within two
points of the Scarlets midway
through the final stanza. Mike
Schultz converted on a threepoint play to make it 40-38 ill
favor of Sacred Heart with 4:OS
to go in the game.
But Chuck priessen , a sophomore reserve for the Scarlets,
collected two clutch baskets in
a row, and Ray Glynn added a
three-point play of his own. Sacred Heart then had some
breathing room with a 47-38
spread. Cotter came back to
within four on baskets by
Schultz nnd Tony Kleinschmidt,
but the visitors stalled out (he
clock effectively.
The Ramblers now possess ft
2-8 record for the season while
Sacred Heart climbed to 6-3.
"They (Waseca) could have
been way down after the way
they got beat last night," noted
Cotter head coach John Nett.
"They blew sky high against

Lourdes, but tonight they kept lers hit 20 of their 52 shots from night because the team only had
their heads."
the floor for 39 percent , and room for one game on Its seamissed 13 of 19 tries from the son schedule. The Red Raiders
IN ADDITION TO playing foul line.
fell to a 5-4 record for the year
more alertly, Sacred Heart's
with the loss.
Nett's
squad
will
next
see
acGreg Kohnert played a considLourdes moved out to a 27erably more aggressive game tion against De La Salle in 21 halftime advantage and then
Minneapolis
Jan
8,
in
a
Cen.
than he had the night before.
put the game out of reach by
The burly €-1 senior muscled tral Catholic Conference affair. outpointing Arcadia 21-11 in the
his way around the court for a LOURDES, after dropping Its third quarter. Pat Larrison a
full 32 minutes and wound up first seven starts this season 6-2 senior, banged home , 11
with the highest individual out- in Jerry Fogarty's third year points in the third period to
put of the tournament.
as head coach, battered Arca- pace the winners' surge.
Kohnert had 23 points on dia £8-40 in the finale of the Larrison, who's twin brother
eight field goals and seven free tournament. It was the fourth Dennis is also a starter, wound
throws, and he brought down 12 consecutive victory for the Ea- up with 18 points and 12 rerebounds. He managed to score gles. 7 . ,'V'i : .
< Continuedon page 6b)
just two points against Lourdes Arcadia
Cotter
Tdid not play Tuesday
Tuesday night working against
front
line
than
Cota lighter
ter's.
Bob Kedrowski followed Kohnert in scoring for Sacred Heart
with 11 points, and Glynn added
nine.
The Ramblers outrebounded
Sacred Heart 38-28 with Kleinschmidt leading the way with
16. The 6-3 junior speared ten
of the caroms off the defensive By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS scored his 14th goal and assistboards sailing almost head and Boston's Phil Esposito is hack ed on three others for the
shoulders afcove the rest of the on the track in his record Na- Bruins.
pack on several of his leaps.
tional Hockey League scoring The victory moved Boston one
KLEINSCHMIDT and Mike splurge—and the Bruins are point up on idle New York in the
the seesaw East Divi- East. The Bruins have played
Rodgers were the leading scor- back atop
one less game than tho Rangers for Cotter with eight points sion.
apiece. Dave Wildenborg and Tho attuning Espo resumed ers.
Schultz each linished with sev- his two-polnt-per-game pace Berenson, who tied an NHL
Wednesday night with his 33rd record with six goals in a single
en.
"This game certainly showed and 34th goals of the season as game against the Flyers two
what we have to work on," re- Boston pummeled the Minneso- years ago, set up two goals by
plied Nett, "But I'm afraid it's ta North Stars 6-2.
Tina Ecclestone and another by
the same problems that we have Elsewhere in the NHL, St. Bill Sutherland before hitting
Louis* Red Berenson ran wild his 14th of the season for tho
been hurt by before. "
Cotter turned the ball over against his favorite whipping Blues.
a total of 23 times. The Rarab- boys, the Philadelphia Flyers,
with a goal and four assists in
the Blues' 6-2 triumph, Montreal
ic
ir
*
tied Pittsburgh 3-3. Toronto
Lourdoi (CD
Arcadia (401
knocked
off Collofrnia 3-1 and
FQ FT TI*
M PT TP
Campbell * 4-1 1* Salltr
I 1-3 11 Vancouver belted ,. Los Angeles
D.LBrrlan 1 0-1 i Smiltt
1 3-4 » 4-1.
P.Larrm 7 3-1 19 Kullo
1 3-4 S
olatnapp a 2-1 « MlacN
1 1-2 3
With 70 points in 36 gamesMarti
2 0-4 4 HiImi 4 2-3 10 less than half the season—EspoSullivan 3 0-0 t. scrualia 1 0-0 1
0 0-3 8 OaraoKa o o - i o sito is zeroing ln on his own allOray
Zlmarmn 0 0-0 e ictroimr 0 0-0 0 time scoring mark of 126 points
Brokamp 1 2-1 4 Kernel* 0 0-0 0
o i-i I Aximi o o-l o established two years ago.
Bray

ded rockor.
In tho Cotton at Dallas,
the unbeaten and No. 1 Texas Longhorns face t h e
Fighting I r i s h of Notre
Dame, nn independent ranked No. 6 in the final AP
poll.
In the ItoBe at Pasadena,
unbeaten Big Ten champion
Ohio State, voted No. 2 by
sports writers, visits John
Balaton's Pacific Eight
champion Stanford .
THE OUTCOME of Tlie
Associated Press post-bowl
poll will hhnga on theso two
gameg. ShoUM Notre Dame
upset Texas, and the Stanford Indians upset O h i o
State's Buckeyes^ tho Irish
could very woll be voted tha

THURSDAY, DM, 31, 1»t

Amazing Espo resumes
torrid scoring pace

FIRST PERIOD — Nont. poniltlaiNarrlt (Minn.) «»3i D. Imllh) (Oei)
17:11.
SECOND PERIOD - 1. MtflnMotll
O'Shai 10 (Routioau, Barrett) 3U4; 1,
WinmsoUt Oliver 4 (Goldiwortry, Orwin) 4 IUI 3. Boston 1 Eipoillo 13 (Hodni,
Orr) 10i26> 4. Botion vyntltll 11 (D.
Smith, Orr) Ilt44> s. Boitom Mtihnili
11 (Bucyk. Ornn) itiii, p*nilll«»-OilJay (801) 3i3l; Coldiworthy (Minn.) «iM.
THIRD PBRIOD - 4. iosltn (Orr H
(Bucyk, D. Smith) <tWi 7. Boilorn
Ducky 20 (Orr) H:»; I, BMloft (KlPMlto 14 (Mereolte, D. Smith) tint.
Ponililii—McKtniit (BOI) mtlor-mlnor,
0i17i Glbbs (Minn.) m«|«r, O.ITi HlpMlli
(SOI) 4ili> Ooldiworlhy tMlnit.) Mr!
flrsnt (r.ifnn,> titr.
ooailai—Beaton, Chtivtrtj Mlnnaioli,
Manlaoo.
Sfiola on goal byi
BOSTON
I H-J)
• I
MINNESOTA
a
11 14-31

Jl''I
I Vm\m\tt ^ ¦

Ortega
Raider

o o - i o Lat-lbtrta o o-o o
o 0-0 o Koelllng 0 0-0 0

Tolali U 14-97 II Totalt is io-ir 40
LOURDES
14 11 11 10-51
ARCADIA
7 14 11 «~4»
IB;
Tota l toul»—iDurdai
Arcadia 11.
Fouled out—3»llir, Kullo. Hilnu,

No. 1 team hy the nation's
sports writers.
However, this agent favors Texas by 14 points
over tho Irish because of
the manner in which the
Longhorns crushed Arkansas and because Notre
Dame hogged down In its
last three games. In order,
the Irish squeaked by both
Georgia Tech and LSI/ by
three points ond were crushed by Southern California
38-20 , in a Los Angeles mud
bath.
A nd the South Benders
will miss All-America guard
Larry DINardo, on crutches
following A knee operation.
Texas -won Its last three
rather handily, has aver-

fW iiij

Espo, shut out ln his last
start, made up for it by scoring
twice against the North Stars,
who led 2-0 before Boston turned
on the pressure. Bobby On-

11 All-Americas in bowls

By FRANK ECK
P Ncwsfeaturcs Sports Editor
Five sectional team champions — three of them unbeaten -- and half of The
Associated Press All-America football team will see notion In the major bowl
games New Year's Day,
making it almost impossible
for some wives to get their
husbands' eyes and ears.
It will be a good day for
mother to visit her mother
because most football-minded fathers and sons w i l l
bava their television burning
about nine hours.
The big ones nro in the
Cotton Bowl Jind Rose Bowl
nnd you can see them without moving from your pad-

KL Winona Dally N«wi
¦••» Winona, Mlnnai^D r

aged 41.2 points a game
and has scored 20 or more
points each time out. Only
once did the Texans yield
more than two TDs, They
have a 30-game winning
streak, third beat by a major achool in the last 50
years.
Ohio suite ahould boat
Stanford by about 10. points
but the Buckeyes will be up
against the fine passing arm
of IMlsman winner JIM
Plunkett,
THE SVGAft Bowl In New
Orleans pits once-beaten
Tennessee, under naw coach
Bill Battle, against B e> n
^Continued on. next cage )
All-Americas
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this VVeek^ Year-end review: Football
l
Basketball

WIpNESDAY'5 GAMES
Tournamtnts
aBD CBOAR CLASSICWinona St. 4t, Bemldll St. l
i (eontoialien)

*twt »t. tU, Btttucst*(lemur

(chernplonshlp)
COOTER BOOSTER wasaca Sacred Heart II, Cotter 4t
Rochester Lourte* U, Arcadia 40
OOODHUE CHRISTMAS Pine Island 40, St. Paul Slmley SI
(consolation} ¦' .
Zumbrota Si, Goodhue 4» (championship)
OSSEO-FAIRCHILO HOLIDAY Coltox 77, Arkansaw 40 (consolation}
Cttseo-Falrchlld St, Thorpe 4t
(ctiarnplonship)
SATURDAY'S OAMBS
LOCAL SCHOOLS Blooenlngtpn Lincoln at Winona High,
KONCONPBRENCB Mlnmapelli North at Austin
Mlnriitwke at Rochester JM
Farloaull vs. Northfield at St. Olaf
College
Richfield at Mankato
St. Claud et Cretin
Houston.at Wykoff
CENTRAL CATHOLIC Rochester Lourdis et Maplewood Hill

Texas keeps No. 1 ranking

(EDITOR 'S NOTE: This is
the last in a series of articles by Associated Press
writer* reviewing the major
sports events of 1370,)

By FRANK BCK
AP Newsfearares Sjorts Editor
Darren Royal's unbeaten
Texas Lorjghoms, operating
from an exciting pass-run
option set-up called the
Wishbone T formation, averaged 41.2 points a game
to become the nation's No.
1 college football team for
the second straight year.
On the way to their third
straight Southwest Conference title and the seventh
for their coach, the Orange

and White from Austin ran
their winning streak to 30
straight, highest at the moment.
Unbeaten Ohio State was
ranked second in The Associated Press regular season poll. TheBuckeyes gave
Woody Hayes, the robust
coach, who often wears
thermal underwear beneath
rolled up shirt sleeves, his
fifth Big Ten championship
in 20 seasons at Columbus.
His seniors played in 28
ganies, winning all but one.
ft was the year of the
quarterback and fitting that
two of the top passers, Jim
Plunkett of Stanford and
Joe Theisraan of Notre

Li^Dame, should finish 1-2 for
the Heisraan Award, a trophy recognising the nation's
outstanding senior gridraan.
- THOUCH Coach John
Ralston's Indians, dropped
three of 11 games, the
number permitted in 1970
because of economic conditions, Plunkett led the
Cardinal and White to the
Pacific Eight championship and its first Rose Bowl
appearance since 1952.
Plunkett, the kind of a
drop back passer in demand
.by pro teams, set a total
offense record of 7,887 yards
for three years. In 1970 he
racked up 2.898 yards. He

accounted for 21 touchdowns, aQ but three of them
via the airways.
Other outstanding quarterbacks were Bob Parker of
Air Force, Rex Kern of
Ohio State, Archie Manning
of Mississippi, Pat Sullivan
of Auburn, Brian Sipe of
San Diego State, Dan Fouts
of Oregon, John Reeves of
UCLA, Leo Hart of Duke,
Indian Sonny . Sixkiller of
Washington and a few others. -7
Sixkiller, a sophomore,
will bear watching the next
two seasons for he led the
nation in averaging 18.6
completions a game for a
team with a 6-4 record .

Stretch w^

AAeminger,Marquette reserve edge Badgers

By MIKE O'Brien
the trophy as most valuable
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Dean player in the ninth Milwaukee
Meminger won the game and college basketball classic.
was named most valuable play- To no one's surprise, the naer. But he thought Marquette tionally third-ranked Warriors
reserve Gaiy Grzesk , who didn't won the classic for a third coneven score, should share the secutive year, and in the procglory.
ess rah their current record to
"Gary did his job perfectly. 8-0; the nation's longest majorI never could have made the college winning streak to 20
steal without that," Meminger games, and their unbeaten
said, calmly cutting tape from string at the Milwaukee Arena
his ankles in the jubilant Mar- to 47.
3uette dressing room Wednes- WHAT SURPRISED almost
ay night. Beside him rested everyone was the closeness of

SIGNS WITH NBC SONICS . . . Spencer Haywood sign*
ed Wednesday with the Seattle Sonics of the NBA. A U.S.
Court in Los Angeles freed Haywood from his ASA contract
with the Denver Sockets. Haywood, 21, left the Rockets
early last fair, claiming he was only being paid a fraction
of Ihe contract terms. The contract with the Rockets was
for six years and called for an estimated $1,9 million. (AP
Photofax)

the score, 72-69 over courageous Wisconsin.
The heavily underdog Badgers had the Warriors against
the wall almost all night before an emotion-charged fullhouse of 10,746, • who saw one
of the most thrilling contests
in the 7*-game series.
Wisconsin fell behind 63-50
with 9:80 left, but dodged the
knockout punch and fought to
within 68-67 with 2:15 to play.
Marquette missed a shot on
its next trip up court. Now Wisconsin, with 1:20 left, began running out the clock in hope of
a game-winning shot near the
end.

five seconds left against Notre
Dame last year and lost," McGuire said. "I wanted to keep
the hall away from their basket with only four seconds left. "
Memln&er finished with 21
points while Chones added 19
points and led both teams in
rebounds with 13. Richgels had
15 points and Leon Howard 14
for the Badgers.

"WE WERE PLAYING for
one shot and I would have done
the same thing again," said
Obach John Powless, whose
Badgers dropped to 5-3. "The
pressure was on them, not on
:us. ¦. < : : - ,
. .' "Any one of our five players
BUT MEMINGER stole the who was open was told to take
ball with 18 seconds left from the shot," Powless said. "ClarBadger star Clarence Sherrod, ence is our best hall handler,
and four seconds later dropped so he was to set it up. If they
in two free throws in the bonus Stayed in a zone, we had enough
situation to ensure Marquette's time to Twork the ball across
court at least twice. If they
victory.
Texas beat Dartmouth f o r went man to man, we would
have gohe to our regular ofthird place; 85-76.
Sherrod, who led Wisconsin fense."
with 26 points, was dribbling "I honestly don't know if the
the ball as the seconds ticked ball slipped on Clarence, or if
away and Marquette laying Marquette tipped it. I didn't
hack in a zone defense. The ask," he said. Badgers called time with 22 sec- The statistics are amazingly
onds left to set up their last- close. Both teams had 54 field
second shot.
goal attempts, with Marquette
"When play resumfed we making '27 and Wisconsin 26.
switched to a box-and-one de- Marquette sank 18 of 26 free
fense, with four men in a zone throws and Wisconsin 17 of 25.
and Grzesk on Sherrod head-to- Marquette committed 10 turnhead," Marquette Coach Al Mc- o-vers to Wisconsin's 12, and
Guire said. "This gave Sherrod the Warriors had a 35-28 edge
va rebounds.
something new to look at."
As Meminger told it: "Gary MARQUETTE opened an earwent right at Clarence, and my ly 16-7 lead. But the Badgers
job was to keep Clarence in pulled to within 40-37 at the
front of me. He dribbled and half. The Warriors never trailthen held the ball out in front ed, and twice opened 13-point
of Grzesk. I reached in and leads in the second half , but
tipped the ball away from him," couldn't shake the Badgers. .
"I was surprised at how they
SHERROD TRIED to steal it stayed with us," McGuire said.
back but instead fouled Memin- "I don't think we're in the best
ger who Bank two foul shots condition. Their big center
to make it 70-67 with 14 seconds (Hichgels) wore us out underleft.
neath. Goose (Gary Brell ) and
Wisconsin's Glen Richgels Jimmy Chones were tired at
countered with a basket with the end.
six seconds to play, but Mar"I thought we let them play
Suette's Hugh McMahon threw their game," he said. "We
le ensuing inbounds pass the couldn't grind them out. Wislength of the floor to Jim consin gets us again in FebruChones, who scored at the buz- ary at Madison, and it will be
zer to make it 72-69.
one of our toughest games of
"I . called for the floor-length the year."
pass because I remembered how
"But if anybody had told me
we had a two-point lead with we'd be 8-0 at the end of De-

Tanniehlllwins Cunningham ends Cierzan chalks
Midlandstitle Bucks win streak up a 255-659
in Retail loop

LA. GRANGE, 111. - Jim Tanniehlll, a four-year letter winner from Winona State and now
wrestling unattached, captured
the 167-pound championship in
the Midlands Tournament here
Wednesday night.
Tanniehlll, who led the Warriors to a third-place finish in
the NAIA tournament last season and one of the most exciting wrestlers ever to como out
of Winona State, decisioned
John Peterson of Stout Stote,
2-1. for the title.
, <4
In the semifinals, Tanniehlll
Binned R UBS Laurson, Mayor
inley Youth Foundation.
John Bedtke, the only Winona
malman to advance to tho semifinals, lost a 3>l decision to
Pete telskau of the University
of Wisconsin. Lelskau lost hia
first match of the season in the
finals on a 3-1 decieibn.
Ipwa State, the defending NCAA champion, captured the
team, title with 88 points. Oklahoma State finished second and
Wisconsin soventh in tlie eighth
annual tournament.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Charity begins at home end
Billy Cunningham took advantage of it to help do ln the Milwaukee Bucks.
Cunningham made all 17 of
his free throws and scored 35
points Wednesday night in leading the Philadelphia 76ers to
a 119-107 homecourt victory that
snapped the Bucks* five-game
winning streak. Lew Alcindor
led Milwaukee with 30 points.
In other National Basketball
Association games, tho New
York Knicks took San Francisco
111-103, Dotroit edged Cincinnati
110-115, Baltimore whipped Buffalo 106-90, Seattle belted Chicago 128-10D and Phoenix pummeled Los Angeles 132-114.

In the American Basketball
Association, Pittsburgh topped
Kentucky
125-118,
Virginia
nipped tho New York Nets 124123, Carolina outlasted Denver
135-132 and Texas downed Memphis 113-104.
The Knicks rallied in the
fourth quarter behind Walt FraM
The Dotroit Tigers drew zier and Bill Bradley to make
1,801,203 fans to Tiger Stadium up a nine-point Warriors lead.
Frazier scored 20 points, Dave
in 1670.
DeBussohere 27 and Bradley 24
MWMHMM O
for New York. Mate Thurmond
NEW AND USBD
scored 21 for San Francisco.
Four foul shots ln the last 43
seconds by Dave Btag, who
scored 28 point*, lifted the Detroit Pistons over Cincinnati.
A
Johnny Qrten paced the Royals
20 points,
CJH3 ^ SHARPENED with
•lack Marin scored 17 of hid 24
points in the first half to spark
the Baltimore Bullets past Buffalo. Bob Kauffman was high
for the Braves with 28 points.
SALES • 58RVICS

fm

HL

SKATE

Exchange

KOLTER's lS6

Ml Mankato Ave,

Phone 4JMIU

Scoreboard

Bulls In the first half, grabbing
a 63-42 intermission lead. Spencer Haywood , the Sonics* now acquisition from the rival American Basketball Association , suited up but did not play. Dick
Snyder led the winners with 25
points.
Cltch shooting by Clem Haskins and form er Laker Mel
Counts paved the way to Phoenix* victory, preventing Los Angolcs from widening Its twogame Pacific Division lead over
the Warriors.

Milwaukee (101)
CO l>T TP
Alcindor 11 >-)| 30
Allan
1 t-l 3
Booier
« »l 0
D.cunhm 0 i-l 1
Dndrldfii a n 11
Pr«am*n a 64 4
«t(Jlotkn 4 0-8 xt
Obofllh * U M
Smiih
a 4-1 ia
Zopl
1 M a

Philadelphia . (M>
FO ft TP
Awlray
7 M 17
Clark
> 1-4 it
Crawford t 0-0 4
B.Cfirjhm • n-n si
or«ir
r M it
Howall
1 4-1 t
jackien 1 M 4
vVaihngtn S 1-4 11
—__-_
TftUlm 41 W-4111»

Total* 41 2i-» lor
MILWAUKEE

31 I
I 3d 31-107

pwi»tf«i phi«

]< 4i 3J 3i-.nr

Pooled oni-Ncno.
Total louli-*Mllwauk«a II) Philadelphia
Hi
A-14.1K.

Green K's bomb
Plungers 4-1

The Grtwi K's, scoring in
every period, bombed the Plungers 4-1 In the High School
IJtockcy Leaguo Tuesday night.
Bill Webster, P. McGuire ond
Lee Kstnz did tha scoring for
the winners, Kami getting a pair
in the second period.
The Plungers '* loiw goal came
from Terry Tiuunfi in tho secSeattle ran away from the ond period

Don Cierzan, rolling f o r
Emil's Men's Wear, chalked up
a 255-059 to pace Nelson Tire
to a 1,003-2,073 In the Hal-Rod
Retail League Wednesday night.
Mike Sawyer and Don Braatz
also recorded a 612 and a 600,
respectlvelyk, ln the Retail loop.
Nelson Tiro's team game,
howevor, wasn't enough to top
the 1,033 rolled by Wunderllch's
Insurance in tho Westgate Men's
League. In that race, Ron Hammerer rolled a 204—555 to pace
Ken's Sales & Service to a 2,816.
HAL-BOD: Commercial —
Dalvo Tics rolled a 247, Norb
Thrune a 614 and Orv's Skelly
a • 1,020—2,825.
WESTGATE: Sunsetterfl Joste Kublcok notched a 24ft—
547, Schmidt's Appliance had an
804 ond Mankato Bar a 2,551.
Mary Hengel rolled a 523, Donna
Baab a 517, Eleanor Hansen
a 500, and Marilyn Ncitzko a
510.
Major - Jack Lnak tallied
ft 214—574, Hiway Shell a 683
ftnd Mr. T'ft a 2,775.
Mixers — Glnny Cieminskl
hod a 212-516, Pat Grossell a
551, Wally's Sweethearts an 892
and Hauser Art Glass a 2,524.
Mary Douglas had a 516,
ATHLETIC CLUB: /Vce Dave Kirch nnd Dick Flatten
each had a 2ia, Stan Wanek
a 564 and Dunn BlftcWop Co.
a 005-2 ,060.
a
The Baltimore Orioles drow
tho best crowds in Detroit last
season. Tho average for seven
dates in Tlgcrtown wns 29,050.

cember, I'd have bet 50-1
against it. We showed some
thoroughbred blood tonight," he
added.
Joining Meminger on the allclassic team were Chones, Sherrod, Brell and Jimmy Blacklock
of -Texas
Wisconsin lit)

Marqutrtt (72)

Howard
Watson
Richgels
Frasor
Sherrod
Conlon
DiCrmr

Brell
Lackey
Chones
McGuire
Mmnger
Frailer
Spychla
Grzask
MeMatira
Mill!

FG FT TP
S 4-5 14
2 1-3 5
7 1-3 15
1 3-3 5
» MO 26
2 0-1 4
0 0-0 O
——
TOtill 21 17-25 49

FO FT TP
JM H
5 3-3 13
» 1-4 1?
2 1-1 S
4 13-1( 21
1 0-0 2
1 0-0 2
0 0-0 0
0 0-0 o
0 M 0

Total* 37 18-24 75
WISCONSIN
37
31-6J
32-72
MARQUETTE ...;....".....:. 40
Fouled out—Wliconsln: Frasor; Marquettai Lackey, McGuire.
Total fouls—Wisconsin II; Marquette
II. - . . . .
A-10,741.

All-Americas
(Continued from page 4b)

Martin's Air Force Falcons,
an independent with a 9-2
record and a 31-14 upset
over Stanford. We favor
Tennessee with a better defense: .
In the Orange Bowl, to be
played at night in Miami,
defense - minded Louisiana
chamState, Southeastern
pion^takes on Bob Devaney's Nebraska Cornhuskers,
unbeaten, big eight winner
but tied 21-all by Southern
California. Nebraska hasn't
lost in 18 games. We favor LSU in a tight battle.
As to the All-Americas,
watch Steve (Woo Woo)
Worster, a terrific fullback
and defensive end Bill Atessis Of Texas and quarterback Joe Theismann, Notre
Dame's fine passer who also
runs with the ball when
trapped. Their Cotton Bowl
meeting is a replay of a
year ago when Texas won
21-17. In that one, Wooster
was the game's most valuable player with 155 yards
on 20 carries.
Other first-team All-Americas who will be watched
closely by pro coaches and
scouts for the late January
pro draft are : defensive
back Jack Tatum and guard
Jim Stillwa'gon of Ohio
State ; wide receiver Ernie
Jennings of Air Force;
guard Chip Kell of Tennessee; tackle Bob Newton and
linebacker Jerry Murtaugh
of Nebraska and defensive
back Tommy Casanova and
linebacker Mike Anderson
Of LSU.
AMONG THE top secondteam All-Americas to watch
is Plunkett in the Rosa
Bowl. This Stanford quarterback, who accounted for
42 TDS (39 passing) the last
two years and set an NCAA
three-year total offense record of 7,837 yards , Is tha
kind of a drop back passer
the pros seek. He will have
to be on target all day to
outslick the fast Ohio Stato
pass defenders.

Larsen makes
Pro Bowl team
LOS ANGELES (AP)-Minr.e«
sota Vikings defensive tackle
Gary Larsen, for the second
straight year, will play In the
National Football League Pro
Bowl game next month in Los
Angeles although ho wasn't voted to the team.
In each case, injuries knocked
out players who had been selectto participate in the game.
This year, Merlin Olsen of the
Rams plans to undergo knee
isurgery Tuesday and will miss
tho game*.
WEST BEND

HUMIDIFIERS
Starting

$

/|C|95

dAOett BROTHERS
IfUDD STORE, Inc.
V A S HARDWARE

IH R. 4th SI.

Phone WMMJ

Ed Marinaro, a Cornell
junior, paced Uie rushers,
averaging 158.3 yards a
game while rushing for 12
of 14 TDs. Halfback Brian
Bream of Air Force paced
the scorers with 120 points,
getting 19 of his 20 TDS via
the rush. North Carolina's
Don McCauley also scored
19 TDs rushing and two
more on pass catches. He
had the nation's top rushing
figure, 1,720 yards.
LED BY passer-runner
Eddie Phillips, fullback
Steve (Woo Woo) Worster
and halfback Jim (Beetle)
Bertebon, a Wisconsin junior, Texas had trouble only
with UCLA (20-17), a Pacific Eight team with a 6-4
record. Royal's Longhorns
were the best drilled team
in the nation, many coaches
felt.
Their No. 1 ranking will
be put on the line in the
Cotton Bowl against No. 6
rated Notre Dame, beaten
only by Southern Cal (3828) in the final for the Irish.
The bowls this time take
on added significance because The AP again will
take a post-bowl poll. Eight
of\the top 12 rated teams
are in major bowls.
No. 3 rated Tennessee,
turned back only by Auburn
(38-23) early in the fall,
plays Ben Martin's Air
Force (9-2 ) and rated 11th
in the Sugar Bowl: No. 2
Ohio State visits Stanford
(8-3) in the Rose Bowl and
No. 4 LSU plays unbeaten
but tied Nebraska, No. 3,
in the Orange BowL

BESIDES Texas, Ohio
State and Nebraska, other
major unbeatens were Dartmouth, the Ivy League
champions, Arizona State
and Toledo with 23 straight
and two unbeaten campaigns in succession under
Coach Frank Lauterbur,
who took over as Iowa's
head coach after ihe season.. : .; .
In pro football the Kansas City Chiefs of the AFL
upset the NFL Minnesota
Vikings 23-7 in the January
Super Bowl game in New
Orleans.
As December drew to a
close, more upsets took
place in the playoffs. The
Vikings were toppled by the
San Francisco 4flers 17-14
and the Detroit Lions were
dumped by the Dallas Cowboys, 5-0 in the NFC semifinals.
In the AFC semis, the
Baltimore Colts blanked
the Cincinnati Bengals, 17-0,
and the Oakland Raiders
thwarted the Miami Dolphins 21-14.
The NFL finally merged
with the AFL and the Pros
had six divisions. With two
fames left , only the Viings, with a 10-2 record,
had clinched a division title.
While Joe Namath and O.
J. Simpson missed a good
part of the season with Injuries, it remained for a
43 - year - old quarterback ,
George Blanda, to be the
big man in a number of
games for the Oakland Raiders. His passing and field
goal kicking gave Oakland
the American Conference
Western Division honors.

Basketball
'
NBA ' .

CASTERN tONMRENC*
AtlanticW. L. Pet. Ol
New York
11 11
.731

Boston

M

H

' .»»' 7

Philadelphia .... 24 IS
.171 7
Bulfalo
11 11
Jtl »
central—
.IN
Baltimore ...... tt 1*
Cincinnati ...... l< 11
.432 I
Atlanta ......... 11 17
.101 IB
Cleveland ....... J H
.114 It
WESTERN CONFBRBHCB
MldVii.llW. L. pet, Ot
MILWAUKEE ..21 7
.104
Dllro.t .......... 21 14
.M0 I
Chicago ......... 23 H
Mt 7M>
Phoenix
.21 It
,54f t
PacifleUt Angalei ....21 I
I
JM
Sen Franclico ..21 tr
.ill a
Sin Diego . . . . . . . 21 20
.stl 1
Seattle . . . . . . . . . II 22
,431 SVs
Portland ... '
12 28
.300 UYi
WEDNESDAY'S RESULTS
Maw York ill, San Francltco 101.
Philadelphia lit. MILWAUKEfl 107.
Detroit 119, Cincinnati US.
Baltimore loe, Buflalo to.
Saattle ill, Chletga lot.
Phoenix 1M, Los Angilai ni.
Only oamei scheduled,
TODAY'S OAMES
San Pranclsco at Boston (afternoon).
Cleveland at Atlanta (afternoon).
Only games scheduled,
PRIDAVS OAMES
San Diego at Let Angelas.
Porttiiid at Seattle.
Baltimore at Cleveland.
Only games scheduled.

¦ ¦¦ ;¦¦

ABA

East—
Virginia ........
Kentucky ......
New York ......
Floridians ......
Carolina
Plttsburgn
WestUtah ' I......
Indiana
..

Memphis
Denver

¦ ¦'¦ ' •

W.
W
ii
li
!<
15
1(

L,
12
15
20
22
21
23

Pel. OB
.412
.41! 3
.457 9ft
.421 10',%
,3M 11W
.310 12

54
22

12
15

.4«7
.5M Vh

. . . . . . . . . 14

23

.376 I0}4

.21

Texas . . . . . . . . . . . 14

11

24

.3)1 4ft
.311 11

WEDNESDAYS RESULTS
Piltiburgh 125, Kentucky ill.
Virginia 124, New York 123,
Texas ill, Momphij 104.
Carolina 13J, Denver 132.
Only games scheduled.
TODAY'S OAME
Virginia vs. Carolina at Raleigh.
Only same scheduled.
FRIDAY'S OAMES
No games scheduled.

COLLEGES

HOLIDAY FESTIVAL TOURNEY Championship
So. Caro. M, W. Kentucky M
Third piaea
Providence »4. St. John's, N.Y. I
I
Filth Place
Holy cross 14, Corntll 44
STEEL BOWL TOURNEY—
Championship
UCLA 77, Pitt 44
Consolation
Duquesne 7t, Wm. & Mary 51
LE MOYNB CHRISTMAS TOURNEY —
Championship
Lafayelte It, Let Moyna 7S
Consolation
Boston U. 41, Hobarl 57
KODAK CLASSIC Championship
Fordham 121, Rochester 72
Consolation
California »4, Air Force 47
OEM CITY INVITATIONAL —

Championship
Brown 13, Vermont 72
Consolation
American 7(, Cannon 72

WORCESTER HOLIDAY FESTIVAL Championship
Assumption 1It; Depauw II
Third Place
New Hampshide 74, Wagnar |5
Filth Place
Cleric 71, YVoreitter Tech II
FT. EUSTIS CHRISTMAS TOURNEY —
Championship
NE Louisiana 78, Lahlgh 71
ConsolBtlon •
Hartwlek IB, Hompdeh-sydnay «
OLD DOMINION CLASSIC —
Championship
Old Dominion tt, Auburn 74
Consolation
Xavicr, Ohio 82, Tulane tl
TANGERINE BOWL—
Championship
Ohio 64, Seton Hall 82
Third Plate
Stetson «, Rollings ST
BIO BIGHT TOURWEY ChamplonsWp
Kansas 72, Nebraska 52
Consolation
Oklahoma al, Kansas State SI
MILWAUKBB CLASSICChampionship
Marquette 72, Wisconsin 4t
consolation
Texas (5, Dartmouth 74
ALL COLLEOH TOURHBY Champlonihlp
Utah St. 97. Louisiana St. I
I
Third Place
. Montana tt. lot,Wichita Kan. St. a
PAR WEST CXASSICCharnplomhlp
; Oragon Stato 48, Oregon 4»
Consolation
Washington St. IS, Stanford I
I
Minnesota 70, Australian Nationals 71
NCC TOURNEY —
Championship
North DakoW St, 101, Auguslana,
S.D. to

Third Place

South Dakota St H, MernHwslde U
PHth PUc«
logtj Dalwia K, MinKM* If, 71
Seventh Place
North Dakota W, HertlHm Iowa ft
0RANI7S C/TY CLASSICChamplenslilp
M0wh4»d70, SI. ThoniM4»
. 7 Third PMw
. OrMt Falls, MOnt. it, St. «Mvd M
Fifth Placet
Cerrtral Ohio «, cenlnl Mich. 2t
Jiventh PUca
If. John'ai Mhnn., «, Lakibwli OmV
NORTHIIPN ITATB INVITATIONAL ChtmptonsiMa
Northern, S.o. ei.Valley Cllf «1
ThW Place
Mlnnesote-Monria 1W. Black Hilts i»

LUTHERAN BROTHERHOOD
TOURNEY -

Champloaehlp
Auaiburg 73, Capltll, Ohla, 47

Third Place
Luther 12, MuWenberg 71 (OT»

Fifth Place
Wertturo 79, Ousiavus Aafo)»h»s a
seventh Place
Pacific Lutheran 1M, CoiKordle- Moorhead SB
CHICO TOURNEY —
Championship
Sacramento St. Si, Seuthwasl Mltw. »
7 Flfih Placa
7
Alacaiesfer It. Salem, Ore. 77
AT MITCHELL, 5.D.— 7
La Crosse 14, UW-Perktlda M (t OT)
AT AUGUSTA, OAWerfferdIt, Stevens Point 7»
AT DECATUR, ILL. FranKiin 163, Ripen »»
MIlliMn », AUtOn »'
AT CHICAOO —
uw-OrMn pay 103, Nerth Park 4*
Central 100, Concordia Bl.
AT WABASH, INO. Eerlham It, North Central 17
Wabash », Carroll rf
RAINBOW CLASSICChamplonililpi
Hawaii M, BYU to.
Consolations
v
Illinois 71, St. Louis 40.
CHARLOTTE INVITATIOKALChamplonshlp:
Le Salle 73, Boston College 41.
Consolation:
' Davidson 43, 9aorgia.jUL
HALL OP PAMH CLASSIC—
Champlonihlp:
Mauachuseits 7t, Collate 47.
¦ Consolations
Lens Island 17, St. Michael'* It.
Springfield 14, Valparaiso 4t.
TROJAM INVITATIONAL^.
¦
Champlonihlpt
So, California 77, Houston 47.
Consolation:
Tennessee 11, Michigan. State 71.
OOLP COAST CLASSICChamplomhlp:
Wake Porest 71, Jacksonville It.
IUOAR BOWL—
ChamPlomnlpi
Vanderbilt «, Telede 74.
4
PALMETTO CLASSICNavy 78, Baylor 74.
FRBSIDBNTIAL CUSSIC—
Champlonihlpt
Oaorge Washington 11, B, Tenn. State
- Consoiallcm "'
Va. Tech 77. Richmond 17.
OTHER OAMBS
IOUTHNo. Caroline M, Nerthwtsfeni T4.
Duke 47, Pe*n stale 5*.
FU, south. 77, Maine «L
Marshall tl, Moorhiad U.
Louisville », SMU IS.
MIDWESTKeiit State 71, No. Illlltolt 41.
Minnesota 79, Australian Nationals 71.
Butler 104, Ball Stat*
SOUTHWEST—
Stephen F. Austimi*, TiHeton Stat*

w.

Sul Ross M, Texas ABI 71.
lain Houston State t4, .
| Texas
Stale 8».
W, Texas state M, Colorade State M.
MeMurry T», Howard Payne 71.
sw Texas io, Angela SUta 71,

Fights

LAS VEOAS, NOV. — Oil Klnj, 147,
Loi Angeles, outpointed Paulle Arm.
stread, iiiMi, Lo» Angela*, Ifc

Hockey
WEDNESDAY'S RBSUlT»
Boslon 4, Minnesota t
Toronto 3, California 1.¦
PJtfJWrsh J, Monfreal '» W»>
st. Louis I
, Philadelphia 2
Vancouver 4, Los Angelei 1
Only games scheduled. .
THURSDAY'S OAMBS
Chicago at Detroit
Minnesota et Plltsburah
Only games acheduled.
FRIDAY'S QAMB
Boston at Buflalo
Only game ichedglKl,
'

¦
¦ •

;

¦

¦

;

'
¦
.

The New "York Mets will liavo
their Oldtimers' game in tho
daytime next season, It will be
held at Shea Stadium Saturday,
July 31, preceding a leaguo
game against the Chicago Cubs.
Winona Dally News Rfo
Winona, Mlnnasofa •"
THURSDAY. DHC. 31, 1974
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New Year 's
Eve Party
NON-STOP MUSIC
from 10:30 p.m. to 6:00 a.m.

The Top Songs
of 1970!
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Osseo-Fairchild
clbulsThorp
for tourney title
.-

¦
¦¦( '

:

.

'
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Wake Forest upsets Jacksonville

UCLA; South Carolina
cop iournament titles

Owners, players Green Bay Stock prices
separated by 3 subdues host steady under
crucial issues North Park

profit taking

Want Ads
Start Here
.

NOTICE

__

This newspaper will b. retponiib"
for only one Incorrect Insartloiii of any
classified advertisement Published In
the Want Ad section. Check your «d
and call .452-3321 ; If • correction must
be mad*.

MINNEAPOLIS (AP) - By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Wisconsin-Green Bay won a
Three key issues s t a n d
between players and owners for basketball tournament on, the NEW "YORK (AP) — Stock
final settlement of a $19.1 mil- road, and Kentucky State is prices steadied themselves unBy HAL BOCK
frantic as Wake Forest's heart- Jacksonville tried a court- lion pension and benefit package still on^he prowl.
der a wave of profit taking and BLIND ADJ UNCALLED FOR —
Associated Press Sports Writer stopper over Jacksonville, the length pass, hoping Gilmore that ended the" 1970 National Green^ Bay subdued host consolidation
but re2
North
Park of Illinois 103-64 in mained slightlytoday,
No. nation's highest scoring team. would tip It in, but determined Football League training site.
OSSEO, Wis. — The rampag- Top-ranked UCLA and
lower
in
active B-17, 21, 32, 37, 39, 42, 43.
John Orenczak hit a basket
anomer title match.
Leonard
Lindquist,
Minneapoing Osseo-Fairchild Chieftains South Carolina both captured
trading.
tour- with 25 seconds left to give the Wake Forest batted the ball lis attorney representing the Some other Wisconsin schools
boosted their record to 9-0 here college basketball holiday
Card of Thank*
rtight-but
Wednesday
Deacons the lead and the WaSe away and celebrated again— NFL Players Associations, said finished second while Oshkosh At noon the Dow Jones avernaments
Wednesday night when they
of 30 industrial stocks drift- EVANSON—
Wednesday that owners and State, not engaged in tourney age
clouted Ttorpe 84-69 in the neither had quite the adventure Forest bench exploded in cele- this time for keeps.
Sincere and grateful fhanki ara axed down 3.22 to 838.10.
play,
braced
for
a
tough
did
in
winning
assignbration
when
the
final
buzzer
that
Wake
Forest
players
officials
will
meet
in
'
S l e n d e r Charlie Davis
tended to all our friends, neighbors
Christmas Tournament's second
ment
tonight
against
Kentucky
sounded,
apparently
signaling
a
tourney
of
its
own.
and relatives for their acta ot kindMinneapolis
sometime
next
day nightcap.
Declines
led
advances
on
the
whipped in 30 points and was
ness, messages of sympathy shown us
State—winner of this week's
whipped ninth- the victory.
The
Deacons
week
to
discuss
the
issues.
the recent loss of our beloved
In the first contest, Colfax ranked Jacksonville 78-77 to
named most valuable player in "These matters were not part Eau Claire State invitational, New York Stock Exchange by a during
wile
and grandmother, Olgja Evanson.
moderate
margin.
pinned Arkansaw with its sec- take the Gold Coast Classic and But an official ruled that the tourney as the Deacons
Special thanks to Rev. R. K. Llvdalil,
nation 's top-ranked small
of the players' understanding the
and Dr. Andersen.
ond loss of the tourney, whip- they had to do it not once, but Wake Forest's Pat Kelly . had
Analysts said the market was to Dr. EdlnFamily
college,
and
the
NAIA
defendof Edwin Evanson
tagged
Jacksonville
with
its
secwhen
we
shook
hands
in
New
switching
weakened
by
yearend
ping the Travelers 77-40.
been fouled with three seconds ond loss in less than a week.
ing champion.
twice.
York
and
we
trying
to
thresh
're
4
Colfax's Ken Obermueller UCLA coasted to the Steel left and the court was cleared of The Dolphins' other loss came them out now," said Lindquist. AlSo on the slate tonight is the and tax-loss selling. They also Lost and Found
observed
that
profit
taking
affinal
game
of
the
Corn
Palace
Eoured 24 points through the owl title, whipping Pittsburgh celebrants for the foul shot.
against Western Kentucky and "As long as both sides are still tournament in Mitchell, S.D., flicted the blue-chip area but
FREE FOUND ADS
oops to cop tournament scor- 77-64, and South Carolina won Kelly missed his free throw, the No.; 5 HiUtoppers almost negotiating,
it's
a
good
sign.
"
where
La
Crosse
State
gained
a
added
that
this
\?as
normal
coning honors. That performance the Holiday Festival, edging 7-foot-2 Artis Gilnjiore cleared pulled the Holiday Festival Lindquist said these issues
A PUBLIC SERVICE to our readers,
finals berth by defeating Wis- sidering the 85-point rise in the AStree
found ads will be published when
garnered Obermueller a 51-point fifth-ranked Western Kentucky the rebound for Jacksonville crown out of South Carolina's still needed to be resolved:
a
person finding an article calls Ihe
consin-Parkside
96-93
in
overDow
average
in
the
last
six
total for the two games. He al- 86-84 in a frantic finish.
and called time with one second grasp in the final seconds at —Whether coaches, trainers
Winona Dally & Sunday News ClMsMed
time.
weeksi
Dept., 451-3321. An IB-word notice will
so made a phenomenal 23 of 23 But no finish was quite as remaining on the clock.
New York.
be published free for 2 days In an efand
equipment
men
are
includWofford
of
South
Carolina
At
noon
The
Associated
Press
loser together.
free throws in the two contests.
package.
used a solid zone defense to de- stock average was off 0.6 at fort to bring tinder ahd
The Gamecocks had used six ed in the pension four-year
Dennis Repaal hit 21 for Colfeat
Stevens
Point
State
for
the
—Whether
the
con289.7, with industrials off 1.7, TWO KEYS on separate rings (automostraight pressure foul shots 'by
fax, and Dan Xuer added 10 to
forecloses negotiations on Augusta, Ga., tourney cham- rails off
In salesroom at Winona
0.1 and utilities un- bile?) found
Tom Riker and John Roche to tract
provide even more punch for
pionship 79-70.
new issue's.
Knitting Mills.
changed.
take
command
against
Western
thOTCoIfax attack. Bob Wegener
—Whether a joint committee Ripon College finished second
KEYS on chain lost In vicinity of courtKentucky.
Ht ii for Arkansaw, and teamwill
be appointed to interpret the in the Minikin invitational at Big Board prices included house ond hotel parklno¦ lot. Tel.
But
the
HiUtoppers
weren't
mate Jim Kelton notched 11.
Decatur, 111., by losing 103-92 to Federal National Mortgage, off 452-5179.
through. With 13 seconds left, contract.
Osseo-Fairclild ran away
Franklin College.
The
players
contend
that
the
y*.at 60%; American Telephone FOUND—keys on Johnson St., between
they swiped consecutive inr
with the night's highlight game
Carroll College came up & Telegraph , off Vt at 49% ; 7th and 8th. Attached tag says E,
inclusion
of
coaches,
trainers
bounds passes and converted
in;the very first quarter. The
in the Wabasha, Ind., Magic Chef, off % at 25%; Jona- Tel. 454-1191.
By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS baskets by Jim Rose and Rex and equipment in the four-year fourth
Chieftains outscored Thorpe 26tourney, losing to the host than Logan, up 1% at 59%; GenCharlie Williams and Dick Bailey to creep within two contract package -was not part school 89-72.
8 in that period.
1
of
the
agreement
that
sent
NFL
Cable, off % at 20%; and Telephone Your Want Ads
Kelley won most valuable play- points of SC. Then, incredibly,
Ron Johnson led the ChiefLa Crosse had to work to a eral
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Pyle. Minnesota.
beat Southern Methodist 98-85. Heart.
No. 1<S,433 ,
ly In Winona, Fillmore, Wabasha, Olmtimes of 24 seconds flat , but sted
In Iho Mailer of the Guardianship of
Colter (44)
Sacred Heart IS!)
and Mower Counties within MainIVIARK TRAIL
Yeager
was
awarded
first.
The
Maude
Malonay, Ward. ,
FO FT TP
By Ed Dodd
FO FT TP
tenance Aran 6A wills headquarters at
Tha ouardlan of the above named
3 M « 200-yard Medley Relay wound Rochester, Minnesota ,
Kodrwskl 4 3* 11 Nelien
Ward, viz.: The First National Bank of
Kohnert » 7.16» Kichmldt 4 0-1 1 up in the same
Tabulation of B|dl
manner with
Winona, having made and filed In this
Hanson O 2-1 2 Wlldenbfl 2 S-7 7
No. 6A-101
both
teams
!•>
J
Sctwlti
J
I-t
7
touching at appar- ONP COMBINATION OF CRAWLER Court Its final account, together with Ilea
J.Glynn T
R.Glynn 3 3-8 • Rodaeri 4 0-4 ( ently the same time
AND ATTACHED FRONT petition representing that said guardian. Golden TRACTOR
2 0-1 4
Drlesien 3 0-2 4 Stolpa
END LOADER WITH OPERATOR: Min- ship has terminated , and praying that
Valley
was
again
awarded first imum of SO H.P. with at least four laid account bo examined, ad|us|ed and
1 0-1 4
Eustlce o l-» 1 Smith
e CM 0 over the Winhawk's fou rsome of speedt forward, with an hydraulic con- allowed by this Court, and that said
a lesson O o» 0 Kohner
. Wlllnen 0 2-2 2
loBdar having a minimum capaci- guardian be discharged;
Bob Gonia . Martin , Joe Slice- trolled
IT IS ORDERED, That said petition
Tolali 11 17-13 SI Rolbleclil 0 O-o 0
ty of l.o C.V., and Including truck and
Leal
0 0-0 0 han , and Steve Lynn.
trailer for haullno equipment.
Tho be heard and told account examined and
adlusled by, this Court at tha Probata
Gonia took a second In the Crawler "Tractor shell have been pur- Court
Roont fn tha Courf House In tha
Tolali 20 4MMI
chased when new after January 1, 1J65.
100-yard
breaststroke
Clly
of Winona, County of Winona, Stola
as
did
SACRED HEART
12 11 IS 17-JJ
Estimated operation time approximately
1! 4 « 1S-H Todd Taylor in the 100-yard 1,300 hours of Intermittent >Jae during of Minnesota, on tha 13th day of Janu-i
COTTER
fry,, 1971, at 10:30 o'clock A.M.; anal
Total foula—Sacred Heart 14) Collar 21. freestyle and John
vaar 1971.
Magin in the calendar
Fouled oul—llamon, Sthulli.
BIDS A1UST BE SUBMITTED ON that thla order be served by the publica100-yard
lutterfly.
tion
thereof In the Winona Dally New*
foul—Wiltgen.
Technical
PROPOSAL FORMS SUPPLIED BY
¦
by mall as provided by law.
Winona 's B-squad pulled out THB UNDERSIGNED. Proposal forms and
obtained , Daled December 15, 1970.
Jim Kaat is tho only Minneso- a 67-30 conquest in its meet to with Specifications may boMaintenance
S. A. SAWYER,
chhrne at tha Ares
ta Twin pitcher who shut pht the indicate that Go'don VaPny has without
'Probata Judge.
Office of Iho Department of Highways,
(Court Seal)
Baltimore Orioles during tho not yet, established a dynasty Rochester, Minnesota. T. WALOOR,
Bergh
&
Poole,
N,
1970 8008011.
in prep swimming.
Attorney! for Petitioner.
Commissioner.

Arizona State Dragons tip
burns North Si Thomas
Carolina 48-26

Elect Charles
to boxing s
Hall of Fame

League j
bowling

Gilbert recalled
by North Stars

Gophers sting
Aussies 79-75

Zumbrota rally
drops Goodhue

Hawk tankers
drop 1st meet

Ptrwnali

7 Parnate — Job* of Int. —

26 Perm Implement*

HAfPY NEW YBARI Evinhj tei usher •ABY81TTBR for 2-year-old boy, vicinity
in thf HiW Ya»r 1W1: New Ytar 't
of Sanltorn and Huff. Tal. 454-14W
Eve dance tonight, dancing trom 9 to . attar a.
1, and tomorrow f REE Tom & Jerrys
for all paW' UP 1171 Ltglonnilrej and HALLMARK CARDS-Remembr«nc» Shop
Auxiliary, from 9:90 mm. to WsJo
itaklnQ.applleatlorta for ladles who ar«
p.m. flt tht LESION CLUB.'
Inlyasted In wrklng fgll-tlma. Tel. 452i 404S for ¦¦appointment.
¦ "
'
TO ALL OUR .loyal palrsru • Ftillvt
i
¦'. . '
¦ .' i '
Flritl Drop In tonight and loin tht WANTED) Clrls to learn beauty culture).
61*18 welcornlng In tha New v«ar, Harding Beauty School, 7* Plate W.
lata, horns, noisomaken, lots of fun
tor •varyonal Uve •MerWnminl Thura, WE HAVE IMMEDIATE cptnlnoi lor
and Frl. evenings. Ray Meyer, Inn2 full-time secretaries and a clerk
keeper, WILLIAMS HOTEL. (Remen> typist. Shorthand and/or dictaphone
bar we ar» closed Sat, Jin. 3) 7
•xparlMue Is preferred although not
a raqulrement. If interested, pieese
WHBBL CHAIRS—for every price nngti
itncj rtJiimt fo Box 811, Winona. "We
adlvitable walKan. For rant or tale,
*n «ft aqual opportunity emptoytr."
Pint two months rental crriltw toward purchase price. Crutches, wood MAID—Woman ago is to 40 to live In
or adjustable aluminum. TED MAIIR
and assist St. Paul, Minn, axecutlwa
family with a children, ages 11 and 13.
PRUSS.
,\. . . .
.
Separate living quarters. Must drive
WAKE THAT ONE for the road, cotteel
automotjlla. Salary, MOO per month.
RUTH'S RESTAURANT, 126 Plata E„
Plyase land employment history and
downtown Winona will ba open all night
raferancM to IM7 Dally Haws.
New Year's Eve and all of New Year's
Day.
BABYSITTER needed new, permanent position, reasonable wafles, In my home,
WHY NOT let mt teke over the addreswill provide transportation. Tel. 454sing of your envelopes. I can also stirif
4835.
them for you and even handle the entire mailing. Let me do one mailing lo BABYSITTER-8 to 5, Mon. through Frl.
•how you what I can do. Tel. 452-3661.
In my heme. Tel. 454-3469.
IS

I

WAITRESS

A1AKE FRIENDS, Influence peoplel No
trick at all If you pay your bills
promptly. Good credit Is a wonderful
STEVE'S LOUNGE
asset. It opens doors, brings you prestige and makes business transactions
pleasant and efficient. Take care of Mate — Jobs «f Interest r 27
your obligations on time with a lowcost, easily-arranged loan from MER- SALES/WAN — experienced, salary and
CHANTS NATIONAL BANK. Frank,
commission, car furnished, as well as
Dick, Max or Dennis will be happy to
¦ leads, local company. Write B-4J Dally
explain lust how easy It 1st
News.
THERE'S no place like home, when
you've fixed It up. Interior and exterior remodeling v . . LEO c.
PROCHOWITZ, Tel. 452-7841.

Help — Mala or Female)

FARM
EQUIPMENT

• J77I.7

¦• ¦ ;¦ :. - . ,

;.

7

:

held 1st and 8rd Mon. of the month.
We have over ' 150 tractors
per sale, mostly large ones
from 4-8 plows, 4 . wheel drive and over 500 pieces of
equipment Including small
and large self-propelled
combines and small and
large wheel discs. Have
semi-mounted plows and
also loader tractors and
crawlers.
Free delivery. ;
For information
Tel. CdJect 715-423-4279

FABULOUS
SOUNDARAMA
By Telestar

. .

iOTHHi
Front-End
Alignment

„',:

/ by .

.

LeRoy Greenwood
-T- featuring —

GIL FRIESEN, your remodeling consultant. For carpenter work and general
maintenance. Tel. 454-4441 or 451-2598.

37

RESTAURANT OPERATOR needed. Reliable partner cr owner-operator wanted to reopen a nonfranchlsed restaurant at 3rd and Huff Sis. We will supply building, land and. equipment. Tel.
452-4655. ¦ '

Money to Lean

40

Quick Money . . .
on any article of value.
NEUMANN'S BARGAIN STORE

Dent, Pets, Supplies

Bear Equipment

GEORGE LUCAS
LIVESTOCK &
EQUIPMENT INC.
Wisconsin Rapids, Wis.
Articles for Sal*

TEL. 454-4301
- MIRACLE MALL -

14

NEED Carpet installed?
MA.RLIN ENGRAV
Tel. 452-5487

«35 38lh

TYPEWRITING DONE In my office. Letters, speeches, bulletins. Envelopes BRITTANY SPANIEL pups, AKC registyped or long hand, post cards etc,
tered, champion bloodlines, both colors.
Fast, good service, neat, accurate work,
Phil Painter, Lanesboro, Minn. Tel.
very reasonable rales. Tel. 452-5C6I.
467-34B4.
UNINVITED HOLIDAY GUESTS?
Call Karl, your friendly exterminator.
KARL'S PEST CONTROL SERVICE
Tfll. 454-1787

COONHOUND, half trained. 1957 Chevrolet, 327, 3-spced on the floor. Tol. Lewiston 3593.

Horses, Cattle, Stock

57

LEWISTON LIVESTOCK MARKET
A REAL GOOD auction market for your
livestock. Dairy cattle on hand all
wtek, Livestock bought every day.
DABYSITTBR-ln my home. For further
Trucks available. Sale, Thurs., 1 p.m.
Informat ion Tel. 452-774/ after 4,
Tel. Lewlston W7 or Winona 452-7014.
BABYSITTER In my home, 7 to 3:10,
, 5 days a week. Tal, nolllngstone tit- PUREBRED HAMPSHIRE boars and
bred tlllts. Guaranteed selection with
221J.
several bloodlines to chooso from. Will
NEED IMMEDIATELY-waltreas, owndeliver. Lyle Sell, Rt. 1, Strum, Wit.
SnacK
Shop,
ing sMIt. Apple In person,
Ttl. 171-4277 er I74-4103.

26

BABYSITTER wanted In our home, days.
Tel. 4)M74» after 8.

Telephone Your Want Ada
Dial 452-3321

for an Ad Taker

Poultry, Eggs, Supplies

44

DEKALB CHICKS, Spelt* chicks, Beafer
meal birds. Order now and ba sura of
the hatch data you want, fiehd for price
lilt. SPELT Z CHICK HATCHERY, Rolllngstone, Minn, Tel. 619-23)1,

Som Weisman & Sons
INCORPORATED
¦
450 W. 3rd
Tel. 452-5647

Rooms Without Meals

1.

92

SNOWBLOWERS

Toro — Jarl — Hatin Eclipse
All sizes. A machine to fit any need.
WIINONA FIRE S, POWER EQUIP. CO.
54-56 E. 2nd
Tel. 5065

V ITAMIN C
(Ascorbic Acid)
500 mg Tablets

TED MAIER DRUGS
Downtown & Miracle Mall

NEEDLES
For AIl Mekes
Ol Record Players

Hardt's Music Store
'

116-11B Plaza E.

M A I L

DAILYNEWS
SUBSCRIPTIONS
May Be Paid at

TED MAIER DRUGS
No Telephone Ordera
Will Be Taken
61

HAPPY NEW YEAR
*fq*±. We Will

Available Jan . 1
63 W. 2nd
58 W. 3rd
Available Feb. 1
66 W. 3rd
Housing & Redevelopment
Authority, Tel. 454-4624

Houses for Rent

POLARIS—1970 Mustang, like new. Tel.
452-2420.
SKIROULE SNOWMOBILES The only tnowmoelie good enough.
to carry tha Coleman name I
BEE JAY'S CAMPER SALES
K4I W. «h
Tel. 452-452»»
Open . evenings end Sat.
Go One Better
Go Skl-Dool
—
The nineteen eeventy
ONE
DICK'S MARINE
Latsch Island, Winona Municipa l Harbor
Tel, 452-3809
MOTO-SKI SNOWMOBILES — Salts &
Service. Accessories. Many on display,
Also Including trackers. LA CRESCENT
MOTORS, across from Commodore, La
Crescent. Tel. S95-2W5.

99

SALES * SERVICE
New & Used Snowmobiles
ROBB
MOTORS, INC.
.
Winona — Eau Claire

BOB

n REAUOR

FORD, l«5 </j-ton pickup, a-cyllnder, 3speed. Two 1944 Ford Econollne pickups, 1 with covered box. Ideal Aula
Sales, 470 Mankato Ave.
WANTED—I'/j-fon truck, prefer 1957 to
1964 model In good condition. Tel. 6892771. ¦/ . ¦
TWO FORD Econollne vans, 1961 and

19(2. Both equipped With small parts
|l20 CENTERdrawera and shelves. Good tires on
wmmms^smm *ma *wmmaboth. Tel. 452-9008. ,

Used Cars

To All Of You
We Wish
A Holiday Season
Full Of Peace & Joy
From All Of Us
:" '

'

At ' ,' v

.

CORVAIR-1943 4-door. stick, shift. 17.000
ectual mjles. Tel. 454-3297.

E,2 DA

VT^BV

454"5"L'

Multiple Listing Service

Peace

lOfl

'

|

i

V/hy Not

Start The

New Year

Right?

You can start 1971 in a
like new car for a lot
less than you think!
1970 Ford Torino 4-door, automatic transmission, V-8
and radio.
.
4 - 1969 Ford Galaxie 4door, automatic transmission, power steering, iv
conditioning and radio,
1969 Plymouth Fury 11 4door, automatic transmission, V-8 and radio.
-1968 Ford Torino G,T. 2-door*
hardtop, automatic transmission, power steering,
V-8 and radio.
1968 Ford Torino Moor
hardtop, automatic transmission, power steering,
power brakes, V-8 and
radio.
1968 Ford Torino 2-door
hardtop, automatic transmission, V-8 and radio.
1968 Ford Fairlane 2-door
: hardtop, automatic transmission, power steering,
V-8 and radio.
1968 Chevrolet Impala 2-door
hardtop, automatic transmission, power steering,
V-8 and radio.
1968 Chevelfe SS 396, 2-door
hardtop, 4 speed transmission, power steering,
power brakes and radio.
1968 Plymouth Fury II >
•; door, automatic transmission, power steering, air
conditioning.and radio.

TRUCKS

Happy New Year
To You All
Buidc-OIds-GMC
225 W. 3rd

PETERSON
MOTORS INC.

-CLOSEDFriday
Saturday
Sunday

Tel. 452-5351

iffl^^^^^fl

i

1970 Chevrolet % ton custom
cab, standard transmission, V-8 and radio.
1966 Chevrolet % ton, 6 cylinder, standard transmission and radio.
1966 Ford % ton, 6 cylinder,
standard transmission.
1965 Chevrolet % ton, 4
speed transmission, 6 cylinder and radio.
1960 Ford F-600 2 ton, van
body, 5 speed transmission, 2 speed axle, V-8
and radio.

CHEVROLET-196B 2-door Custom Coupe,
4 good tires, 2 good snow tires. Excellent condition, reasonable. Tel. Gales?
villa 582-400?.

BOB SELOVER
REALTOR

120 Center

109

FORD-1943 Gslaiela 509 XL, buckets,
console, 4-speed, 390 engine. Good
shape. Tel. 452-7527,

'

Wmwia Dally Nawa 7L
Winona, Mlrtnenota ¦*>

m ^z

"Your Ford & Mercury Dealer'

Dial 452-3321
f or an Ad Taier

Lanesboro, Minn.
Tel. 467-2195 or 2196.

Happy New Year!

It's Time to wish all our
friends & neighbors the
very beat in 0» cowing
year « . . and it's time to
say, "Thank You,M for
your loyal patronage.
?JMPLOTfES & SALES STAFF
'

"

'
"

:
¦
*

-

'
'
¦ ¦
¦

NYSTROM'S
165 W. 2nd

Oior SALESROOM
at 3rd & Huff
and. our
USED CAR LOT
3rd. and Washington
will be
CLOSED
—
THE SATURDAY
after New Year's Day
HAPPY NEW YEAR-

¦ ¦¦
¦ .¦ '¦ . ¦ .1 !¦¦ .
¦
.
¦
¦
"
' "
"

¦ ii ¦1 ¦¦<—¦¦e.i-iia

Mobile Homes. Trailers

A SMALL AD la not economical If It
says nothing or too lllllel
GREEN TERRACE Mobile Homes,exelisalvely Northern built ChleKasha dealer.
Sixes and prices for everyone, See Earl
Nottleroan, Tel. 454-U17 or 412-9412.
TR COURT in Lewlston ha* apaee available for Immediate occupancy, Til. Bob
Hennessey, Lewlston 2451. >
Many homes to choose •froni at
COULEE MOBILE HOMO (ALES
Hwy. 14-61 E. Winona
Tel. 451-4271

J.A.K.'S

MOBILE HOMES

Largest selection In this area.
Nation. Wle.
Highway 35

Auction Sales

Minnesota Land &
Auction Service

Everett J. Kohner
Winona, Tel, 452-7814
Jim PapimfMS, Dakota Tel, 453-2971
~~
FREDDY FRICKSON
Auctioneer
Will handle all sizes am) kinds of
Tel, Dakota UH\4$
euctlons.
'
ALVIN KOHNER
AUCTIONEER, City and state licensed
Rt. 1, Winona.¦ Tel. 452¦ and bonded.
¦
' ,7.
4980.
. - • ; '- "
.
JAN. 6-Wcd. 11 a.m. 7 tnllei S.E. el
Caledonla> Minn. Bernell D. Diersen,
owner; Schroe-der Bros., euetloneertl
Scrague State Bank, Caledonia, cleric.

In your life
On Typewriters, Adding Machines, Duplicators,
Cash Registers, Dictating Machines
and Office Furniture
- DECEMBER 29 THROUGH JANUA RY 2 —
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FARM, with or wllhouf bulldlnne. State
location, price, etc. In first letter. Write
11-43 Dally News.

Motorcycles, Bicycles

BSA— Wt 459 Thunderbolt, extras, 350O
miles. Must soil before Jan. 12th. $S75
BEAUTIFUL STUCCO, 4 bettrooms, flreplace, drapes, wall-to-wall carpeting,
or best offer. Tel. 454-2541 or write Bob
Redls, Rt. 1» Winona,
oarage. Full lot. Available Feb, 1.
Please call JIM ROBB REALTY, on
affiliate of Robb Bros. Store Inc., and HONDA - Immediate delivery. SL350,
Robb Motors, Inc. Tel. 454-5870 before
CL350, CB350, Honda Mini' Traill. New
5 P.m.
Honda 350CC K2, tm. CT70 Mini Trails,
I29>. Storks Sport Shop, Prairie du
TRAILER for rent, 12W, iaroe lot. InChlen, Wis. Tel. 324-233'
quire Roman Tlllrnon residence, Buffalo
Clly. Tel. 454-2664 or St. Paul (collect) HONDA Motorcycles, Polaris Snowmo6K-O430.
biles, rider 's accessories. Swell sift
Ideas for Christmas I
TWO-BEDROOM house for rent. Used
ROBB /WOTOR5, INC.
9x4s and 2xis for sale. Tel. 452-6059Winona —Eau Claire

^&jK APPLIANCE

SE51DEPARTMENT
SPECIAL

Buy either a
15.2 cu. ft. frostfree
—or an—
18 Cu. Ft. Deluxe

CHEST FREEZER
Y0UR

CHOICE

3—IBM Executive Typewriters Model C

$149.50
$225,00

$265.00
2—PRAXIS 48 Electric Typewriters—(Demo's)
2—VICTOR CASH REGISTERS
$ 169.50
USED TYPEWRITERS— Standard and Portable Starting at
USED ADDING MACHINES—Starting at
USED DICTATING MACHINES—REAL BUYS
•
•
•
•

CHECKWRITERS
DUPLICATORS
MEMOGRAPH
LAMINATOR

• COMBIND

—Paymaster and F & E
—Heyer and Ditto
—Speed-O-Print
—Apeco

—Apeco

$195.00
$1 19.50
$19.50
$34.50

jp^ 1^ ^^ ^
^1| §0/L
Mmm
^
J /Q

OFF*

OLIVETTILEXTERA 36—Fully Automatic
Portable New in design for 71
5—VICTOR Electric adders with substraction . . . . . .

Regular

*, ^« ^ ^
$ 1 69.50

'

SALE

**.
****
39.50
$1

$99.50

$89.50

2-SMITH-CORONA typewriters model 210

$208.50

$1 79.50

1—CORONET Automatic typewriter

$ 1 97.50

$1 69.00

NEW TIME CLOCKS

$150.00

$1 19.50

20% DISCOUNT ON ALL
FURNITURE IN STOCK

— AND GET A —

SIDE OF BEEF

SALE

'. .• •• • $^99.50
$395.00

l—BM Executive Type-writer Model B

• COPY MACHINES

UPRIGHT FREEZER

$0
7
ft
AmO O

Regular

107

fj^BjMB|y to Serve

FREE*

Name Brands Such as All Steel, Hon,
Ma may, Lyon, Cole Steel.

?Approximately 80 lbs, assorted cuts
with jurchaao of above Freezers.

Winona typewriter Inc.

New Year 's Day

MIRACLE MALL

McDONALD'S

OPEN NEW YEAR'S DAY from 12-5

218 MAIN STREET
TEL. 454-5830

f f m A Be Opm

I

I ~^k KM KM

©

111

SCHULT—19M mobile home. UWsY on
lot In Stockton V.allty campsreund. Carpeting, excellent condition. Tel. 469-J74J.
'
TOWN U COUNTRY MOBILE HOMES
rlwY. 43 *t Sugar Leaf
We're new and growing f»tf.
TeL Nora Heinlen 452-3175 or
Mark Zimmerman 45*-147*Y

Happiness

Pat, Jan, Harriet,
Anne, Bill and Ed

a

HOMETTE-1969, 12'x58', Ilka) WW. $3459.
Tel. Rolllngsfonai 48MSB3.

In your honne

Wanted-Real Estate

95

. - -•-

POLARIS

Winona Realty

SEVEN-YEAR-old S-bedroom house for
rent. Completely furnished. Tel, 4541233.

^^

AFTER CHRISTWAS SALE-Sno-Prlnca
Snowmobiles, big discount*. Wa service
whet we tell. Winona¦ Rec 7i W.
:¦: ' • .
2nd St.

POLARIS

W&fot»fc

90

Business Places tor Rent

—^^ .^—*mm *. m

NEW 3-BEDROOM home, double at- Trucks, Tractors, Trailers 108
tached -garage, family room with fireplace. 1492 Heights Blvd. Hllke Homes, ALMOST NEW 1570 Ford %-ton, V-J,
Inc., Orval Hllke, Tel. 452-4:127.
Sport Custom, automatic, power steer,
Ing. Selling below what It cost dealer,
ELEGANT NEW home, exceptionally dec19(5 Mercury, real cheap. Bud Johnson,
praled, 108x300' lot, black fcrlck lireHouston, Minn.
place and beamed celling In family
room, forrrtBl dining room, 24x15' living IHC SCOUT-1943, 4 wheel drive, with
room. Tel. 452-3620.
new snowplow, All In good condition.
»I,500. Tel. Rolllngstone 589-2351.
FIVE-ROOM house, rnodern except heat,
on E. 5th.
FORD, 1954 Wton pickup, starts and
C. SHANK, 552 E. Ird.
runs well, good tires, $95; also 1961
Chevrolet 4-door, 165. Charles Meyer,
Rolllngstone, Minn. Tel. eS>2»7».

86

THREE-ROOM apartment, batti, private
entrance. 1027 E. 71h.

107A• UsatJ Car*

ARCTIC CAT—I'll Purtie, excellent con- FORD—19J8 Bronco, V-», 4-wheel drive,
DEC.
JMtTfl
dition. Tel. 454-3151 after s.
12,000 mllej. Sharpl Oliver Peterson, — THURSDAY,
¦¦¦
¦ ¦ ¦
.¦
— ¦sea—a^ia iaiai . a a e . i l
"" . ' "¦"
Whitehall, Wis. Tel. days 538-4877.
SEE; THE Sports Car approach to anew1Q9
moblllnn, AMF SKl-Daddler. Set Tom CORVAIR-19M MonM 44oor hardtop, Used Cars
Hengel at Rolllngstone Snewmoblla good condition. Best offer over S40O.
PLYMOUT1M9M Fury lit, SO w, In.
Sales or Tel. 5J9-2221.
Tel. 454-3819.
engine, straight artkk, 4*>cr sedan.
Reasonable. Tel. 4J4-HIJ athsr I p.m.
SNOWMOBILE SLEDS-Cutfer type, all
wood construction, light but durable.
U1M. See them tt Jot Brwe, 50) E.
2nd. St. Tal. 4K-5OT.

FOR SALE or rent, 73 E, till . Coll for
appointment, 452-5781; after 8, 452-3541.

MODERN OFFICES on the Plaza. SllrneYEAR-END Clearance on. all appliances
men-Selover, Co., Tel. 452-3351, 452-9238
' and TV's at discount prices. Save before
«r 452-4347.
Jan. II FRANK LILLA & SONS, 761 E.
. •Its. Open evenings.

calves, 34, 400-450 lbs, SPECIAL! I Hollywood bed, CMnplite wilh
Tel. 451-9509 or 452-4414 1-year guarantee CHOICE ANGUS
headboard, frame, boxtprlng and extra
Vaccinated for Blackleg, IBR and Infirm mattress, twin size only. 17».?J.
fluenza. Logan Paget, it. Charles, Tel.
LIMDSAV SOFT Water. Water soltener
BORZY5KOWSKI FURNITURE, 302
931-3179.
salt In 50 lb. bags, 99c. Free parKlng.
Wanketo Ave.
135 Main St., Winona. Tel. 451-31it.
PUREBRED Duroc boara. Clifford lioff,
Lanesboro, Minn. Tel, Peterson 17* VINYL ASBESTOS file, 12x13, 15V4C
DO YOU PREFER kerosene lamps to
each. All vinyl tile, 12x12, 20c etch)
412}.
electricity? Of course notl You will
Johns AAanvllls vlnvl asbestos tile, lie
also prefer tha light, bright molded- HORSE BOARDING at J Triple R. New,
each) also large stock ot r and la'
sfone Serva Sink to outdated dingy
linoleum Inlaid*. SIIUMSKI'3.
modern barnj heated lounge and tack
laundry tubs. Wall hung, eesy to keep
room. Lighted outdoor arena. Tel. Rushclean, easily Installed. Available at
ford 164-9414.
Good Things te Eat
BB

Fejmale — Job. of Int. -

WM. MILLER SCRAP IRON <V METAL
CO. pays highest prices for scrap Iron,
metals end raw fur.
Closed Saturdays
222 W. 2nd
Tel. 452-2067
"
'
HIGHEST PRICES PAID
for scrap iron, metals, r«p,s, hides,
raw furs and wooll

LOWER 2 bedroom, heated, carpeted
duplex, permanent adults only. 425
Main. ««>.

2x4's, 2x6's, 2x8's, boards. 958 W. 2nd.

43 Building Materials

FEEDER PIGS-90. Howard Johnson,
Houston, AAlnn. Tel. 694-3*92.

USEO ELECTRIC cr ,gas. driven water
pump wanted, with or without hose.
Tel, 454-5830 days, 454-2680 evenings.

Apartments, Flats

ELECTRIC ROTO ROOTER
CALL SVL KUKOWSKI

PLUMBING «. H BAT INC
Tel. 452-4340
741 C tin

TOBOGGAN WANTED-Tel. 45U-2690.

TWIN BED unit for >en. Tel. 452-4859.

BLOW N IN INSULATION — walls and
attics. Free estimates. Fast, dependNOW IS the time to Insulate your home
able service. Carlson Insulation Sorvlce, CHESTER WHITE boar, weight 215 lbs.
for added warmth and to cut fuel
Excellent quality. Harvey Rlslow, LewRonald Carlson, Houston, Minn. Tel.
costs, We are equipped to blow Insulalston, (Fremont). Tel. 4764.
«9d-3538.
tion Into your attics. Standard Lumber
Co.. 350 W. 3rd.
THIRTY-ONE choice 500-lb. Hereford
Moving, Truck'g Storage 19 Annus and shorthorn cross feeder
63
calves. Would sell hollers separately for Coal, Wood. Other Fuel
breeding slock) also 1200 bu. good oats;
HEATED SPACE available for storage
130
bu.
Cunningham
PTO
manure
BURN
MOBIL
FUEL
OIL
and
an|oy
of campers or boats. Tel. 454-4614 for
spreader and AC roto baler. Both mathe comfort of automatic personal care.
additional Information.
chines In A-l condition. Loran Flmlan,
Keep-full service — complete burner
Cochrane, Wis. Tal. vVaumandee 425care and furnace cleaning. Budget servPlumbing, Roofing
21 2359.
ice. Order today from JOSWICK FUEL
& OIL CO,, fOl E. lit). Tel. 452-3402.
RUSHFORD
Pig
Sale
at
Legion
UHtle*
QUALITY
WE SELL KOHLER
Park, Jan. 2, a to 11 a.m. Contact Furn.,
Rug*, Linoleum
64
PLUMBING FIXTURES.
Caspar Ladsten, Tel. Rushford 844-7463
far Information.
PLUMBING BARN
YEAR-END
Clearance,
save
all
20%
on,
454-424J.
Tel.
1S4 High Forest
table, pole, tree and hanging lamps.
HOLSTEIN HEIFER to freshen aoon;
BURKE'S
FURNITURE
MART,
3rd aV
also registered Holstein bull sired by
Franklin. Open Wed. and Frl. avenlnge.
Hagen ADS stud. Fred Hansen, ltt
For. clogged sewers and drains.
Perk behind the store,
miles E. of Wyattvllle.

Frank O'Laughlin

81 Houses for Sals

Apartments,

GIVE AWAY—mother cattle dog and 4
pups. Tel. 454-120o.

AIREDALE PUPS-AKC, only 2 left. Regular price, $75 each; special, $39.93
each. THE AQUARIUM, 159 E. 3rd,
Winona. Tel. 454-267o.

Wanted to Buy

Furnished
91
IF carpet beauty doesn't show, clean It
right and walch It glow. Use Blue
Lustre. Rent electric shampooer II. STUDENT HOUSING-apartmente for (,
4 and 2 boys. 1055 W. Broadway.
Robb Bros. Store.
Tel. 454-JM8; after 5 454-4738.
GOOD USABLE household Items, FurniFOURTH
W, 314—itlsely furnished, I
ture, lamps, etc. 2ippers replaced et
bedroom upper apartment, front and
CADY'S on W. 5th.
rear entrances, enclosed porch, TV
REGISTER NOW for pearl necklace) crc- ' signal, off street parking. Available
Feb. 1.
crtetlng and sewing classes beginning
Jan. 12 and 13. Tel. 454-5312 for details.
Classes limited. The Place, 1054 W. APARTMENT or whole fidute suitable for
10 or. 12 students. Inquire 161 Mankato
Broadway.
Ave.
TIME AGAIN to lay Happy New Year
and thanks for making every day a LARGE EFFICIENCY-cenfral location.
utilities furnished. Tel. 452-4523.
special one for usl B * B ELECTRIC,
1S5 E. 3rd,
WANTED: 9 students for Triple A triplex,
available approximately Jan. 1. For
SUPER stuff, sure null That's Blue
references, lease and personal InterLustre for cleaning rugs and upholstery.
view,
please call JIM ROBB- REALTY,
Rent electric shampooer $1. H. Choate
an affiliate of Robb Bros. Store Inc.
S. C.9.
and Robb Motora Inc. Tel. 454-5870
before 5 p.m.
MONOGRAM OIL HEATERS-! room to
7 room sizes, thermostat, controlled.
COTTAGE for rent, S120 per month .
GAIL'S APPLIANCE,. 215 E. 3rd.
Acorn Motel, Minnesota City. Tel. 68?2158.
PAIR cf girl's white figure skates, size
7; also black boots and shoes, beONE-BEDROOM, *?0, Acorn Motel, Mliv
tween 7 and t, Tel. 452-4447.
nesote City. Tel. 689-2150.
A AMVRQUETTE heavy duty starting unit.
WINONA
MANOR — deluxe furnished
Teman Hallum, Whalan, Minn. Tel.
apartment for 4 girls, utilities furnished.
875-5560. •
.
Available Immediately. Tel. Mrs, Schernecker 452-3154.
OSCILLOSCOPE, VTVM, power supplies,
other, electronic equipment end parts.
ROOM FOR 1 girl In apartment for 6.
: Tel, 452-4225.
Large apartment. Modern, well furnrshed. Utilities. Certified. Available
NEW GOLD sola bed, 130; girls' white
Jan.
1. For eppointment Tel. 452-2702.
shoe skates, size 7, $3. Tel, Cochrane
24S-2544.

42

RUBBISH REMOVAL—Call Jr'S Rubbish. FREE—2 border Collie dogs, females, W,
Tel. 454-2386.
A. Flnner, Arcadia, Wis.

FARMS — FARMS -- FARMS
MIDWEST REALTY CO.
Osseo, Wis,
Tel. Office 597-345»
We buy, we sell, we trade.
Tel. Res. 495-3157

TYPEWRITERS end adding machines for
rent or sale. Low rates. Try trs for ell
Your office supplies, desks, files or office chairs. LUND OFFICE SUPPLY
CO., lit Center St. Tel. 452-5232.

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT — weekly,
monthly or annually. Competence, Integrity and reliability assured since
UK. JIM ROBB REALTY, an affiliate
BOYS';SKI set with buckle boots, size S,
of Robb) Bros. Store, Inc., and Robb
wood skis wild bindings and poles. $20.
Motors, Inc.: Tel. 454-5870 until 5 p.m.
Tel. 452-6425.

GRAND OPENING Sat., Jan. 3. Troplcal fish, 70 varieties; dog, cat essentials; all breeds groomed. Experienced? Professional? Gentle? Expert?
Our dogs have never failed to place
In show competition, 70 wins in 1970,
We call If the look of a winner at
the Clip Join}, corner Mankato 8, 711).
Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-5, weekdays 4-9. Tel.
454-3545 or 454-2211.

Call for an appointment
today!

77

YEAR-OLD gas rangej 2 matching chair*.
Tel. Lewlston 3565.

SILVER MINIATURE Poodle puppies, select breeding, bred with good temperament and good confirmation In mind.
S7J each. Extra bonus, first clip free.
Salranek's Cedar Haven Kennels.

$5.88

Business Services

Situation! Wanted - Male 30

Business Opportunities

Guaranteed
\yheel Alignment
'

WILL DO babysitting In my home, day
hours, West location. Call anytime. Tel.
¦ 452-7271. .
.

FARMHAND WILL do milking and general fermworK. Tel. 454-4S45.

Cut tire wear. Improve
your steering. Get

"¦ ¦

Situations Wanted — Fein. 29

Typswrlhn

AUCTIONS

28

We are introducing something completely revolutionary in the field of home
entertainment here in the
Winona area., This is something you have never seen
or heard before, but before
putting this on the open
market we want to show it
to as many people as we
possibly can for the purpose
of getting their comments
and opinions. In other
words, we want you to tell
us what you do like or don't
like about it. Just for preLADIES: If you want to drink that's
viewing this, you receive a
YOUR business; If you DON'T want to
nice bottle of imported
drink, that's OUR BUSINESS. Contact
Women's AA for private, confidential
French
perfume valued at
problem.
Call
help with your drinking
$20.
454-4410 evening* 7-10.
Auto Service, Repairing 10 For demonstration write B44 Daily News with your
CAR SHAKE and shimmy? Tire wear unname, address and phone
even? Alignment needed! $8.50 most
number.
cars. Tegsart
¦ ¦ Tlra Service, Tel. 452-

98 Snowmo&ilM
' ' '-'

63 Wanted fo Rent

CABS, rear entry for Farmall H through RUSSET POTATOES, at) lbs. «?Cj pitted WANTED—Private single cir garage. Tel.
'
I04, Hiti
Wc; onions, 10 Ibt.
454-2439.
X lbs,
Ibi. 75c;
7*c;
5*0, Mis or purchase complete stall dates, )
package cut to she, ready to weld,
epplet, Winona
Wlnoni Potato Market.
Marker.
YOUNG MARRIED COUPLE desires 3
*170 (less:glass). Tel. 282-1174. Writ*
3 bedroom home. Good references,
Rogtrs', Cab, Rt. 4, Rochester.
ArUeblrwry and Tools
69 or
Tel. 454-2W.
"
""
FITZGBHAIO 8URGB
MBLROB BOBCATS .
Sales A Service
NBWi Wfd eino)recondrfloned for sale er
Lewlj len. Minn.
Farms, Land for Sals
Ttl. ttH
98
rant by the hour, day or week, Your
Bobcat Dialer — Dakota Heavy EquipBOU-WATIC MILKERS
ment lalea Company. \4 miles west of 230-ACRE FARM With 120 tillable, U
Bucket, pipeline or mllkira parlor.
tnllei S. ef Winona on blacktop. tJWM,
Oehola on County Ro»d U et Nodine.
Ed'i nelrlgtratcr t Dairy Suppttt* Also ef good selection of other propTel. 44WMP.
MS E. 4th
Ttl. 452-5538
erties. BILL CORNFORTH, MLS REAL'
HOMEUITE, THE NO. I CHAIN SAW
MUSIMI Merchandise
70 TOR, La Crescent, Minn. Tal. SM41W.
Now some oood used sews.
FOUR MILES S. et Ridgeway, l«o acre
Expert repair eervlee.
HGNf MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS from
dairy farm. 5 bedroom McK house,
POWER MAlNTENANCH * SUPPLY CO.
HAROT'S. Plenos, vlollm, clarinets,
Barn and other buildings In sood con•
2nd t, Johnson
Tal.. 452-2571
trumpets, etc Rental payment apply
dition. ttWOO. MLS 582. TOWN *
toward purchase price. HARDT'S MUCOUNTRY REAL ESTATE, Tel. 454USED LAMINATED RAPTERSI
SIC STORE, IH Levea Plate E.
3741 or 454-147*7
LIKE NEW. Save . 5054 or morel Other
building materials for salt. For more
Radios, Television
71 140-ACRE VALLEY farm with spring, lo/ Information. Tal. (507) 28MJ4I.
cated about 8 ml(es from Winona. Also
127-acre ridge farm located about I
TRACTORS WITH wide front*-, 5tt InNr- USED COLOR/ and black and white
miles
from Winona on blaefcfop read.
TVs, Very reasonable, economy TV,
natlonal dlesel, 630 Cesa dlesel, 770
Contact ALVIN KOHNER, Rt. I, Wi5th and High . .Forest.
¦Oliver gas. New Paulson ' loaders, 3nona. Tel. 452-4980,
point blades. H & D Implement, 3
miles E. of Mondovi on Hwy. 10. Tel. Sewing Machines
73
IF
YOU ARE
the market for e farm
926-5664. .
or In
are planning to sell real
or tiome^
USED ELECTRIC (awing machines, cebestate of any type contact NORTH. Inets and portables. $25 and . up.
ERN INVESTMENT COMPANY Real
WINONA 5EWING CO., 915 W. 5th.
Estate Broker, Independence. Wis. er
Eldon W. Berg, Real Estate Salesman,
Arcadia, Wis. Tel. 323-7350.

COUNTRY WESTERN an* rock vocalist.
Must be able to play rhythm guitar
and be 21 years of age. Be available
LADIES: If you want to drink that's
for steady weekend work. Tal. LewisYOUR business; If you DON'T want to
ton KMI1I.
drink, that's OUR BUSINESS. Contact
Women's AA for private, confidential
help with your drinking problem. Call BARTENDER-full or part-time. Apply
Hiawatha Valley, Alma, Wis. Tel. 'Coch454-4410 evenings 7-10.
rane 248-2325. . ¦
REDUCE SAFE V fast with GoBese
Tablets & E-Vap "water pills ". Gibson Pharmacy, Westgate Shopping Center.
PURSUANT to tfie provisions of tha Communications Ad of 1934, ess amended,
notice Is hereby given that Tha Southern AAlnnesota Broadcasting Co. licensee of Translator . Broadcast Italian
K 74 CZ Rochester, Minnesota Is required to tile with the FCC, no later
than January 4, 1971, an application for
renewal of Its license to operate station
K 74 CZ en Channel 74. The officers,
directors and owners of 10% or more
of the stock are G. David Gentling.
Members of the public who desire to
bring . to tha Commission's attention
facts concerning the operation of the
station should write to tha FCC, Washington, D.C. 2U54, not later than February 4, 1971. Letters should set out
In detail the specific facts which the
writer wishes the Commission to consider In passing on the application. A
copy ef the license renewal application
and related material will, upon filing
with the Commission; be available for
public Inspection at 601 First Ave. S;W.,
Rochester/Minnesota between the hours
ef 8 a.m. and i p.m. Monday through
Friday.

Ctwd Thlngii
Thjnffji to Bat
Bit
48 Good

"The Electronic Ago Is Here "

By Roy Crane

BUZZ SAWYER

By Chester Could

DICK TRACY

v

By Mort Walker

BEETLE BAILEY
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By Chick Young

' ':¦:¦

LI'L ABNER

¦'

1

REDEYE

By Milton Canniff

APARTMENT 3-G

By Alex Kofzky

REX MORGAN, M.D.
¦

'

NANCY

BARNEY GOOGLE and SNUFFY SMITH

¦

¦

¦'

.1

¦

.

By Fred Laswel!

TIGER

By Bud Blak«

By Dal Curtis
:

THEWIZARD OF ID

1

By Parker and Hart

By Ernie Bushmiller
GRIN AND BEAR IT

MARY WORTH

¦

By Gordon Bess

STEVE CANYON

.
.
.
.

"

By Al Capp

i

DENNIS THE MENACE

By Snundors and Ernst
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"'It might be a good thing if Mph Nader allocked wsi
... Mpybo then wo could find out just what we do 4
!
.manufacturer'

* YOU'RE MOT REAILYAM ONLVCHILDJOEV. AM' 1'AA NOT

Mm AN ONLY CHILDAS IONSAS W£ GOTMC/famCt ^
1

